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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Eddy Creek Quarry is an important source of carbonate product specifically dolomite particularly
for agricultural application in southern Tasmania. Cresswells Transport Pty td (Proponent) is seeking
to increase the maximum rate of production in order to satisfy a growing demand for the product.
An increase in the maximum annual production from 5 000 cubic metres to 20 000 cubic metres will
not increase the planned area of clearing but will rather accelerate the rate at which mining will
progress through the documented mining and rehabilitation plan.
The source rock will be extracted by drill and blast techniques with a maximum of 2 blasts per year
likely. Shot rock will be carted to the Proponent’s own processing facility located at the Huon Wood
Centre – Southwood. Here the product will be crushed by purpose built equipment to a suitable
particle size for distribution direct onto farm land. The product will reduce acidity of the soil and
supply vital minerals for healthy crop growth.
Eddy Creek Quarry is situated on mining lease (2M/2013). The land surrounding the mining lease
was adhered to the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (WHA) in 2013. Mining Lease
2M/2013 was excised from the WHA expressly for the purpose of extracting the carbonate resource.
As with most carbonate deposits the Eddy Creek resource has associations with karst features.
Detailed exploratory and survey works have been completed on the karst features in the vicinity of
Eddy Creek. This work helped proponent and interested groups achieve confidence the extent of the
karst formations was known. The footprint of the Eddy Creek Quarry was designed to avoid impacts
on the karst features by being located lower in the catchment than the features and providing a
considerable attenuation distance in excess of 100 metres to the significant karst features.
Hydrogeological, flora and fauna surveys and studies suggest the extraction works as planned are
unlikely to have an adverse effect on natural values. The greatest impact relating to the proposal is
likely to be the visual impact of the exposed dolomite substrate. The high grade marbilised dolomite
is almost pure white creating a distinct contrast with the dark green forest surrounding the site.
Extraction activities commenced at the highest extent of the deposit and immediate rehabilitation
works will be followed by progressive rehabilitation following stage 3 quarry development.
At the end of the quarry’s productive life the site will be rehabilitated back to a forested landscape
resembling the surrounding forested land. Once fully rehabilitated the mining lease will be
surrendered and the land will be adhered to the surrounding WHA
This development proposal and environmental management plan (DPEMP) has been prepared in
accordance with a request from the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) dated 7 November
2015 and provides the details of the proposal to increase the rate of production at the existing Eddy
Creek Quarry.
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1 INTRODUCTION
TABLE 1: PROPONENT DETAILS

Proponent

Cresswells Transport Pty Ltd

ACN

009 537 320

ABN

55 009 537 320

Address

Moriarty Place
DELORAINE Tasmania 7304

Postal Address

PO Box 310
DELORAINE Tasmania 7304

Contact

Mr Tony Cresswell

Phone

(03) 6362 4700

Mobile

0418 131 342

Email

tony.cresswell@bigpond.com

1.1 PROPONENT BACKGROUND
1.1.1 PROPONENT BACKGROUND
Cresswells Transport Pty Ltd (Proponent) operates a fertilizer distribution business in Deloraine
supplying fertilizer for Incitec Pivot. For a number of years the Proponent has supplied ground
limestone sourced from Sibelco in Mole Creek to farms throughout northern Tasmania.
The Proponent also owns three hard rock quarries around Deloraine supplying aggregates and
gravels for road construction, concrete and landscaping projects. Two quarries are regularly
operated, one of which has an established fixed crushing plant.
The combination of years of experience with minerals crushing and screening and of supplying
carbonate products to the agricultural sector gives the Proponent a unique skill set to ensure the
success of the Eddy Creek dolomite quarry operation.

1.1.2 PROPOSAL BACKGROUND
The Proponent has operated the Eddy Creek Quarry since the Huon Valley Council issued a permit
(DA 31/2013) in July 2013. Initial extraction produced low grade products mainly used to re‐sheet
Eric Pettetts Road and construct the access track to the quarry site. Subsequent extraction has
produced a high quality fertiliser grade dolomite that is ideal for use as a soil conditioner for primary
producers, especially orchardists.
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1.1.3

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER OPERATIONS

The demand for the product is predicted to outstrip supply over the next few seasons. The
Proponent is therefore applying to increase the maximum level of production from 5 000 cubic
metres (m3) to 20 000 m3.
The quarry operation will supply rock to the Proponent’s crushing plant located at the Huon Wood
Centre site at Southwood. The crushing plant site is permitted via Permit (DA 19‐2014) with a
maximum production rate of 30 000 m3 per annum. Upgrading the dolomite quarry will enable the
processing site to operate more efficiently and increase the return on the investment for this facility.

1.1.4 OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT
The basic operational components of the Eddy Creek Quarry will remain unchanged from the
existing operation:





A dozer will be used to strip new areas and cut rough benches into the cleared areas.
A rock drill will be used to cut holes into the benches and the holes will be loaded and a blast
put in.
The blast will produce a quantity of shot rock that will be temporarily stockpiled onsite.
The shot rock stockpiles will be loaded out to the dolomite crushing facility at the Huon
Wood Centre Site.

The additional production will be achieved through more frequent and slightly larger shots
producing a greater volume in the shot rock stockpiles.
Eddy Creek Quarry will continue to operate on a campaign style basis with the equipment
demobilised during the winter months when weather conditions make access difficult and working
days are short.

1.1.5 ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION, REGULATIONS, CODES AND POLICIES
Eddy Creek Quarry will continue to comply with the following legislation, policies standards and
guidelines:
Legislation, regulations, policies and guidelines that are relevant to the review include the
following:
Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 (and regulations regarding water
pollution, noise, etc);
Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993;
Water Management Act 1999;
State Policy on Water Quality Management 1997;
Environment Protection Policy (Air Quality) 2004;
Environment Protection Policy (Noise) 2009
The Quarry Code of Practice, 1999
Threatened Species Protection Act 1995
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
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2 PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION
2.1 GENERAL
Alternative sources of carbonate products in Tasmania are located in the north of the state.
Transport costs on top of the ordinary supply cost make these products unaffordable for some
farmers. Eddy Creek Quarry will provide high quality carbonate materials at a more reasonable cost.

TABLE 2: EQUIPMENT USED IN OPERATION

Item
1
2
3
4
5

Type
Dozer
Rock drill
Excavator
Wheel Loader
Light combination truck

Rating

Power (kW))

D8
Sandvik
32 t
938

D8 Dozer

225
33
103
136
310

Rock drill

Excavator 30 t
Diesel kL/yr

Light combination on road truck

Product stockpiles

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC QUARRY OPERATIONS
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2.1.1 OPERATION
The current basic operation of Eddy Creek Quarry will continue unchanged. The operational
campaigns will be longer and more intensive to enable the additional quantity of product to be
produced. The hours of operation will differ from the hours stipulated under the existing permit (DA‐
31/2013) by starting an hour earlier on weekdays and on Saturday.
At the beginning of an extractive campaign it is likely that road maintenance will be required to
ensure the access and Eric Pettitts roads will withstand the cartage task. Stockpiles constructed the
previous year will be carted to the processing facility to make room for new stockpiles.
The shot rock produced the previous year will be pushed up into new stockpiles and preparations
will get underway for a new shot.
A dozer will push out the benches that support the drill rig. The drill then installs the pattern of holes
to accept the explosive charge and a shot is fired. The shot rock is pushed into stockpiles which are
then loaded and carted to the dolomite processing facility located at the Huon Wood Centre.
Once sufficient space is cleared of product stockpiles, preparations will commence for a second shot
in order to have shot rock product ready for the next extractive campaign.
The dolomite quarry does not rely on any external infrastructure apart from a maintained Eddy Road
used to cart the shot rock to the processing site. The Proponent already maintains Eric Pettitts Road
under agreement with the Parks and Wildlife Service (PWS).
No electricity or water supply is required to operate at this location. No amenities will be established
on the quarry site. Workers here will use the facilities at the Huon Wood Centre site while working
on an operational campaign.

TABLE 3: SITE OPERATION DETAILS

Description

Level 2 Quarry Operation

Quarry Operation

Drill and blast to extract and push shot rock to stockpile

Blasting frequency

Up to 2 blasts per year.

Permit Number

New permit required.

Max. Annual Production

20 000 cubic metres

Hours of operation
(excluding winter
months)

Quarry

Hours of operation
(excluding winter
months)

Monday to Friday

6.00 am to 6.00 pm

Saturday

6.00 am to 6.00 pm

Sunday and Public Holidays

No work

Transport
Monday to Friday

8.00 am to 6.00 pm

Saturday

8.00 am to 6.00 pm

Sunday and Public Holidays

No work
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The product will be carted to the processing centre using road going trucks with rock bodies. There is
sufficient room in the stockpile area to turn truck and trailer combinations with a conservative
payload of 28 tonnes. The bulk density of the shot rock is assumed to be 1.6 tonne/cubic metres
(t/m3).
The annual production will be carted in 1 142 loads hence 2 285 movements will be required.
Allowing for unpredictable spring weather the production campaign is likely to commence in
October. A total of eight months will be available to recover and process the product. The cartage
effort will be 2 285 movements over a period of 32 weeks or 12 per day. The entire transport route
is described on Figure 2.
Quarry operations and transport operations will be curtailed during winter due to difficulties
handling the material wet. Timing activities to occur during the spring, summer, and autumn period
will ensure the transport operation in particular will occur only during daylight hours.
The quarry will be supplying solely to the dolomite processing facility at the Huon Wood Centre. This
facility is permitted under Huon Valley Council Permit number DA‐19‐2014 to receive process and
distribute up to 30 000 m3 of rock. The majority of movements from the processing facility will travel
on Southwood Road north towards the Huon Valley and hence will not encounter the trucks
originating from the quarry.

2M/2013
Existing quarry

Eric Pettitts Road

Eddy Road

0

1.0

2.0

Southwood Road

kilometres

Huon Wood
Centre

FIGURE 2: TRANSPORT ROUTE (LAND TASMANIA, 2016)
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2.2 CONSTRUCTION
2.2.1 COMPLETED WORKS
Eddy Creek Quarry has been developed to the first stage production configuration under the original
permit. This work involved constructing an access track suitable for trucks to negotiate; clearing
approximately 1.6 hectares for a quarry footprint for the stage 1 and 2 operations; cutting benches
and blasting to win product up to the maximum allowable under the original permit.
The initial blast produced low grade carbonate rock used to reconstruct Eric Pettits Road. The
subsequent blast produced high grade carbonate rock suitable for downstream processing and for
supply to market.

2.2.2 CONTINUED STAGE 1 AND STAGE 2 DEVELOPMENT
This proposal will use the original high walls resulting from development work to assess the capacity
of the deposit to sustain the operation at an elevated rate of production. The original field geological
mapping indicated the resource quality source rock is close to the surface. The small amount of low
grade overburden encountered will be directed to road refurbishment work for each seasonal
campaign or to rehabilitation.
The extraction face is around 300 metres long and around 12 metres high; the bench width is around
4 metres. A shot is likely to extract 12 000 m3 solid or 36 000 tonnes of shot rock. The reserve of
agricultural grade carbonate rock is estimated to be around 2 million tonnes (Morrison, July 2013). A
specific density of 3.0 tonnes per cubic metre (t/m3) gives 650 000 m3 bank cubic metres (BCM)
which will produce around 1 million cubic metres of shot rock or 50 years life at full production.

2.3 COMMISSIONING
In preparation for the winter break the site will be cleared of equipment and materials, the drainage
infrastructure and sediment traps will be maintained and the site secured. The site is accessed from
Eric Pettitts Road, a disused Forestry Tasmania (FT) road maintained by the Proponent. An existing
boom gate located at the beginning of Eric Pettitts Road will be locked to secure the site.
Item
1.

Commitment

When

Responsible

During winter recess the site will be secured by locking
the boom gate at Eric Pettitts Road

During winter
recess

Proponent

2.3.1 PREPARATION
The equipment to operate the quarry will be transported to the site for each extractive campaign. A
grader will be used to make the access track and Eric Pettitts Road suitable for the transport task.
The shot rock from the blast conducted last season will be pushed up into stockpiles and loaded
onto the cartage trucks to supply the crusher at the processing facility.
A small amount of additional clearing is required to expose the source rock to complete stage 2
quarry development. The clearing will take place using an excavator, trees will be laid down to
provide a barrier and prevent any incursion into the forest on the perimeter. A small amount of
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topsoil / leaf litter will be placed in a windrow on the perimeter. Low grade overburden will be
ripped and stockpiled at the quarry to be used for access road maintenance or rehabilitation.
There is negligible topsoil over the footprint area. The ground cover is mainly leaf litter and decaying
wood and mosses. What soil is available will be pushed to the edge of the footprint and the limbs
and trees will be placed over to stabilise the windrow from erosion.

2.3.2 EXTRACTION
When a free space has been cleared, work will commence on producing the bench for the first shot.
A series of holes will be sampled for grade control and impurity analysis. Infill production blast
drilling will be guided by the results of the grade control analysis. A blast will liberate the source rock
which will be pushed up into stockpiles and for carting off site to the processing facility.
Subsequently, if the quantities allow the shot rock will be pushed up to replenish the stockpiles and
another bench cut for the final shot.

2.3.3 CARTING
The shot rock stockpiles will be loaded onto road going trucks by either an excavator or wheel loader
and the truck will transport the product to the processing site at the Huon Wood Centre –
Southwood. The cartage route uses the quarry access road, portions of Eric Pettitts Road, Eddy Road,
Southwood Road and is 12 kilometres in length. The cartage task will not take place during winter
months and will only occur during daylight hours to limit the threat to nocturnal animals on the
transport route.

2.3.4 DEVELOPMENT STAGING
Stage 3 quarry development will include additional clearing and an alteration in the access road
alignment to easily access the lower sections of the quarry site. The higher benches of stage 1 and
stage 2 will be rehabilitated using the topsoil windrows and by pulling downed vegetation across the
surface. The old section of access road will be rehabilitated once the rehabilitation of disused
benches is complete.

2.3.5 QUARRY DEVELOPMENT FOOTPRINT
The footprint of the Eddy Creek Quarry is defined by the application of an Operations Area
delineated on the Mining Lease. The initial clearing included a small area of quarry footprint and
access track that is outside the Operations Area. This extra area will be immediately rehabilitated as
part of the Stages 1 and 2 development and the small section of access road will be rehabilitated in
conjunction with progressive rehabilitation for Stage 3 development.
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2.4 GENERAL LOCATION MAP
0

Smithton

100

Eddy Creek Quarry is located off Eric Pettetts
Road close to Eddy Creek in the southern forests.
The site is approximately 10 kilometres southwest
of Lonnavale, although the distance is further by
road.

Burnie

Launceston

A FT boom gate secures Eric Pettitts Road at the
junction with Eddy Road. This gate will remain
closed and locked most of the time.

Queenstown

Triabunna

Hobart

Product from Eddy Creek Quarry will be carted
along Eric Pettetts Road onto Eddy Road and
finally Southwood Road to the Huon Wood Centre
site. The arrangement can be seen on Figure 2,
Locality Plan.

When Eddy Creek Quarry was established the land surrounding the quarry site was a working forest
being progressively harvested by contractors working for FT. The land is formally recognised as the
Weld River Regional Reserve. Recent logging coupes are situated off Eric Pettitts Road on either side
of the mining lease boundary.
Soon after the development of the quarry almost the entire parcel that comprised the Weld River
Regional Reserve was included in land proposed as being included in the WHA. The area of the
Mining Lease number 2M/2013 on which the Eddy Creek Quarry operation is situated was excised
from the WHA proclamation to allow for the continued extraction of this regionally significant
resource.

2.5 SITE PLAN
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2.6 OFF‐SITE INFRASTRUCTURE1
The Eddy Creek Quarry requires access over Eric Pettits Road, which is managed by PWS; Eddy Road
and Southwood Road, which are managed by FT. The quarry also relies on the Proponent’s dolomite
crushing facility at the Huon Wood Centre to produce a marketable product.
The Proponent will continue with an agreement struck with FT to pay a maintenance levy on the
sections of Eddy Road and Southwood Road used for cartage. The Proponent will continue to
maintain the section of Eric Pettitts Road used for cartage. Maintenance includes resheeting the
road where required to provide a suitable surface for cartage traffic and roadside drainage including
tail outs and sediment retention basins. These arrangements have been agreed by PWS and FT.

3 PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
3.1 BACKGROUND
Carbonate rock has been a scarce resource in southern Tasmania since the major limestone quarry
at Lune River closed. Alternative developed locations of carbonate products are located in the north
of Tasmania at Flowery Gully for limestone and Smithton for dolomite. A proposal to develop an
alternative source of limestone in Maydena is currently being assessed.
Before Eddy Creek Quarry became operational all carbonate products had to be imported from the
north of the state, either as bulk or bagged products. Eddy Creek Quarry provides a reliable source
of high quality carbonate products to enhance agricultural production in southern Tasmania without
the high costs associated with carting the product long distances.
There are other potential carbonate rock deposits in southern Tasmania located close to Mayena.
Significant karst features are associated with these deposits and to date they remain undeveloped.
These limestone deposits can supply a product for agricultural use with similar characteristics
although the Eddy Creek dolomite is likely to offer higher levels of magnesium. If approval to exploit
the Derwent Valley deposits is granted, the southern Tasmanian market will benefit from a choice of
competitive suppliers.

3.2 JUSTIFICATION
The Tasmanian Government is investing millions in expanding irrigation throughout the state. New
and expanded irrigation schemes in the south will allow farmers to confidently expand the range of
crops they can produce. More intensive agricultural production will increase the demand on soil
conditioners to sustain the health and vitality of the soil. Upgrading of Eddy Creek Quarry will ensure
southern producers can take advantage of the water security by providing access to essential soil
supplements.

1
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4 PUBLIC CONSULTATION
The original dolomite quarry application attracted a significant amount of interest from the public
and government agencies. Carbonate rocks are generally associated with karst structures and the
marbleised dolomite at Eddy Creek has a number of karst features included. These features were the
subject of detailed surveys and studies by geologists interested in karst.
Through a series of specialist reports and by analysing the considerable body of work done
previously on the site, the Proponent was able to demonstrate how the quarry could develop
without adversely affecting the karst features.
To ensure that the excavation would not interrupt ground water paths feeding the existing caves the
Proponent offered to withdraw the quarry footprint 100 metres away from the main karst features.
The success of this approach has been borne out in the development of the quarry where excavation
so far encountered no groundwater or voids.
The government agencies interested in geo‐conservation values and private organisations including
the Southern Tasmanian Caverneers and the Australian Speleological Federation were satisfied with
the original proposal and Council received no appeals once a permit was issued.
A copy of the permit for the original Level 1 operation (DA 31/2013) is included in this document as
Appendix 1. A copy of the Mining Lease (2M/2013) issued for the Eddy Creek Quarry is included here
as Appendix 2.

5 THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT
5.1 PLANNING ASPECTS
Section 25 of the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 (EMPCA) requires an
application made to a planning authority for a permit for a permissible level 2 activity to be dealt
with in accordance with Section 57 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPAA).
Section 57 describes the ‘discretionary’ approval pathway. This proposal is classified as a Level 2
Activity hence EMPCA s25 applies.

5.1.1 WORLD HERITAGE AREA
In the submission to the World Heritage Committee the Australian Government recommended an
additional 172 050 hectares be adhered to the TWWHA by way of boundary adjustments. The
recommended area included the Weld River Regional Reserve, which is land identified for forestry
and mineral resource extraction. The values identified in justifying the nomination for WHA status
includes high visual and scientific value associated with old‐growth tall eucalypt forests and river
scenery. The submission also nominates karst, glaciokarst and glacial landforms in lower elevations
as being important values especially identifying Riveaux Cave as exemplary.
(Australian Government, Feb 2013)
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It is also noted that the Weld River Regional Reserve was part of a 74 000 hectare area identified in
June 2014 by the Australian Government as not meeting the criteria for nomination for WHA status.
(ABC News, 2014)

5.1.2 PUBLIC LAND CLASSIFICATION
The land defined by Mining Lease 2M/2013 is excluded from the WHA overlay and hence is subject
to the underlying public land classification of the Weld River Regional Reserve. Regional reserves are
managed under the Nature Conservation Act 2002 (NCA). Schedule 1 section 7. of the NCA defines a
Regional Reserve as “an area of land – (a) with high mineral potential or prospectively; and (b)
predominantly in a natural state.” The act goes on to state the purpose of the regional reserve is for
“Mineral exploration and the development of mineral deposits in the land and the controlled use of
other natural resources of the area of land…”

5.1.3 HUON VALLEY INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015
Planning Scheme Objectives: This proposal seeks to develop a regionally significant extractive
industry advancing 3.0.5 R (c) in turn suppling products to increase output from agricultural
enterprises advancing 3.0.5 L (c).
Eddy Creek Quarry is located within the Environmental Management Zone under the HVIPS
mapping.

5.1.4 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ZONE
Extractive Industry is classified as a ‘discretionary use’ in the Environmental Management Zone only
if located in a Conservation Area, Regional Reserve or Public Reserve. Eddy Creek Quarry is located
within the Weld River Regional Reserve so the HVIPS can treat the application under Section 57 of
LUPAA.

5.1.5 LANDSLIDE CODE
The quarry is considered ‘major works’ under the definition in HVIPS. The quarry footprint captures
areas classified as medium hazard as mapped for the Landslide Code. The quarry development
therefore triggers the code.
Exposure to risks associated ground stability connected with a mining use on a Mining Lease
regulated under the Mineral Resources Development Act 1995 (MRDA) are managed by Mineral
Recourses Tasmania (MRT). The Proponent in conjunction with Officers of MRT will ensure dangers
associated with ground stability are managed to stay within the ‘acceptable risk’ range.

5.1.6 AUTHORITY TO DEVELOP
The Proponent has a signed authority issued by FT acting as the land managers at that time for the
original quarry operation.
The Proponent has sought authority from the PWS to upgrade operations at the Eddy Creek Quarry.
A signed authority is included as Appendix 3 to this document.
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5.1.7 MAINTENANCE AND USE OF ERIC PETTITTS ROAD
The Proponent transferred an existing agreement with FT to the new land managers PWS to use and
maintain Eric Pettits Road as the sole access to the quarry operation.

5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
Following the issue of a mining lease and a permit to operate Eddy Creek Quarry a substantial area
of the Weld River Regional Reserve was proposed for inclusion into the WHA. The mining lease
2M/2013 over the dolomite deposit was excised from the WHA expressly for the purpose of
retaining access to regionally significant carbonate resource.

5.3 SOCIO‐ECONOMIC ASPECTS
The Tasmanian Government is investing millions in expanding irrigation throughout the state. New
and expanded irrigation schemes in the south will allow farmers to confidently expand the range of
crops they can produce. More intensive agricultural production will increase the demand on soil
supplements to sustain the health and vitality of the soil. The upgrade of Eddy Creek Quarry will
ensure that these producers can take advantage of the water security by providing access to
essential soil supplements at a reasonable cost.
Eddy Creek Quarry will remain a modest operation and will remain only seasonally active. There is
limited scope to increase employment as a result of the upgraded operation. It is quite likely that
increased availability of affordable organic ameliorants for local agricultural producers will make
these operations more profitable and more likely to expand.

5.4 ALTERNATIVE SITES
The Eddy Creek site was the culmination of an extensive exploration program around Tasmania.
There are few sites where carbonate products area accessible without also encountering highly
significant karst features. After assessing various sites in the north and south of Tasmania the Eddy
Creek site was found to have superior grades and offers an opportunity to extract the product with
minimal environmental impact.
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6 POTENTIAL EFFECTS AND THEIR MANAGEMENT
6.1 AIR QUALITY
6.1.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Activities such as drilling, blasting, pushing and loading can give rise to air emissions in the form of
dust. All these activities occur now at the Eddy Creek Quarry. The change associated with this
proposal will be an increase in the hours of operation and frequency of some activities.

6.1.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The Environment Protection Policy (Air Quality) 2004 requires that point and diffuse source
emissions to air should not cause harm to environmental values such as;
•
•
•
•

life, health and wellbeing of humans,
life, health and wellbeing of other life forms,
visual amenity, and
the useful life and aesthetic appearance of buildings, property and materials.

6.1.3 POTENTIAL IMPACTS
The Eddy Creek Quarry is situated in a remote location. It is highly unlikely that dust emissions from
activities occurring at the site will cause environmental harm. The dust settling on the ground
surrounding the site will be washed into water courses but the quantities are unlikely to be large
enough to cause detriment to the stream bed. The effect of the dust on the alkalinity of the water is
unlikely to be significant compared to the water retained and passing through karst system
upstream of the site.

6.1.4 AVOIDANCE AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The Proponent will employ techniques to control dust emissions mainly for the comfort and health
of the workers on the site. These techniques are likely to be:
•
•
•
•
•

Low drop distances loading to stockpiles trucks.
Slow vehicle speeds for vehicles travelling on site.
Good site drainage will reduce the prevalence of mud on site that can dry to
dust.
The load height will not exceed the height of the truck tray sides.
HEPA filters fitted to air conditioners in machinery.

6.1.5 ASSESSMENT OF NET EFFECTS
It is highly unlikely that dust emissions will cause any environmental harm.

Item
2.

Commitment

When

Responsible

A range of techniques will be employed to supress a
visible dust plume if adverse conditions arise.

As required

Proponent
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6.2 SURFACE WATER QUALITY
6.2.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The mining plan for Eddy Creek Quarry approved for the original operation will proceed unchanged.
The first series of benches is high in the catchment with a small catchment area reporting to the
quarry. Currently a small sediment basin is included at the toe of the lower bench. The water
retained here is remarkable for its clarity and there is little evidence of sediment having settled out
in the basin.

PLATE 1: TEMPORARY SEDIMENT RETENTION BASIN ‐ STAGE 1

As mining progresses through the various stages the quarry footprint will increase and there will be a
greater need for sediment retention facilities. These facilities are represented on the staged mining
plans.
The trucks carting product from the quarry are likely to be the only heavy vehicles using Eric Pettitts
Road as no further forestry operations will be serviced by this road.

6.2.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The proposal is required to meet the standards detailed in the:


State Policy on Water Quality Management 1997
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State Stormwater Strategy 2010, and if applicable
Tasmanian State Coastal Policy 1996 (not applicable in this case)

6.2.3 AVOIDANCE AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Site observations show the source rock exhibits a low potential for introducing silt and clay into
stormwater runoff. There is a low probability that the exposed dolomite rock surface will erode and
produce sediment entrained run off.
The mining plan is developed to commence at the highest point and progress downslope through
the life of the quarry. Following the commencement of stage 3, progressive rehabilitation works will
start on the faces and benches developed in the early stages.
Detailed stormwater calculations for the site were produced to inform the original development
application. The calculation assumed a sediment load of 10 cubic metres per hectare per year
(m3/ha/yr). Site experience shows this assumption was conservative. Observation of the sediment
retention pond in the stage 1 extraction area shows little accumulated silt. Revised calculations are
included in Appendix 4 using a more realistic sediment load of 4 m3/ha/yr. The Operator will clean
out the sediment retention pond at the end of production season prior to the winter break to ensure
adequate capacity is maintained over winter.

TABLE 4: STORMWATER CALCULATION SUMMARY

Max. flow rate (m3/s)

Sediment basin volume (m3)
to contain a 1 in 20 year event

Clean out frequency (yrs)

0.18

72

1

A sediment retention basin 130 m2 in area will be installed in each lower quarry floor level to capture
any sediment that may be transported in rainfall runoff. The sediment retention basin will be
excavated in natural ground and have a rock discharge point leading into natural vegetation.
Eric Pettitts Road was constructed by FT contractors to facilitate timber harvesting within the Eddy
Creek section of the Weld River Regional Reserve. As a forestry road, Eric Pettitts Road was
constructed with substantial road side drains and included sediment retention traps to cater for run
off from the unsealed road during timber harvesting activities. The dolomite rock carting work will
benefit from these installations and the Proponent will monitor and maintain these facilities along
with the quarry site installations.
The sediment retention basin will discharge over a rocky surface into the ground cover vegetation as
shown on the mining plans. Concentrating overland flow will cause localised scouring but the
underlying substrate is resistant to erosion.
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As described in Section 5.1, an agreement is in place with PWS for the Proponent to maintain Eric
Pettitts Road. Maintenance will include an annual inspection, cleanout and repair of road side
drainage for the length of road between the boom gate and the quarry entrance.

6.2.4 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
Experience with the dolomite rock substrate proves there is a low level of silt entrained in run off
from the quarry footprint. Sediment retention ponds will be required to buffer the site runoff. The
cleanout frequency will be reduced to one per year and still provide a comfortable factor of safety.

Item
3.

Commitment

When

Responsible

Sediment retention facilities will be maintained through
each stage of development to contain and treat site
runoff

At all times

Operator

6.3 GROUNDWATER
6.3.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Groundwater conditions in carbonate rock types can be affected by karst structures. A
hydrogeological report (Cromer, 2013) prepared for the original development application used site
specific geological reports, the results of site exploration drilling, reports on local karst features and
underground surveys of karst features along with a dedicated site visit to predict the likely impact of
quarrying activities on groundwater conditions. The report is included with this document as
Appendix 5.
Fourteen holes were sunk for the original deposit exploration drilling through the predicted resource
in a line running approximately diagonally through the centre of the ultimate quarry footprint.
Quarry development has commenced at the highest point of the proposed footprint to enable early
rehabilitation of the top bench for visual impact mitigation. The exploration drilling found
groundwater in 4 of the fourteen holes drilled and no solution cavities in a total of 310 metres
drilled. The groundwater levels in the holes suggested the groundwater to be just above the lower
extent of the Proterozoic marbled dolomite.
The quarry is targeting the marblised dolomite where the drilling indicated the deposit was at its
maximum thickness of around 24 metres. The report suggests the depth of extraction will not
encounter the groundwater and hence is unlikely to “significantly affect groundwater levels, flows in
karst features upslope, or stream seepages or springs downslope.”
(Cromer, 2013)

6.3.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The karst features noted in various publications are significant, have been mapped and have
featured in a number of publications. These features have conservation significance in their own
right.
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It is common in similar caves exposed to periodic wetting and drying for highly specialised cave
fauna to develop. There is high likelihood these caves have endemic species adapted to this location.
It is possible the caves have listed species protected under the Threatened Species Protection Act
1995 (TSPA). A significant change to the groundwater flow conditions in these caves may cause
mortality to individuals or entire populations of species triggering a beach of the TSPA.

6.3.3 AVOIDANCE AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The quarry footprint as originally proposed targeted the inferred extend of the marbilised dolomite
resource. During consultation for the original quarry development application information came to
light relating to karst features in the vicinity of the proposed quarry footprint. A thesis prepared by a
student at the University of Tasmania involved detailed on‐ground geological surveys and concluded
with a report. The thesis was summarised in an edition of the Journal of the Southern Tasmanian
Caverneers Inc. (Cracknell M, 2010)
When the presence of the significant karst features became known and after consultation with
representatives of the Speleological Society and geo‐conservation experts within the Policy and
Advice Branch of the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE) the
footprint was substantially altered.
The original quarry footprint was reduced in extent by withdrawing the western boundary by
approximately 100 metres to avoid a cluster of karst features. In discussions referred to above,
separation was resolved to be the most effective action to preserve the integrity of the karst
features. The entire dolomite extent had been thoroughly studied. There was a high level of
confidence from the karst specialists, the area proposed for the amended quarry footprint did not
contain karst features.
Observations made during the course of the initial stage of the quarry development have borne out
the decision to move the operation away from the karst terrain and conclusions of the hydro‐
geographic report. No voids have appeared in the faces of the quarry as developed so far and no
groundwater has been encountered with the depth of excavation completed to date.
Blasting requires explosives to be loaded into holes provided by drilling a pattern into the rock. The
drilling is undertaken with an attending geologist to take and log samples for grade control. The first
indication that ground water may be encountered with subsequent extraction work will be during
the drilling.
The hydrogeological report recommended a monitoring bore is installed to allow routine
groundwater level monitoring during the course of the quarry development. The results of the
groundwater level monitoring should be able to be extrapolated over the karst area. The ideal site
for the monitoring bore would be between the quarry and karst area. Quarry development now
enables access to a potential monitoring bore site close to exploration drill holes EC‐1 and EC‐2 (see
Figure 7).
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Mining Lease Boundary 2M/2013

EC ‐ 1
EC ‐ 2
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GC‐18
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Karst feature



Blast drill hole

North
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Exploration drill hole

0
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FIGURE 7: MINING LEASE AREA WITH DRILL HOLES AND KARST FEATURES (LAND TASMANIA, 2016)
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6.3.4 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
Drill holes sunk for future blasting on the eastern edge of the operations area were investigated for
groundwater level. The investigation shows groundwater levels in drill holes GC‐17 and GC‐18 at 17
metres below the surface. The absolute groundwater level is around 161 m. Cromer predicted the
local groundwater level will be a subdued replica of the ground surface and exploration drill hole
logs showed the level was around 20 metres below the surface. A recorded level of ‐17 metres
agrees with Cromer’s prediction.
The drill holes logs show the groundwater level at EC‐8 and EC‐9 to be deeper at around ‐ 30 metres
or an absolute level of around 120 metres. The mining plan shows the floor of the quarry in stage 4
will around 132 metres or around 12 metres above the groundwater table.
Cromer states in the report (Cromer, 2013) that it is unlikely the quarry operation will impact on the
groundwater level and flow direction. The modelling used to predict the impact agrees with the data
returned from the field from the works undertaken to date.
The first indication of the extraction approaching the groundwater table will be in the quarry
development drilling. If groundwater is encountered it will make subsequent blasting and extraction
activities unsustainable and an alternative quarry development plan will be designed.
Now access is available, a permanent monitoring bore will be established close to EC‐1 or EC‐2.
Regular records of the groundwater level in this bore will provide confidence no impact is occurring
as a result of the ongoing quarry operation. The level of groundwater in this hole will be measured
using a tape‐whistle device. The reduced level of the collar on the bore hole is known and hence the
level to the groundwater table can be calculated.
Workers at the site will measure the groundwater table at the beginning of each extractive season,
which is likely to be in September / October. If there is a seasonal variation the groundwater level it
is likely the level will be highest at this time. Another record will be taken at mid‐season around
December / January and a final record taken in May at the end of the extractive season.
This data will be evaluated and possible groundwater impacts interpreted by the attending geologist.
The original record of the results of the groundwater measurements and the geologist’s
interpretation will be retained and provided to the regulating agencies if required.

TABLE 5: GROUNDWATER LEVEL MONITORING

Monitoring action

Activity

Period

Responsible

Groundwater level
recorded

Preparation for extractive campaign

September
/ October

Operator

Groundwater level
recorded

Midterm of extractive campaign

December
/ January

Operator

Groundwater level
recorded

End of extractive campaign

May /
June

Operator
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Item
4.

Commitment
A permanent monitoring bore will be established and
regular groundwater level readings taken.

When

Responsible

Beginning
of 16 – 17
season

Operator

6.4 NOISE EMISSIONS
6.4.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Eddy Creek Quarry site is remote from any sensitive receptors. The closest residence is The Nook
off Denison Road approximately 7.2 kilometres (km) away to the north east. Another private shack is
located on the bank of the Huon River 8.7 km away to the southeast. The closest other receptor is
the Tahune Air Walk located on the Huon River 8.5 km away to the south (see Figure 8).
Eddy Creek Quarry is located iapproximatley 2.7 kilometres north of Glovers Bluff Lookout. F T
established this facility as part of its commitment to developing mixed use forests; balancing
commercial harveting and recreational opportunities for the community.
During the assessment of the original proposal the impact of quarry operations including blasting on
the mapped karst features was considered. A substantial buffer between the quarry operation and
the mapped karst features was introduced as a method of reducing the risk of ground vibration from
blasting affecting ground stability in the karst voids.

6.4.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The proposal is required to meet the standards and requirements detailed in the Environment
Protection Policy (Noise) 2009 and the Quarry Code of Practice 1999. The quarry is located with a
forested region within the range of wedge‐tailed eagles. Studies on the breeding behaviour of
wedge‐tailed eagles suggest that disruptive activities should be located 500 metres clear of active
nests or if the activity is visible from the nest a 1 kilometre separation distance is recommended
(Mooney N & Holdsworth M, 1991).

6.4.3 AVOIDANCE AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The increase in blasting frequency will be restricted to a maximum of two blasts per year.
The Glovers Bluff Lookout is located 2.7 kilometres south of the Eddy Creek Quarry. The intervening
landscape is fully forested with the Weld River flowing in the valley. It would require unusually still
conditions for machinery other than drilling equipment to be discernable. Drilling will take place at
the most twice per year for a period of 2 or 3 days. During blasting, it is likley the air blast
overpressure will be discernable but blasting is a spilt second action occuring at the most twice per
year. Any impaact will be extremely short lived.
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FT no longer manage Glover Bluff Lookout and PWS are unlikley to prioitise access to the southern
forests over other land management responsibilities. It is likley the importance of infrastructure such
as the Glover Bluff Lookout will deminish in time. It is therefore likely opportunities for sightseers
and tourists to be affected by noise impacts from Eddy Creek Quarry will be infrequent and become
less so over time.
Consultation with Geoconservation experts at DPIPWE, the author of the Eddy Creek Karst study and
a cave fauna expert resulted in the most effective solution to minimise impacts to the karst features
as a result of blasting. The agreed solutuion was to provide adequate separation distance to allow
the ground vibration effects to disapate.
Karst features develop as a continual process of erosion and collapse. The likely impact of one level
of ground vibration over another on the stability of these features cannot be predicted.

6.4.4 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
The remote location means it is highly unlikely noise from the increase in extractive operations at
Eddy Creek Quarry will have an adverse impact on any human receptor.
The site is separated from the closest wedge‐tailed eagle nests by Back Camels which is a substantial
ridgeline completely screening the quarry from the nest. The literature (Mooney N & Holdsworth M,
1991) states under these circumstances a separation distance of 500 metres is adequate, the quarry
and the closest nest are separated by more than 1.3 kilometres. This separation distance will
prevent the increase in activity at the quarry from causing an adverse impact on the breeding
behaviour of wedge‐tailed eagles. See Figure 8 for the relative location of the quarry and noise
sensitive receptors.
Karst voids are inherently unstable as groundwater moving through cracks and crevices over time
dissolves the carbonate rock. Most karst features make an appearance as a result of a rock fall
causing a doline, sink hole or cave. Collapses will occur regardless of the level of ground vibration
introduced by blasting. No ground vibration monitoring will be undertaken as any results gathered
will not result in predicted impacts and hence have no value.

Item
5.

Commitment

When

Responsible

Blasting frequency will be restricted to a maximum of
two blasts per year.

At all times

Operator
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FIGURE 8: SEPARATION DISTANCES TO RECEPTORS AND WTE NESTS
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6.5 WASTE MANAGEMENT
6.5.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The upgraded Eddy Creek Quarry will continue to operate in a similar manner to the existing
operation, all be it at an accelerated pace. The basic operations are drilling, blasting, extracting rock
and producing shot rock stockpiles. The resource deposit has a very thin topsoil and a thin layer of
overburden.
The minerology of the Eddy Creek Quarry deposit consists of dolomitic marble grading upslope to
the east into a magnesium calc silicate skarn. Analysis of samples of these products confirmed the
marble dolomite rock as agricultural grade dolomite ore (Morrison K, June 2016). The calc silicate
skarn is below grade and will be avoided in future mining operations.
During an opportunistic site visit Mineral Resources Tasmania’s (MRTs) Senior Geologist identified
fibrous minerals in seams in the non‐target calc silicate skarn rocks. Analysis on samples recovered in
this site visit confirmed traces of respirable fibre probably a component of which is chrysotile
asbestos. In response to these findings the rocks containing the fibrous minerals was re‐buried on
the site in an area targeted for rehabilitation (see Figure 4).
Detailed site investigations on the now exposed high walls revealed no occurrence of the fibrous
material in the desired source rock. The quarry development plan can avoid the deleterious material
by maintaining grade control and targeting the highest grade rock.

6.5.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Standards for the storage and disposal of general waste are included in:





Environment Management and Pollution Control Act 1994.
Work Health and Safety Act 2012
Environment Management and Pollution Control (Waste Management) Regulations 2000.
Quarry Code of Practice 1999.

The Work Health and Safety Act 2012 section 19. States “A person conducting a business or
undertaking must ensure, so far as reasonably practicable, (a) the provision and maintenance of a
work environment without risks to health and safety…”
The Quarry Code of Practice 1999 states that all waste must be removed from the site on a
progressive basis and recycled wherever possible.

6.5.3 AVOIDANCE AND MITIGATION MEASURES
All waste will be managed in accordance with the hierarchy of waste management displayed below:






avoidance
recycling/reclamation
re‐use
treatment
disposal
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Redundant equipment, products and materials will be removed from site and passed into the
appropriate waste streams.
As an integral component of quality management, grade control sampling and analysis will include
analysis of the potential for asbestiform material:




in the drilling spoil prior to blasting,
in the shot rock if fibrous minerals are present, and
in all cases on the crushed product stockpiles.

Detection of asbestiform material will trigger an intervention to avoid the source rock, rebury source
rock already extracted or exclude from supply and rebury a failed stockpile section.

6.5.4 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACTS
The upgrade of the Eddy Creek Quarry will require the mobile equipment on site to operate on more
days and for longer hours. All the servicing for the mobile equipment on the site will be performed
at the processing site. The net change is likely to be nil.
A small component of a fibrous material in seams in the waste rock is likely to contain asbestiform
materials, a component of which is probably naturally occurring chrysotile asbestos. A monitoring
and management plan directed at identifying the presence of this material in any of the handled
products will ensure it is highly unlikely any will be exposed during the course of the extractive
works at Eddy Creek Quarry.

Item
6.

7.

Commitment

When

Responsible

Waste materials and redundant machinery or parts will
not be stored on the site but removed into the
appropriate waste stream.

At all times

Operator

A naturally occurring asbestos monitoring and
management plan will be implemented to keep the risk
of exposing this material as low as practicable.

Immediately

Operator

6.6 DANGEROUS GOODS
6.6.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Blasting operations at the Cresswells Quarry introduce explosives to the site while the Blasting
Contractor is preparing the shot on the site.
There is mobile equipment on the site that require diesel for fuel. Hydrocarbons are considered to
be an environmentally hazardous material.
The naturally occurring asbestos monitoring and management plan will be implemented to ensure
this material is not exposed. If monitoring shows asbestiform material in shot rock or products these
materials will be buried onsite and the surface rehabilitated.
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6.6.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The existing operation uses diesel engines to energise mobile plant at the site. Hydrocarbons are
considered dangerous to the environment and to workers.
Standards on the storage, handling and transport of dangerous goods are included in:







Environment Management and Pollution Control Act 1994
Dangerous Goods (General) Regulations 1998
Quarry Code of Practice 1999
Explosives Act 2012
Explosives Regulations 2012
Dangerous goods (Road and Rail Transport) Act 2010

6.6.3 AVOIDANCE AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Fuel used to energise mobile plant at Eddy Creek Quarry will be carried in a proprietary tank on the
tray of a ute. A proprietary hydrocarbon spill kit will be carried on the same vehicle as the fuel.
The workers at the quarry site will be trained in the correct deployment of the hydrocarbon spill kit.

6.6.4 POTENTIAL IMPACTS
Any spill occurring from the refuelling operation is likely to be as a result of overfilling or from an
airlock in the filling hose. In each case the volume of the spill will be small (less than 10 litres) and
will be cleaned up immediately using the hydrocarbon spill kit. A procedure will be developed
directing the workers to collect all the contaminated materials for disposal in the appropriate waste
bin located at the processing site. A licenced waste disposal contractor will be responsible for
collection and disposal from the waste bin.

6.6.5 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACTS
Upgrading Eddy Creek Quarry will not result in an increased risk associated with dangerous goods.
No fixed fuel storage facilities will be utilised and all explosives will be managed in accordance with
the legislation.

Item
8.

Commitment

When

Responsible

A hydrocarbon spill kit will be available for immediate
deployment.

At all times

Proponent
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6.7 BIODIVERSITY AND NATURE CONSERVATION VALUES
Eddy Creek Quarry has an existing permit to operate at this site within an area that is defined by an
Operations Area described on the Mining Lease. This proposal seeks to change only the maximum
annual rate of production from the quarry. All other aspects of the operation will remain the same.
This section will describe the likely impact on natural values of the proposal to increase the
maximum rate of production to 20 000 m3.

6.7.1 FOREST COMMUNITIES
6.7.1.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
A flora and fauna report prepared for the exploration work program classified the vegetation
communities as predominantly Eucalyptus obliqua Wet Forest (WOU) with pockets of Nothofagus ‐
Phyllocladus Short Rainforest (RMS) and Eucalyptus nitida Wet Forest. (Milner, Botanical and Fauna
Habitat Survey ‐ Eddy Creek, Weld Valley, EL 1/2011, 2011).
A later survey and report prepared for the approval of the original Level 1 quarry classified the
communities in the area of the quarry footprint as Eucalyptus obliqua Wet Forest (WOU) ranging to
Eucalyptus obliqua Forest with broad leafed shrubs (WOB) (Milner, Flora and Fauna Habitat Survey ‐
Summary Report, 2013) .This later report is included in this document as Appendix 6. No vegetation
communities listed under the Nature Conservation Act 2002 were identified in either study.
The study prepared for the Level 1 assessment was completed in May 2013 and is still valid. It is
highly unlikely the composition of the forest communities surrounding the Eddy Creek Quarry have
changed since 2013.
The proposed operation will require up to 2 700 truck movements at maximum production. The
truck movements will be between the processing facility and the quarry. The risk of the trucks
introducing weeds and disease to the quarry site is diminished because the trucks will not be
travelling to potentially weedy or infected sites and then returning to the quarry.
The Proponent will adhere to a ‘vehicles and machinery washdown protocol’ in accordance with the
guidelines (D. Tucker, Apr 2004) to ensure the first time vehicles from other sites enter the quarry
they are clean.
The Mining Lease area is drained by Eddy Creek and its tributaries. These watercourses are
considered under the Conservation of Freshwater Ecosystem Values (CFEV)2 program. The three
reaches of the watercourses are classified with an Integrated Conservation Value (ICV) of Low. All
have a high naturalness score, a land tenure security score of Medium and Conservation
Management Priority Potential of Moderate. These features are displayed on Figure 7.

2

The Conservation of Freshwater Ecosystem Values (CFEV) program is a comprehensive assessment of the ecosystem
values of the watercourses in Australia. Each watercourse is evaluated for its natural and ecosystem values and then
checked for its vulnerability and an Integrated Conservation Value (ICV) established for that reach of the watercourse
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6.7.1.2 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACTS
The increase in production will not cause any additional clearing of native forest communities. The
more rapid movement through the various stages of extraction will bring forward the first
progressive rehabilitation works seeking to restore native vegetation communities to the higher
benches.
This proposal will not increase net impact on native vegetation communities.
A machinery hygiene (washdown) protocol will minimise the risk of vehicles bringing weeds and
disease from other areas to the quarry site.
The limit of disturbance is separated from Eddy Creek and its tributaries by at least 80 metres,
double the separation required under the Quarry Code of Practice 1999 (DPIWE, 1999). The access
road traverses a dolerite subgrade, which produces clay rich soils prone to erosion. The access road
has culverts and sediment traps to retain runoff water. The access road is separated from the closest
natural watercourse by over 200 metres of natural vegetation. As the road batters stabilise and
become covered with vegetation the risk of discharge will diminish.
A combination of a small catchment area, sediment retention facilities described in Section 2 Surface
Water Quality and the intervening vegetation make it highly unlikely there will be any reduction in
water quality in these natural watercourse as a result of the quarry development.

Item
9.

Commitment

When

Responsible

A vehicle and machinery washdown protocol will be
employed to ensure vehicles and machinery from other
sites is clean before entering the quarry.

At all times

Proponent

6.7.2 GEO‐CONSERVATION
6.7.2.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Karst features are commonly associated with carbonate rocks such as dolomite and limestone. The
marbled nature of the source rock for the dolomite quarry has less pronounced karst features but
there are none the less well surveyed features in the area. Extensive consultation was undertaken as
part of the original permit application including with geo‐conservation experts at DPIPWE, the
author of a significant karst survey, mapping and report and a karst fauna expert.
The Proponent responded to concerns regarding the proximity of the extractive operation to karst
features by significantly altering the proposal to reduce the area of extraction imposing a separation
distance of approximately 100 metres to the known karst. The area had been comprehensively
mapped and all parties were confident that no other features were present. Subsequent extractive
operations have borne out this assertion as no voids have appeared in the quarry high walls.
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This proposed change in the operation will not cause the original footprint area of the quarry to be
increased. The area of excavation so far is at the highest extent of the original agreed footprint. The
presence of karst features high in the catchment is more difficult to predict as these features are
likely to be recharge features such as sink holes. Lower in the catchment the absence of visible
discharge features gives a clearer indication that no karst features exist. The quarry extraction stages
will proceed lower in the catchment and hence into areas less likely to have karst features present.
6.7.2.2 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
The existing quarry has been assessed through an extensive and thorough process with interested
parties engaged. The commitments introduced by the proponent in the application for the original
proposal and the permit conditions applied by the Huon Valley Council are included in this document
as Appendix 1. This proposal does not seek to increase the approved footprint area of the quarry.
There will be no net increase in impact on the karst features as a result of the proposed upgraded
operation. The footprint are of the quarry aligns with the operations area, which is fixed by the
mining lease see Appendix 2.

6.7.3 THREATENED FLORA AND FAUNA
The field survey (Milner, Flora and Fauna Habitat Survey ‐ Summary Report, 2013) found no
examples of flora species listed under either State or Commonwealth legislation on the site. A
Natural Values Atlas search shows records of one species listed as rare but this species was not
recorded on the site.
TABLE 6: RECORDS OF TREATENED FLORA SPECIES LOCATED WITHIN 5 KILOMETRES

Species

Common Name

State

Fed

Date

Senecio velleioides

forest groundsel

rare

‐

2005

6.7.4 THREATENED FAUNA HABITAT
The field survey (Milner, Flora and Fauna Habitat Survey ‐ Summary Report, 2013) found no evidence
of threatened fauna species on the site. A Natural Values Search shows records of the following
species.
TABLE 7: RECORDS OF THREAETENED FAUNA SPECIES LOCATED WITHIN 5 KILOMETRES

Species

Common Name

State

Fed

Accipiter
novaehollandiae

grey goshawk

endangered ‐

Alcedo azurea subsp.
diemenensis

azure kingfisher or azure
kingfisher (tasmanian)

endangered endangered 2014

Aquila audax subsp.
fleayi

tasmanian wedge‐tailed
eagle

endangered endangered 2014

Haliaeetus leucogaster

white‐bellied sea‐eagle

vulnerable

‐
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Lissotes menalcas

mount mangana stag beetle

vulnerable

‐

2004

Oxyethira mienica

caddis fly (ouse river)

rare

‐

2000

Sarcophilus harrisii

tasmanian devil

endangered endangered 2004

The field survey (Milner, Flora and Fauna Habitat Survey ‐ Summary Report, 2013) explored the site
for potential habitat for the fauna species recorded as having been present within a 5 kilometre
radius of the site.
6.7.4.1 WEDGE‐TAILED EAGLE
There are no nests within the area that will be directly disturbed by the quarry operation. There are
known nests within 5 kilometres of the quarry site. There is potential for certain types of activity to
disturb the normal behaviour of wedge‐tailed eagles especially around nests sites when the birds are
caring for eggs or chicks. The accepted safe distance is 500 metres or if the site of the activity is in
direct line of sight of the nest, 1 kilometre. The Section 6.4 Noise Emissions considers the impact of
noise from the quarry operation on the breeding behaviour of wedge‐tailed eagle in the area.
6.7.4.2 TASMANIAN DEVIL
No direct evidence was observed on the site during either of the surveys of the presence of
tasmanian devils. There are occasional downed trees that could be used for temporary dens
although there was no evidence of such use. There are few if any large trees with basal hollows that
could be used by devils for dens.
The Proponent will continue to undertake the cartage operation during daylight hours only to
minimise the risk of animal mortality by road kill.
6.7.4.3 GREY GOSHAWK
Dense canopies of trees such as stands of mature blackwood in riparian areas are preferred for
nesting habitat. No suitable habitat occurs on this site.
6.7.4.4 MT MANGANA STAG BEETLE
Management prescriptions for clearing operations to facilitate the existing quarry operation require
the Operator to relocate downed logs outside the footprint area and place those logs in contact with
the ground. This management technique will continue to apply and will mitigate the potential
impact on stag beetle habitat.
6.7.4.5 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
There will be no additional clearing required for this proposal. The management prescriptions
introduced for the original permit will be adequate to minimise the impact the operation is likely to
have on fauna habitat in the surrounding forest and woodland.
Item
Commitment
10. Trucks will cart the quarry product on the quarry access
road, Eric Pettitts Road and Eddy Road only during
daylight hours.

When

Responsible

At all times

Proponent
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6.8 MARINE AND COASTAL
6.8.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Eddy Creek Quarry is located over 40 kilometres upstream from the tidal reaches of the Huon River
at Huonville.

6.8.2 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
It is highly unlikely that the upgraded quarry operation will have an adverse impact on marine and
coastal areas.

6.9 GREENHOUSE GASES AND OZONE DEPLETING SUBSTANCES
6.9.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The proposal to upgrade the dolomite quarry at Eddy Creek will contribute to greenhouse gas
emissions through emissions from mobile machinery energised by diesel engines and trucks
delivering the product to the processing site at the Huon Wood Centre.

6.9.2 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACTS
The mobile equipment listed below will be operating on the site and generating direct GHG
emissions:

TABLE 8: FUEL CONSUMPTION OF MOBILE EQUIPMENT USED ON SITE

Equipment
Dozer
Rock drill
Excavator 30t
Wheel loader

Small combination truck
Total

Hours operated
annually (hr)

Average diesel fuel
consumption (L/hr)

Annual
consumption (L)

200
200
1 300
1 500
Kilometres travelled
annually (km)
34 500

20
10
15
18
Average diesel fuel
consumption (L/km)
1

4 000
2 000
19 500
27 000

34 500
87 000

From the current GHG Emission Factors (Department of the Environment, August 2015) the energy
content of diesel used for transport purposes is 38.6 Giga Joules/tonne (GJ/t) ‐ Table 4: Fuel
combustion emission factors – liquid fuels and certain petroleum based products for transport energy
purposes.
Emission factors are; CO2 ‐ 69.2 kg CO2‐e/GJ, CH4 ‐ 0.20 kg CO2‐e/GJ, N2O – 0.50 kg CO2‐e/GJ.
The direct GHG emissions for mobile plant are:
87.0 x 38.6 x 69.2 = 232.4 t CO2
87.0 x 38.6 x 0.20 = 1.3 t CH4
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87.0 x 38.6 x 0.50 = 1.7 t N2O
Total = 235.4 t CO2‐e
Total GHG emissions subsequent to the upgrade:
= 235.4 t CO2‐e per annum
This proposal describes a fourfold increase in production, which can be equated to a fourfold
increase in emissions. The existing Level 1 operation will have generated GHG emissions at a rate of
around 58 7 t CO2‐e per annum.
The reporting threshold for GHG emissions from an individual facility is 25 000 t CO2‐e per annum.
The Dolomite Quarry is not required to report under the National Greenhouse Gas and Energy
Reporting Act 2007.

6.10 HERITAGE
6.10.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania considered the original development application in 2013 and found
the site had a low probability of Aboriginal heritage being present and did not require a ground
survey.
The proposal presented to the World Heritage Committee for an extension to the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area (WHA) annexing the Eddy Creek catchment expressly excluded
existing mining operations. For this reason, the mining lease area was excised from the WHA overlay
so as to not interfere with the Eddy Creek Quarry. The heritage values represented in the Weld –
Snowy Range areas include forests with high visual and scientific values although the dossier
presented to the World Heritage Committee acknowledges the visual integrity is compromised by
forest coupe areas regenerating. The Eddy Creek catchment is one such area with regenerating
forest coupes located on either side of the quarry.

6.10.2 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACTS
The footprint of Cresswell Dolomite Quarry will remain unchanged for this upgrade, the original
assessment with regard to Aboriginal heritage will not change.
The heritage values of the area immediately surrounding the Eddy Creek Quarry are somewhat
compromised. Increasing the maximum annual production from the quarry within the confines of
the original approved mining lease will not adversely affect the values of the surrounding WHA.

6.11 LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT
6.11.1 HUON VALLEY INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015 (HVIPS)
Eddy Creek Quarry is located within the Environmental Management Zone under the HVIPS
mapping. Quarrying is classified as Extractive Industry and is discretionary in the Environmental
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Management Zone. A Development Application is required to obtain a permit to intensify the
existing use.

6.11.2 SURROUNDING LAND USE
The surrounding land was classified as the Weld River Regional Reserve and managed for production
forestry. Areas on either side of the quarry were recently harvested in forestry operations by clear
felling a series of coupes. Further afield industrial timber operations supply saw logs and billets to a
veneer mill and saw mill at the Huon Wood Centre. The Huon Wood Centre also houses the dolomite
processing site for the product from Eddy Creek Quarry under a separate permit.
The Weld Valley Regional Reserve has recently been the subject of a proclamation under the
Tasmanian Forest Agreement Act 2013 to reclassify the land from Timber Production Zone land to
land set aside for the purpose of removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. The regional
reserve area became an extension to the adjacent WHA.
When the reclassification took place it was recognised access should be retained to certain
important resources developed within the reserve area. Continued access to these resources was
achieved by excising an area surrounding the works from the new World Heritage Area overlay. Two
quarries had 100 metre radius buffers excised and Eddy Creek Quarry had the entire mining lease
area of 50 hectares excised.
The change in classification also brought with it a change in land manager. Before the proclamation
the Weld River Regional Reserve was managed as State Forest by FT and development of the
dolomite resource was authorised by that body. The Proponent also entered into a maintenance
agreement with FT for the upkeep of Eric Pettitts Road.
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FIGURE 9: SURROUNDING LAND USE AND LAND MANAGERS
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6.11.3 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
In proclaiming the change of status of the land once contained within the Weld River Regional
Reserve it was recognised certain activities should not be affected by the change. Eddy Creek Quarry
is one of those activities and an area of 50 hectares has been excised from the WHA to ensure the
operation can proceed without interruption.
The area of the mining lease 2M/2013 is not included in the land proclaimed for removing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere and it is no longer within the area of land classified as Permanent
Timber Production Zoned Land. The land manager has changed from FT to the PWS.
Within the boundary of the mining lease an Operations Area was described to restrict the extent of
the quarry footprint, see Mining Lease – Appendix 2. The Operations Area aligns closely with the
expected quarry footprint through the four stages of development. The area outside the operations
area will not be disturbed by quarry operations.
This proposal will proceed with the already approved mining plan at an accelerated rate. Additional
clearing over and above that originally proposed will not be required. The land surrounding the
operations area and within the mining lease will be retained untouched as wet sclerophyll forest and
rainforest to provide a visual buffer around the works. Commencing at stage 3 of the mining plan
progressive rehabilitation will start to reduce the visual impact and reinstate the original vegetation.
The upgrade to Eddy Creek Quarry is unlikely to interfere with the efficacy of using the surrounding
land as a carbon sink.

6.12 VISUAL EFFECTS
6.12.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The mining plan developed for Eddy Creek Quarry started quarry development at the highest point
in the footprint. The quarry is set in a visual landscape made up of a mosaic of densely forested land,
established plantations, logging coupes and other disturbance. The mining lease has recent clear‐fell
harvested coupes either side. These coupes will rehabilitate over time as the forest gradually
colonises the disturbed land.
The marbilised dolomite is almost pure white as it is exposed in the face (see Plate 1) making the
contrast in colour between the exposed rock and the surrounding dark green forest extreme. Any
disturbance will be highly visible even from vantage points far away.
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PLATE 2: EDDY CREEK QUARRY FROM GLOVER'S BLUFF VP

6.12.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Since the first exploration work occurred on the Eddy Creek Quarry the underlying land tenure has
changed from Regional Reserve for the purpose of exploiting natural resources such as timber and
minerals to World Heritage Area (WHA). The significance of the Eddy Creek Quarry was recognised
by the excision of the mining lease from the WHA. Regardless of how recently the land use has
changed there is a community expectation the quarry operation will not imping on the values of the
WHA.

6.12.3 MITIGATING ACTIONS OR MEASURES
The area of clearing is restricted to the quarry footprint extent in all areas except a triangular portion
above the top bench. This area was cleared to make way for a diversion drain to intercept rainfall
overland flow from upslope. The catchment is small and the diversion drain is not required. This area
is available for immediate rehabilitation.
The Eddy Creek Quarry mining plan will allow progressive rehabilitation of the highest benches early
in the quarry development. The area to be rehabilitated is the upper portion of the area that is
currently visible from Glover Bluff.
Regeneration of the clear fell logging coupes shows the natural woodlands and forest regenerate
promptly following disturbance. The undergrowth on the dolomite substrate is predominantly
dogwood (Pomaderris apetala) and pinkwood (Beyeria viscosa). These species will regenerate
successfully from seed slash and stripping after a season or two.

6.12.4 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
The Eddy Creek Quarry is currently clearly visible from Glover’s Bluff. The quarry is not visible from
other public places such as Eric Pettitts Road, Eddy Road or from the Weld River Bridge.
With an effort to rehabilitate the cleared land above the top quarry face at the end of the next
extraction season and subsequently a progressive rehabilitation effort commencing in stage 3 it is
likely there quarry will become less visible from public vantages point over time.
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Item

Commitment

11. The area above the top bench will be prepared for
rehabilitation by ripping and pulling stripping over the
surface.

When

Responsible

End of 16 – 17
extraction
season

Operator

6.13 SOCIO‐ECONOMIC ISSUES
6.13.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Southern Tasmania was supplied with limestone from ‘Benders Quarry’ at Lune River until the
Government closed the quarry in 1994. Since then carbonate products have been carted to southern
Tasmania from quarries located in the north. Limestone sources are located on the West Tamar, at
Mole Creek and a dolomite product is available from Smithton. Southern farmers have been
disadvantaged by the additional cost to cart these materials to southern farms.
The Tasmanian Government is investing in irrigation infrastructure and many southern farmers are
taking advantage of the prospect of secure water for irrigation through a scheme. Other farmers are
investing in water storage infrastructure to facilitate a greater range of higher value crops or more
intensive irrigated dairy operations. More intensive exploitation can lead to soil degradation without
the application of a competent range soil supplements.
The increase in production from the Eddy Creek Quarry will not require an increase in the number of
people employed on the operation. There may be a requirement for additional truck drivers to cart
the shot rock product from the quarry to the processing site.
Eric Pettitts Road provides vehicle access to the Weld Eddy, which is a site on the Weld River popular
with anglers. Eric Pettitts Road was previously only accessed through a Forestry Tasmania boom
gate, which was locked when harvesting operations were not in operation.

6.13.2 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACTS
The original quarry development tested the market place to test the predicted demand in southern
Tasmania existed. The predictions have been proven with this forthcoming season’s demand likely to
outstrip the quarry’s maximum production capacity.
Upgrading Eddy Creek Quarry will allow the operation to supply up to four times the amount of
dolomite product into the market in southern Tasmania. The Proponent will be able to recoup over
time the investment in this site and the processing site and help make both sites more viable. The
processing site still has extra capacity to take product from other sources, although none have
presented so far.
Access to high quality soil supplements at a reasonable cost will enable local farmers to intensify
their operations sustainably without degrading their soils. Primary producers underpin the rest of
the economy, a more productive and sustainable agricultural sector will benefit the whole
community.
It is unlikely the upgraded operation will increase the number of workers employed. It is possible the
upgraded operation will require one extra cartage truck to deliver product to the processing facility
when the quarry is operating at full production.
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Eric Pettitts Road was recently constructed by FT to provide access to forest coupes on the side of
Back Camels. The road has been restricted access since construction, although the boom gate had
been vandalised at times. The quarry will continue to restrict access to Eric Pettitts Road in the
interests of public safety.

6.14 HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES
6.14.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Eddy Creek Quarry is a hard rock operation utilising a dozer on steep terrain to cut benches, drill and
blast techniques to liberate the source rock and excavator or wheel loader to load trucks. These
activities carry with them health and safety risks, which is intensified at this site due to remoteness
and the properties of carbonate rock.
Carbonate rock tends to dissolve over time when it is in contact with water. Ground water in the
landscape will tend to exploit weaknesses or fractures in the rock, dissolving the margins and
creating voids. Once created, the voids will fill with water and grow until a discharge point is
exposed. The voids then become conduits encouraging groundwater to flow freely. The voids are
dangerous if encountered while undertaking any of the above operations but especially operating
heavy equipment is hazardous.

6.14.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The ‘Work Health and Safety Act 2012’ requires a Person Conducting a business or Undertaking
(PCBU) to provide and maintain, so far as reasonably practicable a work environment without risks
to health and safety.

6.14.3 MITIGATING ACTIONS OR MEASURES
The quarry is targeting a dolomite deposit which is well studied. A geologist has scoured the entire
surface expression of the deposit looking for and finding a number of sink hole, dolines, caves and
springs and has mapped these features to discover the extent of the karst formation.
The exploration geologist has also scoured the surface expression of the deposit and taken
numerous samples to evaluate the quality of the resource. A series of 14 drill holes were sunk into
the deposit in the midpoint of the resource as defined for this operation.
This existing operation has created two benches and exposed two faces at the highest point of the
minable resource area.

6.14.4 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
The geological survey work established there are no discharge points (springs) below the minable
portion of the resource. Detailed study of the surface expression of the resource failed to find any
karst features (voids). There was no loss during the exploration drilling through the central portion
of the resource, which would have indicated voids encountered underground.
Uncertainty regarding the location of conduits connecting recharge and discharge features increases
higher in the catchment. The work to date has been directed at the highest point in the Operation
Area; no voids were encountered at this point in the catchment. It is less likely that voids will be
encountered as the extractive work proceeds to lower levels.
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It is most likely a void will be encountered immediately following a blast. In this instance an
excavator will be digging the fractured rock and either loading out to trucks or loading to stockpile.
The excavator driver will observe the high wall remaining and if sections appear unstable will cease
work and assess the ground stability before continuing.
If a significant void appears, all work will cease until an investigation and assessment is conducted by
the supervising geologist.
The risks to the safety of workers at Eddy Creek Quarry have been assessed and found to be as low
as reasonably practical.

Item

Commitment

12. If a significant void is discovered work will cease until
ground stability is assessed by the supervising geologist

When

Responsible

At all times

Operator

6.15 HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RISK ASSESSMENT
6.15.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The upgraded operation of the Eddy Creek Quarry will not change the risk profile for many for the
assessed hazards. The Proponent has been made aware of a new hazard in the form of deleterious
fibrous mineral component in the waste rock. A hazard analysis and risk assessment (see Appendix
7) undertaken on the upgraded operation found the following risks remained in the moderate range
after controls were applied:




Weed and disease spread into the natural vegetation.
Workers exposed to deleterious materials in the waste rock.
Road trauma causes excessive mortality to listed fauna species.

6.15.2 MITIGATING ACTIONS OR MEASURES
Weed and disease dispersion into the natural wood lands surrounding the quarry is a threat. Weeds
are colonisers and tend to out‐compete native plants when ground is disturbed. To reduce the
likelihood of weed seed being transported on the machinery brought onto the site the Proponent
will use a wash‐down protocol on equipment before it is transported to site.
An extreme risk is applied to potential worker’s health effect of exposure the fibrous minerals in the
waste rock. Analysis shows the concentration of asbestiform minerals even in the observed fibrous
minerals is low. The Proponent will introduce an Asbestos Monitoring and Management Plan to
ensure waste rock containing these materials remains undisturbed. A preliminary plan to manage
the waste rock pit where the deleterious minerals were originally discovered is included Appendix 8.
The rehabilitation work on the waste rock pit is complete and no exposure currently exists.
The extreme risk of unacceptable mortality of threatened fauna (tasmanian devils and quolls)
through road kill is reduced into the moderate range by limiting truck traffic to daylight hours only.
Both the threatened fauna species discussed are nocturnal and likely to be on the road at night.
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Offsite sediment transport is a high risk reduced to low by using the stormwater control
infrastructure already installed. The quarry footprint will remain within the defined operations area
as specified on the Mining Lease. Once the characteristics of the source rock became know the
threat of a potential sediment discharge from the site reduced.

6.15.3 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
The risk profile of the operation will not significantly change. The extreme risk posed by the cartage
task is mitigated by restricting truck traffic daylight hours, thus minimising the opportunity for
encounters on the road.
The risk of natural occurring asbestiform minerals to workers health and to the environment is
mitigated through the implementation of a rigorous monitoring and management plan targeted at
ensuring suspect material remains in the ground.

6.16 FIRE RISK
6.16.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Eddy Creek Quarry operation is situated in a forested region which exposes the site to the risk of
a bush fire approaching from any direction. Wind observations at the Geeveston weather station
(094137) show that the strongest winds during the summer months are predominantly from the
northwest in the afternoon (BOM, 1991 ‐ 2016).The highest bushfire exposure is therefore from this
direction.
To the northwest of Eddy Creek Quarry there is a continuous forested landscape unbroken until the
Scotts Peak Road is encountered 35 kilometres away. A bushfire approaching from this direction will
be uncontrolled.
Tall trees and dense undergrowth will make treating the quarry site as a defendable space
impractical

6.16.2 POTENTIAL IMPACTS
The location of the quarry in the midst of a forested landscape results in the potential for the site to
be affected by bushfire in two scenarios:



The works and equipment can be an ignition source for a bushfire that would run away
affecting infrastructure and potentially private property, and
the site could be affected by a bushfire from another source.

6.16.3 AVOIDANCE AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The Eddy Creek Quarry site is a cleared area that will not carry fire. The original proposal included
upgrading Eric Pettitts Road improving access and egress from to quarry and this area of forest.
Included in the operating procedures for the operations and maintenance teams are restrictions on
performing ‘hot work’ on days of total fire ban. There will not be any buildings or permanent
structures on the site.
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The most likely scenario is for a bushfire to approach from the WHA driven by a northwest wind. The
location of the evacuation route on the south eastern side of the quarry makes escape by this route
a viable option.

6.16.4 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
The response to any bushfire alert will be early evacuation to the processing site at the Huon Wood
Centre.
Item
Commitment
13. A moratorium will be applied to ‘Hot Work’ on days of
total fire ban
14. If a bushfire threatens the site personnel will evacuate
early.

When

Responsible

At all times

Proponent

As required

Proponent

6.17 INFRASTRUCTURE AND OFF‐SITE ANCILLARY FACILITIES
6.17.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Eddy Creek Quarry is a relatively self‐sufficient, only access infrastructure is required for the
operation to run. All the plant is energised by diesel fuel; no electricity infrastructure is required.
Reticulated potable water is not required to service the operation.
The quarry operation depends on the continued operation of the dolomite processing plant located
at the Huon Wood Centre site although alternative processing facilities may be capable of handling
the product with modification.

6.17.2 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
The processing site at the Huon Wood Centre was assessed and approved with a maximum annual
production limit of 30 000 m3. The increase in production at Eddy Creek Quarry will not increase the
output from the processing site. Transport impacts on the road infrastructure connecting the
processing site to the market place will not change.
The upgraded operation will create a greater traffic load on the local road infrastructure between
Eddy Creek Quarry and the processing site. The Operator has an agreement to maintain the Eric
Pettitts Road section between the quarry and the junction with Eddy Road. An agreement is in place
to compensate FT for the extra wear and tear on Eddy Road and the short section of Southwood
Road leading to the Huon Wood Centre.
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6.18 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND SYSTEMS
6.18.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Eddy Creek Quarry currently operates under the environmental management conditions
imposed by the terms of the permit issued by the Huon Valley Council and the conditions imposed
by the terms of the mining lease.
A copy of the permit conditions issued for the existing level 1 operation is included as Appendix 1
and the schedules applied through the Mining Lease is included as Appendix 2.

6.18.2 AVOIDANCE AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The Operator will continue to conduct activities at the Eddy Creek Quarry in accordance with the
terms of the mining lease. The Development Permit conditions issued by the Huon Valley Council
relate mainly to the early construction phase of the operation, which is now passed.
There will be occasions in the future where new clearing is required to facilitate the development of
subsequent stages of operations. Relevant conditions from the original development permit will be
invoked to control expansion into new ground. The original permit application, approved permit, this
application and the mining lease operations area are all referring to the same area of land indicated
by the operations area shown on the General Arrangement Plan, Figure 3.
All works will be conducted generally in accordance with the guidelines provided by the Quarry Code
of Practice 1999 (DPIWE, 1999).

6.18.3 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
A combination of three agencies imposing various environmental conditions and regulation on the
operation of the Eddy Creek Quarry is likely to result in a high level of environmental management.

6.19 CUMULATIVE AND INTERACTIVE EFFECTS
6.19.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Eddy Creek Quarry was established within a working forest managed by FT. There are two
recently harvested forestry coupes located close by (see aerial image Figure 10). There is a possibility
the effects of the Eddy Creek Quarry operation although benign singularly, could be damaging when
combined with other forestry activities.

6.19.2 AVOIDANCE OR MITIGATION MEASURES
Since the Eddy Creek Quarry was established the Weld River Regional Reserve has been absorbed by
the WHA and is no longer subjected to forestry activities. The risk of impacts associated with the
quarry operation and those of forestry operations compounding has been removed.
The Eddy Creek Quarry access route passes through land managed by PWS on Eric Pettitts Road on
to Eddy Road, which passes through land managed by FT. It is possible the FT land adjacent to Eddy
Road may be subjected to harvesting operations in the future. FT and the Proponent will consider
the combination of quarry traffic and log trucks at the time.
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6.20 TRAFFIC IMPACTS
6.20.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The current Eddy Creek Quarry operation generates approximately 580 truck movements over 32
weeks per year of operations. In addition, there will be an additional 12 light vehicle movement per
week. The total traffic generated by the current quarry operation is likely to be 1 060 movements
per year.
The proposed operation will generate approximately 2 300 truck movements, hence the total new
traffic count including light vehicles will be 2 700.

6.20.2 AVOIDANCE OR MITIGATION MEASURES
A return trip to the processing centre will take approximately one hour travelling and half an hour
loading and unloading. Two trucks can complete 5 trips each per day, delivering 280 tonnes and
completing the cartage task at full production in 115 days. With 192 days available there is an
opportunity to reduce the number of loads on bad weather days and work shorter days when light
conditions are poor.

6.20.3 ASSESSMENT OF NET IMPACT
Roads in the Weld Valley were constructed to facilitate access to working forests. The roads were
designed structurally and in vertical and horizontal alignment to carry log trucks and trailers. The
forest harvesting operations have reduced but the roads remain suitable for heavy vehicles. The
Proponent will pay a levy to FT to cover the cost of maintaining the roads comprising the access
route. Eric Pettitts Road will be maintained by the Proponent and will continue to be closed to the
general public.
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7 MONITORING AND REVIEW
7.1.1 AIR EMISSIONS
Quarry operations personnel will consider the level of dust generated by activities occurring on any
particular day and if a dust plume visible off‐site is occurring, will apply control measures to suppress
the dust.

7.1.2 SEDIMENT RETENTION BASINS
The sediment retention basin and site drainage will be inspected periodically to determine
remaining capacity. If the capacity of the drain or basin is reduced to half the total the accumulated
sediment will be clean out.
The sediment retention pond will be cleaned out annually as part of the task list for securing the site
for the winter break.
Existing drainage and sediment retention facilities on Eric Pettits Road will be routinely inspected
and maintained during the course of the operational campaigns.

7.1.3 WEED MANAGEMENT
During the course of normal activities operators will be vigilant for any sign of weeds being
introduced to the site.
The site, access road and surrounding vegetation will be surveyed for introduced weed species at
the beginning of each campaign in spring. Any observation of weed species will trigger control action
targeted at the individual species.

7.1.4 GRADE CONTROL AND MINERAL ANALYSIS
Extractive operations will be guided by ongoing grade analysis consisting of sampling and analysis of
drill hole spoil to expand on the model of the ore body developed during exploration drilling. As
drilling occurs for the next blast samples will be collected of the drilling spoil at intervals equivalent
to each metre of depth. The samples will be subjected to laboratory analysis for concentrations of
desirable minerals and for the presence of undesirable minerals. This information will guide how the
holes are loaded to provide the appropriate grade of ore and absence of asbestiform material.
Once the production shot is fired the high wall and shot rock will be visually assessed for obvious
variation in source rock and any expression of the fibrous minerals. If seams of fibrous minerals are
present further sampling will be undertaken on the shot rock potentially affected.
Only products thus far confirmed to be of the appropriate grade and free of undesirable minerals
will be transported to the processing site. Following processing the product stockpiles will be
sampled again using a best practice representative sampling technique. The product samples will be
analysed to confirm the appropriate grade of product has been achieved and to confirm the absence
of any asbestiform material before the stockpile is ready for distribution.
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8 DECOMMISSIONING AND REHABILITATION
From Section 2.2 Construction the resource potential is estimated to be 1 Mt or around 30 years at
full production. The quarry development plan shows extraction from around RL 200 (AHD)3 to RL
135. Geological drilling undertaken to prove the resource did not find a bottom to the resource in
the drill holes in the central portion of the deposit.

8.1 REHABILITATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The objective of the rehabilitation program is to promote natural revegetation to return the land to
create a natural woodland resembling the native vegetation surrounding the quarry, see figure 10.
The surrounding woodlands communities are mapped by Tasveg as Eucalyptus obliqua (stringy bark)
wet forest (WOU) and Nothofagus (myrtle) – Phyllocladus(celery top) short rainforest (RMS). The
field survey work defined the communities as Eucalyptus obliqua wet forest and Eucalyptus obliqua
forest with broad‐leafed shrubs. The dolomite substrate can be identified by Pomaderris apetala
(dogwood) and Beyeria viscosa (pinkwood) being prevalent in the mid‐storey. Rehabilitation and re‐
vegetation works will include planting and seeding of suitable species typically represented in these
communities.
Plants will be selected from the Planting Schedule where seeding and planting is required.

8.2 PROGRESSIVE REHABILITATION
An area above the top bench was cleared unnecessarily. Preparation works will occur on this area of
land at the end of the 2016 – 2017 extraction season. The surface will be roughly ripped and the
stripping pushed to the side will be pulled back over the surface. Natural recruitment rather than
planting will be utilised to revegetate this area.
It is good practice to orientate clearing and extractive operations at quarries starting with the higher
benches and progressively working lower in the landscape. Scheduling works this way allows for
early progressive rehabilitation of the highest and most visible areas of disturbance. Eddy Creek
Quarry has been developed in this manner and at the commencement of stage 3 extraction activities
rehabilitation works can start on the stage 1 bench. Extractive and progressive rehabilitation
progression is displayed on mining and rehabilitation plans Figures 3 through 6.

8.2.1 PREPARATION
The final shot on a bench due for closure will see the holes laid back to make the final face more
stable. The width of the bench will be maintained at 4 metres. Overburden and stripping will be
roughly applied to the surface of the bench to provide a medium more suitable for plant growth and
more likely to trap natural seed washed or blown in from the surrounding woodlands.

8.2.2 PLANTING
Following the preparatory works the bench will remain undisturbed for a period of 12 months to
encourage natural recruitment over the prepared surface. Where natural recruitment has failed to

3
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provide adequate cover or adequate variety in colonising species, direct seeding and/or planting will
supplement the natural recruitment vegetation.

8.3 DECOMMISSIONING AND FINAL REHABILITATION
At closure the lower benches and the floor will be rehabilitated. Access will be maintained for the
first 12 months of the rehabilitation works.

8.3.1 PREPARATION
The exposed surfaces will have been fractured due to blasting which will aid water retention and
subsequent plant growth. These surfaces will be ripped to scarify smooth surfaces. Oversized and
unsuitable product will be placed along the toe of the faces to reduce the overall height to between
6 to 8 metres. Stripping and any available topsoil will be loosely distributed on the prepared surface
and logs placed in contact with the ground.

8.3.2 PLANTING
Following the preparatory works the surfaces will remain undisturbed for a period of 12 months to
encourage natural recruitment over the prepared surface. Where natural recruitment has failed to
provide adequate cover or adequate variation of colonising species, direct seeding and/or planting
will supplement the natural recruitment vegetation.

8.3.3 DRAINAGE AND SEDIMENT RETENTION BASIN
The sediment retention basin will be retained for the first 12 months until the rehabilitated surface
is stable. Drains will be broken out to discourage rainfall runoff from aggregating and eroding
surfaces.

8.3.4 GROUND STABILITY
The final landform post‐rehabilitation within the Eddy Creek Quarry site will have a series of steep
high walls with narrow benches. The tops and faces of the high walls will be ripped down to remove
loose face rock. The benches will have seed of local native plants broadcast over the surface will
germinate along with seed retained in the stripping to form stabilising vegetation.

8.3.5 IMPACTS ON KARST
The quarry footprint is located in the catchment below the karst features as mapped. Interested
parties have previously agreed it is unlikely karst features below the quarry site have remained
undetected in an area so well mapped. It is not expected there will be any long term impact of the
Eddy Creek karst features.

8.3.6 IMPACT ON SURROUNDING VEGETATION
Through the life of the quarry operation the Proponent will routinely monitor and treat any weeds
presenting on the site. To assist with this effort, all equipment delivered to the site will be
thoroughly washed down to ensure no soil containing weed seed or fragments or pathogen spores
are introduced to the site.
The dolomite substrate can be distinguished by a variation in the vegetation cover. The dolerite
substrate gives rise to Eucalyptus tall wet forest with broad leafed shrubs with fingers of rainforest
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along drainage line. The community changes on the dolomite to less tall Eucalypts with a denser
dogwood mid‐storey. This community will be replicated with the rehabilitation effort and will persist
on a thin and loose growing medium.

8.4 CLOSURE
At the completion of the rehabilitation period accumulated sediment will be removed and placed
amongst the rehabilitation works. The surface of access track will be ripped and culvert pipes
recovered. Stripping from alongside the road will be pulled over the surface.

8.5 PLANTING SCHEDULES
Revegetation works will be implemented to supplement natural recruitments from the surrounding
forest communities. Canopy and mid‐storey plants will be planted in the densities shown in areas
where opportunistic colonising species are not successful.
The natural ground cover of mosses and ferns will only colonise disturbed areas when suitable shade
habitat is provided by taller vegetation. Planting or seeding of groundcover species will not be
attempted.
TABLE 9 PLANTING SCHEDULE QUARRY BENCHES REHABILITATION (CANOPY)
Species

Common Name

Planting density

Eucalyptus obliqua

stringy bark

1 plant per 9 square metres

Eucalyptus viminalis

white gum

1 plant per 9 square metres

TABLE 10: PLANTING SCHEDULE QUARRY BENCHES REHABILITATION (UNDER STOREY)
Species

Common Name

Planting density

Pomaderris apetala

dogwood

1 plant per 6 square metres

Olearia argophylla

musk

1 plant per 6 square metres

Nematolepis squamea

satinwood

1 plant per 6 square metres
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Retain native forest screen
Preliminary site rehabilitation and re‐vegetation
1 Cut down final faces to max. 8.0 m high.
2 Apply oversized and overburden to toe of high wall.
3 Spread topsoil and stripping over benches and quarry floor area.
4 Broadcast local provenance native seed mix.
Final site rehabilitation
1 Weed survey and control if required.
2 Break out site drainage and collapse sediment retention basin.
3 Spread striping over disturbed areas.
4 Follow up seeding of areas with poor strike.
5 Remove culverts and spread stripping over access road.
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9 COMMITMENTS
Item
1.

Commitment

When

Responsible

During winter recess the site will be secured by locking
the boom gate at Eric Pettitts Road

During winter
recess

Proponent

2.

A range of techniques will be employed to supress a
visible dust plume if adverse conditions arise.

As required

Proponent

3.

Sediment retention facilities will be maintained through
each stage of development to contain and treat site
runoff

At all times

Operator

4.

A permanent monitoring bore will be established and
regular groundwater level readings taken.

Beginning of
16 – 17 season

Operator

5.

Blasting frequency will be restricted to a maximum of
two blasts per year.

At all times

Operator

6.

Waste materials and redundant machinery or parts will
not be stored on the site but removed into the
appropriate waste stream.

At all times

Operator

7.

A naturally occurring asbestos monitoring and
management plan will be implemented to keep the risk
of exposing this material as low as practicable.

Immediately

Operator

8.

A hydrocarbon spill kit will be available for immediate
deployment.

At all times

Proponent

9.

A vehicle and machinery washdown protocol will be
employed to ensure vehicles and machinery from other
sites is clean before entering the quarry.

At all times

Proponent

10. Trucks will cart the quarry product on the quarry access
road, Eric Pettitts Road and Eddy Road only during
daylight hours.

At all times

Proponent

11. The area above the top bench will be prepared for
rehabilitation by ripping and pulling stripping over the
surface

End of 16 – 17
extraction
season

Operator

12. If a significant void is discovered work will cease until
ground stability is assessed by the supervising geologist.

At all times

Operator

13. A moratorium will be applied to ‘Hot Work’ on days of
total fire ban

At all times

Proponent

14. If a bushfire threatens the site personnel will evacuate
early.

As required

Proponent
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10 CONCLUSION
The Eddy Creek Quarry is supplying valuable soil supplement products in the form of finely crushed
dolomite lime. Demand for the product has outstripped the Proponent’s capacity to supply. This
document describes the proposal and the likely impacts to enable the assessment of an increase in
the maximum production at the quarry to 20 000 cubic metres per annum.
The proposal does not seek to increase the scale or the footprint of the quarry, the only increase will
be in the the period and intensity of the extractive campaigns. The related but separate processing
facility already has a production limit capable of receiving the additional volume from Eddy Creek as
well as products from other sources.
The environmental impacts associated with this proposal remain similar to the existing operation
apart from an increase in the number of trucks travelling between the Eddy Creek Quarry and the
processing site located at the Huon Wood Centre – Southwood.
If approved the new permitted annual production will ensure the viability of both operations as well
as provide greatly needed agricultural products to local producers.
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General Terms

1

Definitions and interpretation

1"1

Definitions
In this Lease unless the contrary intention appears, or the context requires
otherwise:

"Act"

means the Mineral Resources Development

Act

1995;

"Authorised Purpose" means:

(a)

to carry out Mining Operations in the Lease Area, for minerals of
the Category (as defined in the Act) shown in Item 1 of Schedule 2;
and

(b)

(only to gain access to the Lease Area), to enter on, and pass over
Crown land adjoining the Lease Area;

ooBusiness

means a day on which authorised deposit-taking
institutions (as defined in the Banking Act 1959 (Cwlth)) in Hobart are
open for general banking business excluding, Saturdays, Sundays and
public holidays;

Day"

"Deposit" means the sum shown in Item 2 of Schedule 2, determined by
the Minister as the security deposit under the Act for this Lease, as varied
under clause 7;

"Director"

means the Director

of Mines apoointed under section 8 of the

Act;

ttlnsolvent" means, for

a natural person:

(a)

having committed an act of bankruptcy;

(b)

being made bankrupt; or

(c)

being subject to an arrangement under part IV of the Bankruptcy
Au 1966 (Cwith);
'

'

and for a corporation:

(d)

being wound up (other than for the purpose of restmcture);

(e)

having a controller appointed;

(0

coming under administration under the Corporations Act 2001
(Cwlth);

(g)

being subject to an order for winding up or reconstruction; or
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(h)

having a receiver, a receiver and manager, an agent in possession, a
trustee or guardian appointed to the property of the corporation;

'olnspector" has the same meaning as in the Act;

"Intellectual Property" means all copyright, patents" registered and
unregistered trademarks, registered designs, trade secrets and knolv-how
and all other intellectual property rights resulting from intellectual activity;
'olnterest Rate" means the aggregate of two per cent (2o/oi) per annum and
the same rate as the rate prescribed for the purposes of section 36(a)(ii) of
the Crown Lands Act 1976;

"Lease" means this mining lease granted under the Act;
"Lease Area" means the land described in Schedule

1;

"Legislative Requirements" means Acts, Ordinances, regulations, bylaws, orders, awards and proclamations of the Commonwealth, the State or
a local government body exercising lawful jurisdiction;

"Lessee's Obligations" means the terms in Schedules 3 and 4;

"Mining Operations"

has the same meaning as in the

means the Minister administerine the
successors in office;

"Minister"

"Moral Rights"

Act;

Act and includes his

means:

(a)

a

right of attribution of authorship;

(b)

a

right not to have authorship falsely attributed; or

(c)

a

right of integrity of authorship;

granted to creators under the Copyrigi:ht

Act

1968

(Cwlth);

o'Rent" means the annual rent prescribed under the Act;

"Reports" means the reports that the Lessee submits to the Director under
the

Act; i

"Royalfy"

,

means the royalty prescribed under the Act;

"Special Provisions" means the terms in Schedule 3;
o'Term" means the period from the date of this Lease until the date shown
in Item 3 of Schedule 2.
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'1.2

Interpretation
In this Lease, unless the contrary intention is expressed:

(a) a reference to this Lease includes its schedules, appendices,
annexures and attachments, and any variation or replacement of
any of it;

(b) a reference to a statute, ordinance, code, or other legislative
instrument includes regulations and other instruments under it and
consolidations, amendments, re-enactments or replacements of any
of them;

(c)

the singular includes plural and conversely;

(d)

a reference

to a gender includes reference to each other gender;

(e)

a reference

to a person includes:

(D

an individual, a firm, a body corporate, an unincorporated
association or a statutory or responsible authority or other
authority, as constituted from time to time; and

(iD the person's executors,

administrators, successors and

permitted assigns;

(0

an agreement, representation or warranty by or for, two or more
persons binds. or is for their benefit, together and separately;

(g)

fiom doing something, also forbids
that person from authorising or allowing another person to do it;

(h)

thing (including an amount) is a reference to the
part
whole or any
of it and a reference to a group of persons is a
reference to any one or more of them;

(i)

a covenant forbidding a person

a reference to any

a reference to a clause, paragraph, schedule, annexure or appendix,

is a reference to a clause, paragraph, schedule,

annexure or

appendix in or to this Lease;

0)

a reference to a day is to be interpreted as the period of time
starting at midnight and ending twenty-four

(k)

Q\

hours later;

a reference to a month or a year means a calendar month or

a

calendar year respectively;

(1) words or

phrases derived

from a defined word have

a

corresponding meaning to the defined word;

(m)

a

term of inclusion is not to be interpreted as a term of limitation;
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(n)

all payments referred to in, or to be made undeq this Lease must be
in Australian dollars;

(o)

a reference to the payment

of money within a specified time, means
the full clearance of any cheque into the payee's account within
that time;

(p)

it operates under Tasmanian time;

(q)

headings are included for convenience only and do not form part of
it and are not be used in its interpretation;

(rl

if a party consists of more than

{s)

an uncertainty or ambiguity in the meaning of a provision is not to
be interpreted against a party only because that party prepared the
provision;

(t)

if

one person then this Lease binds all
or any two or more of them jointly and each of them severally;

a day appointed

for the payment of money or the performanee of

an act, falls on a day that is not a Business Day, then the day for the
payment of that money or the performance of that act will instead
be the Business Day immediately following the appointed day; and

(u)

"writing" includes typing, lithography, photography and other
modes of representing or reproducing words, figures, diagrams and
symbols in a tangible and visible form.

lssue of Lease
2.1

Grant
The Minister, acting under section 8i(1) of the Act, leases the Lease Area
to the Lessee exclusively for the Authorised Purpose, subject to:

2.2

(a)

the terms and conditions in this Lease;

(b)

the provisions of the Act.

and

I

Term
This Lease is in force for the Term, unless revdked earlier.

Rent and Royalty
The Lessee must pay the Rent and the Royalty as required under the Act.
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4

Conditions of Lease
In addition to the conditions imposed under the Act. this Lease is

issued

subject to the follor,ving conditions:

(a)

the Lessee must not use the Lease Area for any purpose other than
the Authorised Purpose;

(b)

the Lessee must observe and perform the Lessee's Obligations
strictly and punctually;

(c) the

Lessee must comply

with all

applicable Legislative

Requirements:

(d)

the Lessee must not become Insolvent;

(e)

the Lessee must comply with the obligations imposed on the Lessee
under clauses 6,1(b),8, 9 and 10.

5

Lessee's failure to comply with a condition

5.1

Minister may remedy default
The Minister, or a person appointed by the Minister, may:

(a)

enter the Lease Area and carry out work necessary to secure
observance, performance and compliance with all of the terms and
conditions contained in this Lease; and

(b)

take whatever action

is necessary to remedy a breach of a
Legislative Requirement or Lease condition, without prejudice to

any other available remedy.

5.2

Lessee must reimburse Minister
The Lessee must reimburse to the Minister all costs incurred under clause
5.1 within seven days of demand, together with interest at the Interest
Rate, calculated from the date of expenditure by the Minister to the date of
payment by the Lessee.

5.3

Minister may

distrain

In

addition to any other available right
distrain for unpaid Rent or Royalty.

6

Lessee's further obligations

6.1

Obligations
The Lessee must:
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or remedy, the Minister may

(a)

not staft any work for the Authorised Purpose untii all Legislative
Requirements have been satisfied:

(b)

extract as much of the economic mineral or minerals in the Lease
Area as is consistent with the Authorised Purpose, safety and good
rmi-i-rrrrilllrB hro^f
aurlCe:
IJr

(c)

take such steps as an Inspector directs, to avoid or protect mining
features or artefacts in the Lease Area considered to be of cultural
heritage significance;

(d)

undertake an audit of the heritage values of the Lease Area, if
directed to do so by the Director, and to deliver the audit reporl to
the Director;

(e)

notify the Inspector if mining features or artefacts, thought to be of
significance, are uncovered by Mining Operations;

(D

carry out all Mining Operations consistently with the mining plan
most recently approved by the Director for the Lease Area;

(g)

whenever the Director requires, submit to the Director, an updated
mining plan that takes into account:

(i)

changes

to relevant Legislative Requirements and codes of

practice;

(ii)

changes

to the environmental

efflects

of the Mining

Operation;

(iii)

changes to permit or Lease conditions;

(iv)

unforeseen environmental effects of the Mining Operation;
or

(")

changes in the scale or nature of

theMining Operation;

(h)

stack non-merchantable timber and other vegetation cleared from
the Lease Area, within a cleared area;

(i)

not cut, remove or use any timber on the Lease Area for mining or
domestic purposbs without the prior written approval of an
Inspector, or in the case of State Forest, of the District Forester;

(j)

provide drains and settling ponds to the Director's satisfaction,
designed and maintained to meet or exceed the following
requirements:

(i)
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(ii)

discharge from ponds must occur via a stable spillway that
is not subject to erosion;

(iii) ali dam r.valls must be stable, treated with topsoil and
vegetated or otherwise treated so as to prevent erosion;

(k)

(iv)

ponds must be cleaned out regularly so that, at any time, no
more than two-thirds of the depth of the pond contains
sediment: and

(v)

sediment removed during cleaning must be securely
deposited so that it will not be transported off the Lease
Area by surface run-off;

not damage or interfere in any way with existing or future roads,
tracks, water licences or easements, or drainage systems on the
Lease Area:

(l)

repair any damage to existing or future roads, tracks, water licences
or easements, or drainage systems on the Lease Area at the Lessee's
cost, to the satisfaction ofan Inspector;

(m)

remove and stockpile surface

soil

separately

from

other

overburden;

(n)

rehabilitate worked-out areas concurrently with Mining Operations,
so that, except with the Director's prior written approval, the unrehabilitated area does not exceed the area shown in Item 4 of
Schedule 2, at any time;

(o)

not clear any vegetation or undertake any earthworks, outside the
proposed area of disturbance shown on the mining plan, without
the Director's prior written approval;

(p)

take immediate action to suppress any fire for which there is no
permit, that commences on the Lease Area during Mining
Operations;

(q)

retain all tailings, lvaste rock and overburden within the Leased
Area and to rehabilitate disturbed areas to the Director's

satisfaction;

,

(r)

ensure that all equipment entering or leaving the Lease Area is
clean and free from eafth, mud or vegetation, to minimise the risk
of weeds or plant diseases being spread to and from the site;

(s)

establish within the Lease Area and maintain throughout the Term,
an adequate, stable buffer zone at least 10 metres wide, and parallel
to, the Lease Area eommon boundary with all adjoining land
occupied or used by another;
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(t)

not conduct Mining Operations or ancillary activities on the buffer
zone without the prior r,witten approval of an Inspector and the
occupier of the adjoining land:

(u)

when Mining Operations are coming to an end:

(1)

give the Director at least four w'eeks prior written notice of
the date on which the Lessee expects to cease Mining
Operations; and

6.2

(ii)

subject to paragraphs (d) and (e) of this clause, if a shaft. an
adit, an excavation, a stockpile, wastes, a dam, or other
workings, or the access to them, is likely to constitute a
hazard, cap, fiIl, grade or rehabilitate the workings to
remove or otherwise secure the hazard to the Director's
satisfaction; and

(iii)

rehabilitate worked out areas of the Lease Area, including
revegetating the Lease Area surface, to the Director's
satisfaction; and

(iv)

subject to paragraphs (d) and (e) of this clause, remove all
structures, equipment, hazardous substances and debris
from the Lease Area unless the Director directs otherwise.

Unworked mineral

The Director (whose decision on the matter

is final), will

determine

whether the Lessee has satisfied clause 6.1(b).
6.3

Conflict with Quarry Gode of Practice

If a permit condition under the Land Use Planning

and Approvals Act
1993, or a Lease condition under this Mining Lease, conflicts with the
Quarry Coc{e of Practice approved under section 204 of the Act, then the
permit or Lease condition takes precedence.
I

ncreased security deposit

(a.)

The Minister may require the Lessee to increase the value of the
Deposit whenever, and as often as, the Minister sees,fit"

rhr

The Lessee must provide any increased Deposit within 20 Business
Days after being required to do so.

Lessee's indemnities and waiver
8.1

Lessee indemnifies Minister for third party risk

The Lessee must indemnify the Minister against all present and future
legal liability, claims, or proceedings for:
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(a)

personal injury to, or death of a third pafty;'

(b)

either or both loss of, or damage to, property of a third party; and

(c)

financial loss of a third party;

arising ftom, or attributable to, the Lessee's occupation or use of the Lease
Area.

8"2

Lessee indemnifies Minister against loss and damage
The Lessee must indemnify the Minister against all loss and damage to the
Lease Area and all property on it arising from, or attributable to. the
Lessee's occupation or use of the Lease Area.

8.3

Waiver of rights of recovery from the Minister

The Lessee waives all present and future rights to claim against the
Minister for:

(a)

personal injury to, or death of, the Lessee;

(b)

either or both loss of, or damage to, any of the Lessee's property;
and

(c)

financial loss to the Lessee;

arising from, or attributable to, the Lessee's occupation or use of the Lease
Area.

8.4

Nature of indemnities and waiver
The indemnities and waiver in this clause 8:

(a) do not extend to liability caused by the Minister's wrongful
(including negligent) act or omission;

(b)
(c)

are continuing obligations of the Lessee, separate and independent
from any other obligations; and
survive the termination of this Lease.

I

lnsurance

9.1

Lessee to insure

The Lessee must hold and keep current throughout the Term and for as
long as the Lessee occupies the Lease Area, contracts of insurance with a
reputable insurer lawfully carrying on insurance business in Australia,
indemnifying:

(a)

the Minister's and the Lessee's respective liabilitv for:
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(i)

personal injury to, or death of, a third parly; and

(ii)

either or both loss of, or damage to, the property of a third
pafiy;

for at least the sum shown in Item 5 of Schedule 2, fbr each
individual claim or series of claims arising out of a single
occurrence, ot for such other amount as the Minister reasonably
determines from time to time;

(b)

the Lessee's liability for workers' compensation; and

(c)

any other risks that the Minister reasonably requires the Lessee to
insure against, for the amount stipulated by the Minister, to the
extent that the claim for indemnity is not caused by the Minister's
wrongful (including negligent) act or omission.

The liability to be insured against under paragraph (a) is liability arising
from, or attributable to, the Lessee's occupation or use of the Lease Area,
to the extent that the injury, death, damage or loss is caused by a wrongful
(including negligent) act or omission of the Lessee or the Lessee's
employees, agents, sub-contractors or invitees.

9.2

Grown to be named as principal

Insurance under clause 9.1(a) must cover "the Crown
Tasmania" as principal under the insurance contract.

9.3

in Right of

Lessee to notify Director
The Lessee must notify the Director in writing as soon as practicable:

(a) if

an insurance contract taken out under clause 9.1 lapses, is

cancelled or is materially altered; or

(b) if an insurance contract taken out under clause 9.1 is materially
altered; or

(c) if the Lessee claims, or becomes entitled to claim under such an
insurance contraet for something related to this Lease.

9.4

Evidence of

insurance

I

The Lessee must give the Director evidence of:

(a)

the terms of; and

(b)

payment of the premium for;

each insurance contract taken out under clause 9.1"

(c)

before the Lessee exercises rights under the Lease; and
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(d)
9.5

before each due date for renewal ofeach such insurance contract.

Minister may insure

Ifthe Lessee fails to hold or rene\/ each insurance contract required under
clause 9.1, then without being obliged to do so, the Minister may:

(a)

take out or renew an insurance contract that the Lessee does not
hold or has not renewed; and

(b)

pay any unpaid premium.

The Lessee must pay to the Director, on demand. all costs that the Minister
or the Director incurs to do that, and interest on those costs, at the Interest
Rate, from the date of outlay to the date of payment"

9.6

Lessee not to prejudice insurance
The Lessee must not do anl.thing that may result in an insurance contract
taken out under clause 9"1, or any part of it, becoming invalid or
unenforceable.

10

Licence to use Reports

10.1

Grant of licence
Subject to clauses 10.2 and 10"3, the Lessee grants to the Minister a
permanent, irrevocable, free, world-wide, non-exclusive licence (including
a right of sub-licence) to use, reproduce, publish, adapt and exploit the
Intellectual Property in all Reports, for any Crown purpose.

10.2

Lessee does not warrant ownership

10.3

(a)

The Lessee does not warrant ownership of all Intellectual Property
in the Reports.

(b)

The Lessee -.rrt' ur. best endeavours to identify to the Director,
those parts of each Report in which another person holds
Intellectual Property rights"

Gonfidentiality of Reports
)l

The Minister must keep confidential for the Term and any renewal of the
Term all Reports with respect to activities carried out in the Lease Area
provided by the Lessee pursuant to the Act, unless the Lessee waives this
entitlement to confidentiality.

10.4

Moral Rights consent from Lessee
The Lessee unconditionally consents to any infringement of the Lessee's
Moral Rights resulting from any use of the Reports by or on behalf of the
Crown, for any Crolrm purpose.
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10.5

Moral Rights consent from third party authors
To the extent that a third party has Moral Rights in the Reports, the Lessee
r,varrants that it has obtained the third pa:rty's unconditional consent to any
use of those materials by or on behalf of the Crown. for anv Cror,vn
purpose.

10.6 Supply

of documentary evidence

If

the Director so requests, the Lessee must promptly provide to
Director, all Moral Rights consents required by clauses i0.4 and 10.5.

11

Goods and Services Tax

11"1

GST exclusive

the

Subject to any other provision of this Lease expressing a contrary
intention, if GST is imposed on a supply made under it, then the party
paying for the supply must pay the amount of the GST to the party making
the supply, at the same time as, and in addition to, the amount payable for
the supply.

11.2

Tax invoice

A party making a taxabie supply under this Lease must give the recipient a
tax invoice for the taxable supply when that supply is made"

11.3

Entitlement to input tax credit

If, under this Lease, a party is required to indemnify another party, or to
make a reimbursement or contribution to another party, and that other
party can obtain an Input Tax Credit on an acquisition associated with that
indemnity, reimbursement or contribution, then the amount the party is
required to pay is:

11"4

(a)

reduced by the amount of that Input Tax Credit; but

(b)

increased by any GST payable by that other party in respect of the
indemnit,v, reimbursement or contribution.

Defined terms in GST Act

apply
,

In this clause "GST" refers to goods and services tax under A lriew Tax
System (Goocls and Services) Act 1999 ('GST Act") and the terms used
have the meaninss as defined in the GST Act.
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12

Notices

12.'l

Giving a notice

(a)

A notice or other communication to be given or made under this
Lease must be in writing and addressed, as the case may be, to the
receiving parly at their address in Schedule

(b)

1.

A party may from time to time change its address or number for
service by giving written notice to the other party.

12"2

Serving a notice
A notice or other communication is taken to have been duly served:

(a)

in the case of hand delivery - when delivered;

(b) if sent by prepaid post - on the third Business Day after the date of
posting;

(c) if sent by facsimile transmission (if the sending facsimile machine
produces a print out of the time, date and uninterrupted
transmission record of the sending of the notice) - upon completion
of sending if completion is within ordinary business hours in the
place where the recipient's facsimile machine is located, but if not,
then at 9.00 a.m. on the next Business Dav.

12.3

Sufficiency of notice etc

A notice or other communication to be given or made under this Lease, is
sufficient if:

(a)

in the case of the Minister, it is signed by the Minister, or a duly
authorised officer of the Minister's Department, or the Minister's
solicitors:

tl

(b)
12.4

in the case of the Lessee, it is signed by the Lessee or the Lessee's
agent or solicitors.

Signatures

A printed or copied signature is sufficient when sending a demand, written
consent or other communication bv facsimile transmission.

13

Exercise of powers

13.1

Minister may delegate
The Minister may exercise any powers, authorities and discretions through
'permanent officers or any other person or corporation appointed in writing
for that purpose.

Mining Lease 2M12013
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'13.2 Minister'sconsent
If the Minister's consent is required to be obtained under the provisions of
this Lease, the Minister may give or rvithhold the consent at the Minister's
absolute discretion and on the conditions that the Minister imposes"

14

Governing law and jurisdiction

14.1 Law of Tasmania
This Lease is governed by the lar,v of Tasmania, and the parties submit to
jurisdiction of the Courts of Tasmania.

the

14.2 Proceedings

issued under or about this Lease

Any proceedings issued against the Minister or the Director under or about
this Lease, must be instituted either:

15

(a)

in a Tasmanian court; or

(b)

in the Federal Court, from the Tasmanian Registry of that court.

Confidentiality

(a)

Despite any confidentiality or intellectual property right subsisting
in this Lease or a schedule, appendix, annexure or attachment to it,
either party may publish all or any part of it without reference to
the other.

(b)

16

Nothing in this clause derogates from a party's obligations under
the Personal Information Protection Act 200-/ (Tas) or the Privacy
Act 1988 (Cwlth).

Rights cumulative
The rights and remedies, provided in this Lease are cumulative and not
exclusive of anv rishts or remedies orovided bv law.

Executed as a deed.

Mining Lease 2M12013
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Signing page
//

Z Z/ro1

Dated:

2013

/l

Signed by the Honourable Bryan
Alexander Green MP (the Minister
responsible to administer the Act) in
the presence of:
witness

*s.J..."fl.e.9-.:.1
Name of witness (block letters)

b

S(u".t=ae-,sb

E- Sc-e=tssd i-E-

Address of witness

.

.Ah* >9*

Occupation
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Schedule

1

The Lease Area

Addresses for service of notices

1.

The

Minister:

2.

The

Lessee:

C/- The Director of Mines
Mineral Resources Tasmania
PO Box 56
Rosny Park TAS 7018

Cresswells Transporl Pty Ltd
PO Box 310

Deloraine TAS 7304

Mining Lease 2M12013
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Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources
MINERAL RESOURCES TASMANIA
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STATE
5 238 000mN

q.u

Mine plan

footprint

POSTED
NOTICE

5 237 000mN

FOREST

Coordinate Datum - GDA94 MGA Zone 55

LANDDISTRICT BUCKINGHAM
MUNICIPALIry HUONVALLEY
SCALE 1:10000

APPLICANT
DRAWN gSimarf

VICINITY EDDY CREEK
MAP WELD 1:25 000

AREA

SOha

CRESSWELLS TRANSPORT PTY LTD
)t ,,ttl1 .t

EXAMINED

MDaaie Date 510812013

ltYaIlV aO

Schedule 2

Item 1
Mineral

(Refer clause

1,

1 .

"Authorised Purpose")

Category

3 - Construction Minerals; and
5 - Industrial Minerals. Semi/Precious Stone.

Item

2

(Refer clause 1.1, "Deposit")

Deposit:
Item

3

$30,000.00.

(Referclause 1.1,"Term")

Term end date:

Item

4

13 June

(Refer clause 6.1(n))

Un-rehabilitated area:

Item

5

2418.

(Refer clause 9

hectares.

l(a)

Public risk insurance cover:

Mining Lease 2M12013
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$10

Million.
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Schedule 3

Special Provisions

1. To maintain vegetation

screening to the satisfaction
Mines. This screening may be accomplished by:

a.
b.
2.

of the Director of

The use of existing trees and other vegetation which shall not be
removed without the written consent of the Director of Mines.
Planting and maintaining trees and other vegetation for this
purpose.

Mining shall be excluded from the area defined by map below:

a,

No mining activity is to occur outside of the mine plan footprint
without the written consent of the Director of Mines.

Sc*

Mining Lease 2M12013
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Schedule 4
State Forest

This Schedule applies to all parts of the Lease Area that are State Forest.

(a)

The Lessee must liaise with the District Forester responsible for the Lease
Area before starting Mining Operations likely to affect State Forest or
forestry operations on the Lease Area.

(b)

The Lessee must compensate Forestry Tasmania for each tree removed, at
its market value at the time of removal"

(c)

The Lessee must give Forest offrcers and their agents free access to the
Lease Area, including the use of roads and tracks for forestry purposes,
throughout the Term.

(d)

The Lessee must sell
forest products:

to Forestry

Tasmania,

its contractors and agents,

(i)

occurring naturally on the Lease Area; and

(ii)

to which the Lessee is entitled;

that Forestry Tasmania reasonably requires, if Forestry Tasmania agrees to
pay market value for winning or producing that material.

(e) If the Lessee and Forestry Tasmania fail to agree about what constitutes
market value under this Schedule, the Director may finally determine the
issue"

Mining Lease 2M12013
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STORMWATER RUNOFF CALCULATIONS

In this study the disturbed area associated with the extractive activity will be treated in isolation. A
diversion drain (cutoff drain) will divert runoff from up slope of the quarry away from the disturbed
area.
The Bureau of Meteorology has a website that offers rainfall intensity – frequency – duration data
for any location within Australia (BOM, 2013). The following calculations use this information to
estimate the required capacity of the sediment retention infrastructure.

The time of concentration for runoff is a factor unique to the site that estimates the time
stormwater falling on the most remote parts of the catchment will contribute to the flow. This time
will inform the storm duration that will have the maximum flow rate. The time of concentration will
include only the developed areas of the site as stormwater falling outside these areas will be
directed away. The surfaces the run-off will flow over will be relatively homogenous unpaved ground
and shallow formed drains.
The time of concentration can be estimated with the equation:
Tc = 91L/(A 0.1 * Se 0.2 )

where L = Length of flow line (km)
A = Area (ha)

Se = Equal area slope (m/km)
Tc = 91 x 0.55 / (1.146 x 1.987)
Tc = 68.25 / 2.2771
Tc = 22 minutes

TABLE 1: TIME OF CONCENTRATION CALCULATIONS
Disturbed area

Flow line L (km)

Area A (ha)

Equal area Slope
Se (m/km)

Time of
concentration Tc
(min)

Dolomite Pit

0.750

3.9

31

22

Cresswell Dolomite - Stormwater Runoff Calculation Final revised
The design rainfall intensity chart for location 477807E 5237100N calculates the intensity of a 1 in 20
year event over a duration, which is the time of concentration calculated above.
In this proposal the worst case is likely to be when the quarry reaches its maximum production
potential and has the greatest area of disturbance. Assume C or runoff coefficient for bare packed
soil (rough) to be between 0.15 and 0.45. The equivalent figure for bare packed soil (smooth) is
between 0.25 and 0.55.The average of these four figures is 0.35 therefore C is assumed to be 0.35.
The rational method for calculating runoff has the formula:
Q=C.i.A
360

Where:

Q = flow rate (m3/s)

C = coefficient of runoff

i = intensity of the storm (mm/hr)
A = catchment area (ha)

Q = (0.35 x 47 x 3.9) / 360
Q = 0.18 m3/s

TABLE 2: FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Disturbed Area

Coefficient of
runoff C (no
units)

Intensity of rain
event I (mm/hr)

Catchment Area
A (km2)

Flow rate Q
(m3/s)

Dolomite Pit

0.35

47

3.9

0.18

Integrated Land Management and Planning | Stormwater runoff calculations
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Cresswell Dolomite - Stormwater Runoff Calculation Final revised

SEDIMENT RETENTION BASIN SIZE CALCULATIONS

Principles described in the Water Sensitive Urban Design Manual Chapter 4 states; ”that sediment
basins are employed to remove coarse to medium-sized sediments (0.125mm)..”. Where chemical
contamination is not considered these particles and larger will have a deleterious effect on the
health of a receiving waterway.

Using the flow rate values above the size of sediment retention basins will be calculated to establish
whether the existing treatment is adequate. From (Derwent Estuary Program, 2011) the efficiency of
a sediment retention basin where a permanent pool is utilized can be read from Figure 4.2:
TABLE 3: REQUIRED SURFACE AREA COMPARED TO ACTUAL SURFACE AREA

Disturbed Area

Flow rate Q (m3/s)

Dolomite Pit

0.18

Retention basin area from Figure 4.2 WSUB
(m2)

50

As well as providing a detention time for suspended solids to settle out of the runoff from disturbed
areas, the sediment retention basins should provide capacity to detain the runoff from a one in ten
year rain event sustained over a period of twenty four hours. From (BOM, 2013) a one in twenty
year reoccurrence event will deliver an average of 3.54 mm/hr for 24 hours.
From (Department of Environment & Climate Change NSW, June 2008)
Settling zone volume

Where

V1 = 10 x C x A x R (m3)
10 = a unit conversion factor

Cv = the volumetric runoff coefficient (equivalent to C from previous equation)
A = total catchment area (ha)

R = is the 24 hour total rainfall depth (mm) that is not exceeded in 5 percent of
rainfall events.
V1 = 10 x 0.35 x 3.9 x 3.54
V1 = 48.32 m3

Sediment storage zone volume

The sediment storage zone is 50% of the settling zone, (i.e. V2 = 0.5 x V1)
Integrated Land Management and Planning | Sediment retention basin size calculations
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Cresswell Dolomite - Stormwater Runoff Calculation Final revised
TABLE 4: REQUIRED RUNOFF DETENTION VOLUME

Disturbed
Area

Dolomite Pit

Volumetric
runoff
coefficient
Cv

Catchment
Area A (ha)

0.35

3.9

Total
rainfall
R (mm)

Settling zone
volume V1
(m3)

73

48

Sediment
storage
zone
volume V2
(m3)
24

Total
volume
required
(m3)
72

It would be desirable to clean the sediment basins out when they have filled half their capacity.

The relationship between the storage capacity and sediment load and clean out frequency is given
by the equation
St = Ca x R x Lo x Fr

St = volume of storage required (m3)

Ca = contributing catchment area (ha)
R = capture efficiency (taken as 90%)

Lo = sediment loading rate (m3/ha/year)
Fr = desired clean out frequency

Transposing the equation to find the clean out frequency:
Fr = 0.5 x St
Ca x R x Lo

Assume sediment load of 4 m3 per hectare per year.
F = 0.5 x 36 / (3.9 x 0.9 x 4)
F = 18 / 14.04 = 1.3 years

The sediment retention basins will be cleaned out prior to the winter break each year.
TABLE 5: DESIRED CLEAN OUT FREQUENCY CALCULATIONS

Disturbed Area
Dolomite Pit

Capture
efficiency
R
0.90

Contributing
catchment Ca
(ha)

3.9

Storage
Volume St
(m3)

36

Sediment
loading rate Lo
(m3/ha/yr)

4

Desired clean
out frequency
Fr (yrs)
1.0

Integrated Land Management and Planning | Sediment retention basin size calculations
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Cresswell Dolomite - Stormwater Runoff Calculation Final revised
The sediment storage zone V2 must therefore be 36 m3. The settling zone volume is 36 m3 and hence
the total capacity of the sediment retention basin must be 72 m3.

A sediment retention basin with a surface area of 130 m2 and a bottom area of 60 m2 and 1 m deep
will have a volume of 95 m3. This sediment retention basin will have a surface area more than twice
that required to settle out the 0.125mm particle size and above component of the entrained silt.
The active area of the dolomite pit is subject to blasting. The floor of these structures will have been
over drilled and fractured as a result. The voids created in the floor of the pit provide initial runoff
storage capacity. In section 6.2 of the (Department of Environment & Climate Change NSW, June
2008) additional sediment retention techniques include using the voids as a sediment retention
basin.

Where infiltration rates are low there will still be a considerable storage capacity in the floor of the
structure. Table 6 below shows the storage volume, assuming the fracturing depth is 0.75 m and the
blasting causes 5 per cent voids over 50% of the pit floor and benches.
TABLE 6: PRIMARY STORAGE VOLUMES

Disturbed Area
Dolomite Pit

Contributing
catchment (ha)
3.9

Fracturing depth (m)
0.75

Primary Storage
Volume (m3)

730

With the inherent catchment in the floor and benches of the pit provided by over-fracturing it is
unlikely that substantial runoff will occur unless protracted periods of rainfall occur with very low
evaporation rates.
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Cover photo View looking north and upslope from near drill hole EC-12 (477600mE: 5237300mN)
along the track pushed in to the dolomite resource area for the November 2012 drilling programme.
The vegetation over the resource is mainly Pomaderris apetaia (dogwood) with occasional Eucalyptus
obliqua (stringy bark). The white rock fragments are dolomite ore. Photo taken 7 November 2013
(WCC).
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SUMMARY STATEMENT
A quarry for agricultural lime is proposed in marbled dolomite near known karst features at Eddy
Creek in southern Tasmania.
A desk top review of published and unpublished documents relating to the proposed operations, and
a visit to the site, suggest quarrying is unlikely to significantly affect the hydrogeology of the area.
Nevertheless, it is proposed that a groundwater bore monitoring programme at the quarry should
provide basic information and perhaps detect changes to groundwater conditions which might reflect
changes to karst hydrology.

Hobart, Tasmania, Australia
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

William C. Cromer Pty. Ltd. (“Cromer”) was commissioned by Cresswells Transport Pty Ltd
(“Cresswell”) to provide a hydrogeological review of part of the Eddy Creek catchment in
southwestern Tasmania (Attachment 1). A dolomite quarry is planned on the western flank of Back
Camels, near known karstic features. The features include caves, dolines and springs, and are
listed in the Tasmanian Geoconservation Database, not least because they occur in marbled
dolomite.
The Brief for this report is the result of discussions between the proponent, the Forest Practices
Authority and the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment:
•

Taking into account the 2008 survey of karst features, the known surface flows, the 2012
drill hole data (including groundwater interception), and any other information for the area
and information for similar features elsewhere, undertake a desktop analysis or modelling
exercise to determine whether it is likely that the proposed quarry will significantly affect
groundwater levels, flows in karst features upslope, or streams, seepages or springs
downslope, and

•

If significant effects are predicted, what monitoring is required during the life of the quarry to
detect changes so that, if necessary, quarry management can be adapted to minimise
changes that may be deleterious to natural karst and stream values?

1.2

BASIS OF THE REPORT

This report is based principally on my general hydrogeological experience, a brief inspection of the
area proposed for the quarry with geologist K. C. Morrison on 7 November 2013, and a review of the
following documents:
•

Anon (1995?). Hydrologic Modeling and Design in Karst. Technical Bulletin No. 2 Virginia
Department
of
Conservation
and
Recreation.
http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Portals/0/DEQ/Water/Publications/TechBulletin2.pdf

•

Calver, C. R., Forsyth, S., M. and Everard, J. L. (2006). Geology of the Maydena, Skeleton,
Nevada, Weld and Picton 1:25 000 scale map sheets. Geol Surv. Record 2006/04, Mineral
Resources Tasmania

•

Calver, C. R., Forsyth, S., M. and Everard, J. L. (2007). Explanatory Report for the
Maydena, Skeleton, Nevada, Weld and Picton geological map sheets. 1:25 000 Scale
Digital Geological Map Series – Explanatory Report 1, Mineral Resources Tasmania

•

Taylor, C. J. and Greene, E. A. (2008). Hydrogeologic Characterisation and Methods Used
in the Investigation of Karst Hydrology. [Chapter 3 of Rosenberry, D. O. and LaBaugh, J. W.
(2008). Field Techniques for Estimating Water Fluxes Between Surface Water and
Groundwater. Techniques and Methods 4 – D2. US Geological Survey]

•

Cracknell, M. (2010). Eddy Creek Marble Karst. Southern Caver, No. 65 pp3 – 20, March 2010

•

Morrison, K. C. (2011). Submission to the Verification Process, Tasmanian Forest
Intergovernmental Agreement. For Cresswells Transport Pty Ltd, 25 October 2011, 6pp

•

Morrison, K. C. (2013). EL1/2011 – Eddy Creek. Year 2 Annual Report. Cresswells
Transport Pty Ltd, July 2013, 14pp

•

Williams, B. (2013a). Cresswell’s Dolomite Quarry – Development Application. integrated
land management & planning, May 2013, 14pp

•

Williams, B. (2013b). General arrangement and cross sections of Stages 1 – 4 of the
proposed quarry; integrated land management & planning, May 2013

Hobart, Tasmania, Australia
+61 408 122 127
billcromer@bigpond.com

www.williamccromer.com
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STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

This report:
• describes the Eddy Creek surface water catchment (area, relief, rainfall, surface drainage
and runoff estimates)
• describes hydrogeological conditions in the Eddy Creek catchment (bedrock geology,
groundwater occurrence, conditions, flow directions, karst features and flows)
• locates the proposed dolomite quarry in relation to surface and groundwater flows
• proposes a conceptual hydrogeological model for the area
• reviews the potential effect of the proposed quarry on the hydrogeology of the district, and
• suggests ways that quarry management can mitigate risks of changes (if any) to the existing
hydrogeological regime

2

SITE DESCRIPTION

2.1

EDDY CREEK SURFACE WATER CATCHMENT

2.1.1

Area and relief

The Eddy Creek surface water catchment (Attachment 1) is 4.5km long and 2km wide, aligned in a
2
roughly NNW – SSE direction, and about 10km in area. It is bounded to the SW by Bernard Spur –
Camels Back, and to the east by Back Camels. Eddy Creek at its junction with the Weld River is a
1
2
Class 2 watercourse , and its dozen or so tributaries include Class 2, 3 and 4 streams.
2

The catchment area upstream of the proposed quarry is about 8km .
Relief down the long axis of the catchment is about 730m, decreasing from 800m at the headwaters
0
to 70m at the Weld River confluence, for an overall gradient of 9 . Short segments in the upper
0
reaches are much steeper (20 – 25 ), the stream section flowing past the proposed quarry has a
0
0
gradient of about 3 , and the lower reaches are almost flat (1 ).
3

Eddy Creek and most (if not all) of its tributaries are assumed to be perennial streams. The karst
features described by Cracknell (2010) on the western flank of Back Camels include intermittent and
ephemeral subsurface streams.

2.1.2

Subcatchments near the proposed quarry

The proposed quarry is located on both gently convex diverging and concave converging slopes
between two un-named tributaries of Eddy Creek. In this report and Attachment 2 these streams on
the western side of Back Camels are called Creeks A and B. Slope angles and steam gradients are
0
about 12 . Creek A close to the line of karst features has a catchment of about 60ha, and Creek B,
a probably ephemeral watercourse, has a catchment of about 15ha, which includes part of the
proposed quarry footprint. Between Creeks A and B, the hillside slope is devoid of obvious surface
drainage channels and most surface runoff presumably reports to the tributary of Eddy Creek. A
component of surface runoff (“karst loss”) may report to subsurface karstic features (see Section
2.2.3).

1

Watercourse classification in accordance with Table 8 of the Forest Practices Code (2000). See Forest Practices Board
(2000). Class 1 watercourses are rivers, lakes, etc named on 1:100,000 topographic maps; Class 2 watercourses exclude
Class 1 types and have catchments greater than 100ha; Class 3 watercourses have catchments between 50 and 100ha;
Class 4 watercourses have catchments less than 50ha
2
The closest stream to the proposed quarry is shown on the 1:25,000 map in Attachment 1 as a tributary of Eddy Creek, but
as Eddy Creek itself in one of the referenced documents in Section 1.2
3
Wikipedia states ”A perennial stream or perennial river is a stream or river (channel) that has continuous flow in parts of its
stream bed all year round during years of normal rainfall. "Perennial" streams are contrasted with "intermittent" streams which
normally cease flowing for weeks or months each year, and with "ephemeral" channels that flow only for hours or days
following rainfall. During unusually dry years, a normally perennial stream may cease flowing, becoming intermittent for days,
weeks, or months depending on severity of the drought. The boundaries between perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral
channels are indefinite, and subject to a variety of identification methods adopted by local governments, academics, and
others with a need to classify stream-flow permanence.”
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia
+61 408 122 127
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Rainfall

Monthly rainfall statistics for Hartz Mountain, Scotts Peak Dam and Maydena are summarised in
Figure 1. In the absence of rainfall records in the Eddy Creek catchment, its monthly rainfall is
assumed to be the average of these three stations.

2.1.4

Estimates of monthly runoff to surface streams

4

Table 1 estimates runoff volumes to watercourses in the Eddy Creek catchment, using a runoff ratio
5
of 0.7 for decile 1, 5 (median) and 9 monthly rain . For decile 5 rain, Eddy Creek flows at between
6
0.4 and 1.1GL/month, and the annual flow is estimated at 9GL . The annual flow upstream from the
proposed quarry is about 7GL. Creek A, adjacent to known karst features, has an estimated decile
5 flow of about 530ML – about 7% of the total catchment flow above the quarry.
The same approach can be used to estimate monthly flows to karst features.

2.2

HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE EDDY CREEK AREA

2.2.1

Geology

The Eddy Creek catchment includes a geological feature known as the Glovers Bluff Inlier. The Inlier
is a group of Proterozoic rocks (the Weld River Group) underlain by and thought to have been rafted
up by a thick (600m+) Jurassic dolerite cone sheet (Calver et al 2007, and Attachment 3 this report).
The Proterozoic succession comprises steeply east-dipping carbonates striking about NNW and
including dolomite and marble – the latter presumably a metamorphic product of the underlying
7
dolerite . Late-intrusive stage hydrothermal fluids have also caused silicification of the marble,
producing a calc-silicate skarn.
Exploratory drilling in 2012 (Morrison, 2013, and Attachment 3 this report) to depths up to 24m over
what is now the footprint of the proposed quarry intersected marbled dolomite in all fourteen holes,
and encountered calc-silicate skarn (SiO2 content at least 10%) in seven holes at depths between
about 10m and 24m. No dolerite was encountered, and a marbled dolomite resource was
established.
Calver et al (2007) provided the interpreted geological cross section in Attachment 3.

2.2.2

Groundwater occurrence and movement

Hydrogeological principles
Readers unfamiliar with groundwater issues and terminology should refer to Attachment 7 of this
report which describes groundwater principals, systems (including karstic features) and the
hydrologic cycle. Particular attention should be paid to Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3.

4

Runoff ratio is the proportion of rain reporting to surface streams. An empirical adjustment can be made to roughly estimate
rain reporting to karstic terrain. See report and Attachment 7
5
See the BOM definitions. Decile values are used to give an indication of the spread of the observations over the period of
record. To determine decile values for a series of observations, they are first arranged in order from lowest to highest, and
then divided into 10 equal groups. Decile 1 is the value at the top of the 1st grouping. In 10% of the years on record the
monthly or yearly rainfall total did not exceed the decile 1 value. Decile 5 is the value at the top of the 5th grouping; in other
words, the middle value in the ranking. In 50% of the years on record the monthly or yearly rainfall total was lower than the
decile 5 value. The median is usually the preferred measure of 'typical' rainfall from the meteorological point of view. This is
because of the high variability of rainfall - one extreme rainfall event will have less affect on the median than it will have on
the arithmetic mean. Decile 9 is the value at the top of the 9th grouping. In 10% of the years on record the monthly or yearly
rainfall total exceeded the decile 9 value. The annual decile value must be calculated from the individual yearly totals of
rainfall, and cannot be obtained by adding together the monthly deciles.
6
One gigalitre (GL) of water covers a square kilometre to a depth of one metre.
7
Calver et al (2007) page 18 states “The dolerite has intruded at a variable stratigraphic level, generally within the Upper
Parmeener Supergroup, although in areas covered by the eastern part of the Weld map sheet, the dolerite has intruded at a
much lower level, at or below the base-Parmeener unconformity. Here, the Glovers Bluff inlier, of Proterozoic, Cambrian and
basal Parmeener rocks, lies above the intrusion, which is in the form of a large irregular cone sheet, faulted on the eastern
side. The centre of the cone sheet, under the Glovers Bluff inlier, probably overlies a major feeder. Strong contact
metamorphism and minor metasomatism and mineralisation are seen in the rocks of the Glovers Bluff inlier.
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia
+61 408 122 127
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Rainfall statistics for Scotts Peak Dam, Hartz Mt and Maydena Post Office
Source: Bureau of Meteorology
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Estimated monthly runoff to watercourses in the Eddy Creek catchment.
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General groundwater occurrence and conditions
Based on hydrogeological principles, groundwater occurs in all rock types in the district, in
unconfined conditions in secondary-porosity rock fractures (and in primary porosity in
unconsolidated talus). Where fractures are tight, or where low permeability cap materials (either rock
or clay) exist, local confined conditions will be created.
In areas of moderate relief like the eastern side of the Eddy Creek catchment, the groundwater
system is inferred to exhibit local, intermediate and regional groundwater components (Figure 7.2 in
Attachment 7):
•

at a local scale in the vicinity of the proposed quarry, it moves in secondary-porosity
fractures from recharge areas on the slopes below Back Camels, towards discharge areas
along Class 3 and 4 streams.

•

at intermediate scale, groundwater movement in secondary-porosity fractures at levels
deeper than localised systems bypasses the Class 3 and 4 creeks and moves from higher
ground on Back Camels, towards Eddy Creek and other Class 2 streams.

•

at regional scale, groundwater bypasses local and intermediate systems and reports to the
Weld River.

Superimposed on these systems is groundwater moving in local tertiary-porosity karstic features
(Section 2.2.3).
Direct evidence for groundwater: November 2012 drilling
The 2012 exploratory drilling encountered groundwater in four of the fourteen holes: EC-1, EC-8,
EC-9 and EC10. Temporary artesian conditions occurred in EC-8 and EC-10 (Morrison, 2013, and
Attachments 4 and 5). No solution cavities were recorded during drilling (which totalled 301m
across the fourteen holes) and it was concluded (Morrison, ibid, page 8) that “fracture permeability is
expected to transmit the groundwater and it is likely to be variable and erratic in both flow and
outlets at the surface”.
Groundwater intersections caused a loss of rock chip returns and hole abandonment, so that the
depths at which water was struck correspond to total hole depth in EC-1 (14m), EC-8 (21m), EC-9
(22.7m) and EC10 (10.5m). These depths, and the artesian conditions in EC-9 and EC-10, are
indicated in Attachment 5. Relevant observations and inferences are presented in Table 2, which
draws on Figure 7.2 in Attachment 7 to infer the November 2012 groundwater conditions in the
vicinity of the proposed quarry.
Table 2. Observed and inferred groundwater flow conditions in exploration holes EC-1, 8, 9 and 10
Observed

Inferred
Estimated
min
hydraulic
head
(mASL)

Hole

Collar
elevation
(mASL)

EC-1

177

14

No

163

Intermediate flow regime; throughflow
conditions

EC-8

149

21

Yes

149

Local flow regime; recharge conditions;
upward flow (towards intermittent creek?)

EC-9

147

22.7

No

124

Local flow regime; recharge conditions;
upward flow (towards intermittent creek?)

EC-10

144

10.5

Yes

144

Local flow regime; recharge conditions;
upward flow (towards intermittent creek?)

Depth (m)
Artesian
water struck conditions?

Remarks

Notes
The depths to which water rose up holes EC-1 and EC-9 were not recorded.
The artesian heads on EC-8 and EC-10 were not measured.
It is assumed that groundwater in EC-9 (close to EC-8 and EC-10) would have risen close to the surface
Artesian conditions (with "low" but unspecified flow rates) reportedly stopped after a few days.
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It seems reasonable to infer that local recharge conditions were present at the time of drilling in the
vicinity of holes EC-8, EC-9 and EC-10, and that groundwater flow directions had a generally
upwards component, perhaps also towards intermittent Creek B. This in turn supports Cracknell
(2010) who indicated intermittent karstic water flows down or close to the same drainage line
(Attachment 4).
Depth to groundwater
There is no direct evidence of depth to groundwater in the Eddy Creek area. General hydrological
principles applied to this high rainfall area suggest that, most of the time, the water table surfaces at,
and contributes flow to, the gentler gradient segments of the creek and other Class 2 watercourses.
The water table rises inland at a rate less than the topography, and in unconfined fractured rock
country, it is a subdued replica of the land surface. It may locally contribute flow to some Class 3
streams on moderate slopes. Depth to water is greatest under hills.
Indirect evidence of depth to water comes from Cracknell (2010) and Morrison (2013):
•

the intermittent presence of water in karst features (Section 2.2.2) to depths of 10m or so is
good evidence that permanent water in fractured rock is generally deeper than this (though
it fluctuates seasonally and might at times intersect some karst features).

•

the absence of groundwater in ten of the fourteen November 2012 drill holes to depths of
24m could mean that:
1. the water table is generally deeper than 24m at the drill sites, or
2. the water table is shallower than 24m but fracture permeability is sufficiently low in
the “dry” holes so that water ingress went un-noticed during drilling, or
3. confined conditions are locally present along the line of drill holes (and perhaps
elsewhere, and although the piezometric surface is locally above the land surface
(artesian flow in holes EC-8 and EC-10) most of the holes did not penetrate the
confining layer (ie marbled dolomite with tight, essentially impermeable fractures)

Conditions 2 and 3 above are essentially the same.
Effect of karst features on groundwater conditions
Our current level of understanding is that the karst features are depth-limited and on hillside slopes
are located above regional groundwater levels. In valley floors, karst and water tables will intersect.
A component of karst recharge on hillsides probably infiltrates to groundwater (instead of moving
laterally) but the effect depends on the relative importance of fracture and fissure/conduit
permeabilities.
Groundwater conditions in relation to quarrying depth
The proposed quarrying depth will remain at about 14m below existing ground surface up to the end
of Stage 3, and then increase progressively to 30m or so at end-of-quarry-life in Stage 4. [Williams
(2013b)]. Based on current knowledge and inferences, it is unlikely that the Stage 1 – 3 excavations
will encounter permanent groundwater, but Stage 4 might.

2.2.3

Karst hydrogeology

Description of karst features
Cracknell (2010) described five caves, three dolines and three springs on the western slopes of
Back Camels leading down to the tributary of Eddy Creek. They are summarised in Table 3. Figure
2 [reproduced unchanged from Cracknell (2010)] compares surface joint and cave passage
orientations. The features are mainly located down a subtle, “dry” valley on the hillside south of
Creek A, and two are located on the hillside slopes above the proposed dolomite quarry.
It is significant that (a) Cracknell’s 2008 field survey discovered no other subsurface features, and
(b) Morrison (2013) noted none during comprehensive field mapping (the green circles in
Attachment 4 are marbled dolomite outcrops).
Some relevant observations from Table 3 and Figure 2 are:
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia
+61 408 122 127
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•

Permanent subsurface karst flow may be rare, and perhaps restricted to EC9, the spring.

•

Cave passage orientations strongly correlate with surface measurements of joint
orientations in outcrops, and also appear to correlate reasonably well with NW – SE
trending (and steeply east-dipping) bedding. The strongest subsurface drainage direction is
0
towards 240 , essentially directly downslope. The second drainage direction is cross-slope,
0
0
probably in both directions, towards 160 and 340 .

•

Mapped caves seem to be depth-limited to about 10m or so, although further exploration
would be required to test this inference. If correct, karst formation might be lower-bounded
8
by presumably lower-solubility calc-silicate skarn, in a manner similar to Morrison’s (2013)
interpreted cross section (Attachment 5).

Table 3.

Summary of karst features in the vicinity of the proposed dolomite quarry
GDA94
Depth (m) Length (m)

Main
orientation
(approx)

Karst ID

Easting

Northing

Type

EC1

477420

5238050

Cave

4

4

NNW

EC2

477670

5237830

Cave

8

40

NW – SE

EC3

477730

5237650

Cave

10

5

SW – NE

EC4

477610

5237820

Cave

4

7

NE – SW

EC5

477700

5237520

Doline

8

30 (diam)

EC6

477330

5237650

Cave
fissure

8

15

EC7

477730

5237575

Doline

EC8

477740

5237900

Doline

EC9

477450

5237950

Spring

NE – SW

Inferred
flow
direction
NNW and
SSE?

Inferred
flow regime

NW then SW Intermittent
SW

Remarks

Largest feature seen; dry in late
March 2008; low discharge?;
Stalactites and flowstone

Ephemeral

SW then NW Intermittent

Inflow and outflow from diffuse
seepage? Linked to EC11?

Ephemeral

Largest surface feature
observed in late March 2008.
Approx. 100 – 150m upslope
from the proposed dolomite
quarry.

Ephemeral

Probably backfills during high
flow; carbonate-rich water

SW

20 (diam) W
to E

Ephemeral

NA

NA

Ephemeral

NA

NA

Permanent?

Filled with soil and organic
matter
Filled with soil and organic
matter
Activley flowing in late March
2008. Cool draft from entrance
suggests connection to more
substantial subsurface system

EC10
477255
5237575
Spring
Intermittent
Dry in late March 2008
477620
5237820
Spring
NA
NA
SSW
SSW
Intermittent
Linked to EC4?
EC11
Notes
1. All entries extracted from Cracknell (2010) except for underlined ones (this report). Observations made over 4 days in late March 2008
2. Blank cells indicates no data

Recharge to the karst system in the vicinity of the proposed quarry
The absence of water in all but one karst feature in late March 2013 is direct evidence of their
intermittent and probably ephemeral nature. This in turn suggests karst recharge is primarily
concentrated and autogenic from short term, relatively high intensity rainfall events, and to a lesser
extent from diffuse autogenic or allogenic sources.
In relation to high rainfall events, Table 4 suggests there are between about 2 and 6 days per month
when the hillsides near the proposed dolomite mine receive more than 10mm, and between half and
one day per month when they receive at least 25mm. Figure 3 is not inconsistent with Table 4 and

8

Calcite has a solubility product in the range 4 – 8 x 10-9, at least an order of magnitude higher than that of dolomite (about 1
x 10-11) but a web search did not turn up any clear information on the solubility of calc-silicate skarns.
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indicates that a range of rainfall intensities and durations could produce 25mm/day of rain more
frequently than a one year recurrence interval.

Figure 2.

Frequency rose diagrams (% of total readings) for (left) surface outcrop joint
orientations and (right) cave passage orientations.
Source: Unchanged Figure 12 of Cracknell (2010)

Table 4.

Estimated mean number of days with more than 10mm and 25mm of rain at Eddy Creek
Sources: See Note at bottom of Table.

Hartz Mt (mm)
Scotts Peak Dam (mm)
Maydena (mm)
Average

Hartz Mt (mm)
Scotts Peak Dam (mm)
Maydena (mm)
Average

Mean number of days of rain >=10mm
Jan
Feb Mar Apr May
1.5
1.9
1.9
1.6
1.6
3.5
2.9
4.2
4.7
5.9
1.9
2
2
2.7
2.9
2.3
2.3
2.7
3.0
3.5

Jun
2.6
6.4
3.1
4.0

Jul
2.1
7.6
3.7
4.5

Aug
2.5
9.1
5.3
5.6

Sep
2.9
9.3
5.4
5.9

Oct
2.7
6.7
4.3
4.6

Nov
1.7
3.8
3.1
2.9

Dec
1.6
5.3
2.6
3.2

24.6
69.4
39
44.3

Mean number of days of rain >=25mm
Jan
Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Jul
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.4
3.3
0.7
0.4
0.7
0.9
1
1
1.3
1.9
1.1
0.8
0.4
0.9 11.1
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.8
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.3
5.1
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.1
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.5
6.5
Note
See original Bureau of Meteorology records for Hartz Mt, Scotts Peak Dam and Maydena respectively
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/tables/cw_094191_All.shtml
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/tables/cw_097083_All.shtml
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/tables/cw_095063_All.shtml

Estimating peak flows in karst features at Eddy Creek
Table 5 uses the Rational Method to estimate peak discharge (L/sec) for various sized surface
catchment (drainage) areas and rainfall intensities.
The method can also be used to estimate recharge to karstic terrain:
•

If the drainage area corresponds to a karst feature (eg a doline with clearly defined
catchment boundaries) then the peak discharges are also the concentrated, autogenic flow
rates into the karst.
Example
What is the estimated peak flow into doline EC5 for a rainfall intensity of 20mm/hour?
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Response
2
Its reported diameter is 30m (Table 3), so assume its catchment area is 700m . From Table
5, the peak flow is 2.8L/sec (say, 3L/sec). Note that this is concentrated autogenic recharge.
The flow inside the doline may be higher if the feature is connected hydraulically to conduits,
caves or fissures.

•

If the drainage area is in karstic terrain (with or without localised, defined recharge areas)
and water loss to karst is expected or suspected, discharge estimated from Table 5 can
then be reduced to obtain the karst loss – the surface runoff diverted to subsurface karst
features via autogenic or allogenic diffuse or concentrated recharge.
Example
What is the estimated recharge (concentrated, diffuse, autogenic) to karst features on the
hillside above the proposed dolomite quarry, assuming a rainfall intensity of 15mm/hour?
Response
From Attachment 2, the estimated drainage area above the quarry is 10ha. From Table 5,
the peak surface discharge from 15mm/hour of rain is 300L/sec. From Table 7.1 in
Attachment 7, assume the hillside, by area, contains 25% observed and suspected karst
features. Use the 2 year storm return frequency and obtain an extrapolated karst loss
modification value of 0.95. Multiply the peak discharge by 0.95 to obtain a reduced surface
discharge rate of 285L/sec. The difference (15L/sec) is the estimated karst loss to the
subsurface.

There are many uncertainties in this desk-top approach, some of which can be reduced by site
investigations including karst mapping, and matching flow measurements in caves and conduits to
rainfall measurements.

Figure 3.

Intensity frequency duration curves for the karst hillsides above Eddy Creek
Source: BOM
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Likelihood of karstic features beneath the quarry footprint.
The following observations are relevant:
•

Topographically, the quarry footprint straddles a convex divergent hillside section on its
northwestern side (surface runoff reports downslope) and a concave convergent section on
its southeastern side (where surface runoff reports to intermittent Creek B).

•

There are no known karst features beneath and adjacent to the footprint of the proposed
quarry [Morrison (2013) has traversed the area extensively].

•

The large doline EC5 is located about 100 – 150m upslope from the quarry footprint. It
captures surface runoff from at least its immediate catchment and diverts it underground.
The flow may or may not join others from upslope or crossgradient buried features, but it
must flow in conduits or fissures away from the doline in some direction. Cracknell (2010)
infers a southerly direction past the end of the quarry footprint towards Creek B (Attachment
4). This is a reasonable conjecture given the step-wise influence of bedding and joint
directions on karstic flow directions (Figure 2).

Based on current understanding it could be argued that it is unlikely that quarrying will expose
karstic features, but if it does, it is perhaps more likely to expose them on its southeastern side.

Table 5.

Using the Rational Method to estimate peak discharge from a given
drainage area for various rainfall intensities.
Use the Rational Method calculator.

Peak discharge (L/sec)
Rainfall intensity (mm/hour)
Drainage
5
10
15
20
area
10
m2
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
30
m2
0.03
0.06
0.09
0.12
50
m2
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
70
m2
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
100
m2
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
300
m2
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.2
500
m2
0.5
1
1.5
2
700
m2
0.7
1.4
2.1
2.8
1000
m2
1
2
3
4
3000
m2
3
6
9
12
5000
m2
5
10
15
20
7000
m2
7
14
21
28
1
ha
10
20
30
40
2
ha
20
40
60
80
3
ha
30
60
90
120
5
ha
50
100
150
200
7
ha
70
140
210
280
10
ha
100
200
300
400
Notes
Runoff coefficient = 0.7
Peak discharge = runoff coefficient x rainfall intensity x drainage area

2.2.4

25
0.05
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
5
15
25
35
50
100
150
250
350
500

Conceptual hydrogeological model for the Eddy Creek area

A conceptual hydrogeological model for the Eddy Creek area is presented in the cross sections in
Attachments 5 and 6.
It is usual for such models to be modified as additional information becomes available.
From a hydrogeological perspective, the key observations and inferences in the middle reaches of
the Eddy Creek catchment are:
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•

A rafted veneer of steeply-dipping, east facing (east-dipping?) Proterozoic marbled dolomite
beds, metamorphosed by underlying Jurassic dolerite to calc-silicate skarn at depths
ranging from about 10m to over 24m,

•

The underlying dolerite is a cone sheet several hundred metres thick, perhaps with feeders,

•

The marbled dolomite, skarn and dolerite generally constitute a fractured rock aquifer, with
local confined conditions created by very low fracture permeability. Overall, it is likely there
is a single unconfined aquifer, with local, intermediate and regional scale systems, and
recharge and discharge areas,

•

Depth to groundwater exceeds 10m most if not all of the time on the slopes near the
proposed quarry, and

•

Localised karstic features have developed as dolines, caves and springs in the marbled
dolomite, but not in the skarn. Water flow in most features is intermittent or ephemeral.

3

CONCLUSIONS

In relation to the Brief described in Section 1.1, this report has:
•

reviewed the rainfall, topography, surface water hydrology and geology of the area
surrounding the proposed dolomite quarry near Eddy Creek,

•

reviewed the 2008 survey of karst features described by Cracknell (2010), and Morrison’s
(2012) drill hole data (and commented on groundwater occurrences in several holes),

•

relied on basic hydrogeological principles (including those relating to karst terrains), and

•

used this information and inferences to propose a conceptual hydrogeological model for the
area.

Based on the current level of hydrogeological understanding, this desk top review acknowledges the
possibility of karst features being exposed during quarrying operations but suggests it is unlikely the
operations “will significantly affect groundwater levels, flows in karst features upslope, or streams,
seepages or springs downslope.”

4

RECOMMENDATIONS

Two hydrogeological recommendations are made:

9

•

Although significant hydrogeological effects are not predicted, and there is no guarantee
that such effects, if any, would be detectable by standard groundwater monitoring
techniques, it is recommended that at least initially, a single monitoring bore be installed for
electronic water level recording adjacent to the Stage 1 workings at the quarry. Bore
installation can be delayed until site access is improved, but in any case should be done in
9
general accordance with accepted procedures and protocols . Depending on results, the
programme might need to be extended.

•

A site management plan should incorporate education and training for site workers
specifically directed at recognising karstic features so that (in addition to mitigating worker
safety issues) “quarry management can be adapted to minimise changes that may be
deleterious to natural karst and stream values.”

Sundaram, B. et al (2009). Groundwater Sampling and Analysis – A Field Guide. Record 2009/27, Geoscience Australia
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Attachment 1
(1 page)
Eddy Creek surface water catchment
Showing extent of marbled dolomite and skarn (Quaternary talus omitted), and tenement boundaries EL1/2011 and
2M2013ML. Source: www.thelist.tas.gov.au
476000mE

EL1/2011
2M2013ML

Surface water catchment
approx 10km2

BACK CAMELS
Dolomite resource
5237000mN

Approx. catchment boundary

Eddy Creek

Weld River

Approx. inferred extent of Proterozoic
marbled dolomite; alluvium not shown

100km

Approx. inferred extent of Jurassic
calc-silicate skarn
Faint maroon lines are 1:25,000 rock type boundaries

GN
0

1
Approx. km

Contour interval 20m. Grid datum GDA94
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Attachment 2
(1 page)
Topography and location plan
Source: Figure 1 (modified) of Morrison (2013)

Creek A
Surface catchment
approx. 60ha

Dolomite resource

Creek B
Surface catchment
approx. 15ha

GN
0

500
Approx. metres

Contour interval 10m. Grid datum GDA94

100km
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Attachment 3
(1 page)
Regional geological setting
Source: Figures 4, 5 and 9 of Calver, et. al. (2007). Explanatory Report for the Maydena, Skeleton, Nevada, Weld and Picton
geological map sheets. 1:25 000 Scale Digital Geological Map Series – Explanatory Report 1, Mineral Res Tas
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2M2013ML
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Attachment 4
(1 page)
Topography, surface drainage, karst features and drainage, geology and drill holes
Source: Figure 4 (modified) of Morrison (2013); Cracknell (2010)

A
EC8

GN
0

250
Approx. metres

EC2

EC4

Contour interval 10m. Grid datum is GDA94

EC11

Section line A – B
EC3

EC6
EC10

Sources
Cracknell, M. (2010). Eddy Creek
Marble Karst. Southern Caver,
No. 65 pp3 – 20; March 2010 (for
karst numbers, plans, sections,
flow directions)
Morrison, K. C. (2013). EL1/2011
– Eddy Creek. Year 2 Annual
Report. Cresswells Transport Pty
Ltd, July 2013, 14pp (for base
map, topography, geology,
drainage, groundwater in bores)
Williams, B. (2013). Cresswell’s
Dolomite Quarry – Development
Application. Integrated land
management & planning, May
2013, 14pp (for ML boundary)

C Karstic hydrology

Section line E – F
through drill holes

[Cracknell (2010) Figure 2]
Concealed? (beneath
surface deposits)

B

Intermittent

EC5

Permanent

EC-14
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Conceptual hydrogeological cross sections A – B, C – D and E – F
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Attachment 6
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Oblique satellite image with superimposed conceptual hydrogeological model for the
proposed dolomite quarry
Source: Google Earth
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Attachment 7
(7 pages)
Groundwater principles

Origin of groundwater
All earth’s water was formed deep underground by magmatic processes, and has over aeons been released at
the surface and on ocean floors by volcanism. The mechanism continues today. With the exception of this
‘new’ water, all groundwater is derived from that part of precipitation which, after surface runoff and
evaporation, infiltrates the soil. Some of the infiltrating water is transpired by plants, some is drawn upward by
capillary action and evaporated, and some remains indefinitely in microscopic voids in the soil profile. During
and after continuous and wetting rain, the remainder infiltrates downwards, intermittently and successively
saturating the material through which it passes, until the water reaches the zone of saturation. Here, the soil or
rock voids (openings) are completely filled with water. The water is then called groundwater, and the upper
surface of the zone of saturation is known as the water table. The water table is usually a subdued replica of
the land surface, being almost flat under gently undulating ground and deeper and sloping under hills.
The proportion of rain infiltrating into the soil is very variable, ranging from a few percent on steep, rocky slopes,
to perhaps 50% or more in sandy or gravelly areas with little runoff. The proportion also changes seasonally,
and infiltration would be expected to be a maximum when evaporation is least – at night in winter. Of the water
which enters the soil, only a fraction avoids transpiration or retention in soil voids, and infiltrates to the water
table.
Groundwater is therefore a part of the general hydrological cycle, and is directly related to the surface
movement of water.

Unconfined and confined aquifers
An aquifer is a body of rock, or unconsolidated material such as sand, capable of supplying useful amounts of
groundwater. An aquifer has two purposes: it stores, and transmits, groundwater. The relative importance of
each function is determined by the nature of each aquifer. Some aquifers (eg hard sandstone) may store only a
small amount of water in a network of thin fractures, but might transmit it freely, and remain reliable suppliers, if
the fractures are sufficiently interconnected. Other materials like fine-grained and porous clays may contain
larger amounts of water, but yield only small amounts because the water is not transmitted easily through their
microscopic voids.
Aquifers may be unconfined, confined or semi-confined. An unconfined or water table aquifer exists in
unconsolidated sediments or hard, fractured rock whenever the water table is in contact with air at atmospheric
pressure. Unconfined aquifers therefore receive recharge from infiltrating rain over their full areal extent.
Groundwater in a bore tapping an unconfined aquifer is encountered at the level of the water table. A bore
drilled into an unconfined fractured rock aquifer may remain dry to depths below the water table if no water10
bearing fractures are intersected , but once they are, the water will rise to the level of the water table. Since
fractured rock aquifers are largely solid, dry rock separated by a network of fractures, it is possible for two bores
side by side to yield different amounts of water, or either or both might remain dry.
A confined aquifer is a saturated, permeable zone bounded above and below by relatively impermeable
materials (rock or soil). The zone therefore cannot receive recharge by directly infiltrating rain, but must get it
from a recharge area elsewhere, where the permeable zone is exposed at the land surface, and where at least
local unconfined conditions exist. The infiltrating groundwater in the zone of recharge moves crossgradient or
downgradient beneath the confining impermeable layer. The water in confined zones of aquifers is therefore
not in contact with the atmosphere, and is at a pressure greater than atmospheric. Water in bores tapping
confined aquifers rises up the bore under pressure, and may overflow at the land surface. If the water in the
bore rises above the land surface (so that groundwater flows without the need for a pump), the groundwater
(and the bore) are said to be artesian. If the groundwater rises but not sufficiently for the bore to flow, the
groundwater is sub-artesian.
A semi-confined aquifer receives vertical groundwater leakage from a higher aquifer down via a semipermeable (rather than impermeable zone) zone separating them.
It is possible for an aquifer to be unconfined in one part of it, confined in another, and semi-confined elsewhere.
The zone of confinement or semi-confinement may be relatively small, so that locally the aquifer behaves in a
confined manner, but on a broader scale, unconfined conditions dominate. An example is a fractured hard rock
aquifer where water is contained only within joints and similar defects which extend and are open to the land
surface, separated by impermeable rock where no water is present. The water in the joints is unconfined.
10

At this local scale, groundwater conditions are confined.
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Drilling through the rock produces no water, which is only struck (and which rises to the level of the water table)
when a water bearing fracture is intersected.

Storage capabilities of fractured rock aquifers
Groundwater in fractured rock aquifers is stored in fractures within the rock mass. Usually, the volume of
fractures as a proportion of the rock mass is low, and commonly less than a few percent.
These aquifers therefore often have low storage capabilities, in comparison to unconsolidated aquifers like
coastal sands. In these materials, the water is stored in voids between the sand grains, and the voids are
interconnected (ie the aquifer is intergranular). The voids may constitute from 25% to 35% of the volume of
sand (ie the porosity, θ, of the sand is 25% to 35%, or 0.25 to 0.35 expressed as a fraction). Each cubic metre
of saturated sand below the water table therefore contains 250L to 350L of groundwater.

Primary and secondary porosity
The voids between sand grains in a coastal sand body, or the vesicles in otherwise hard basalt, for example,
constitute primary porosity, because they were formed at the same time as the sand was deposited, or the
basalt flowed as lava. As the sand becomes progressively cemented and consolidated in the process of
becoming hard rock, the primary porosity is reduced. Most hard rocks have very little remaining primary
porosity. However, if the hard rock becomes fractured and otherwise jointed, the fractures constitute secondary
porosity.

Groundwater gradient
Groundwater is rarely stationary. It moves in response to gravity, and hydrostatic and lithostatic pressures,
from recharge areas to discharge zones. Discharge occurs wherever the water table intersects the land
surface in springs, swamps, rivers and the sea, provided the water table slopes towards the feature. If the
water table is lower than the feature, water may flow from the spring or river to the groundwater body. The
11
slope of the water table is called the water table gradient , which determines the direction and rate at which
groundwater moves. The greater the gradient, the more rapid the flow. Groundwater usually flows in the
direction of steepest gradient.

Aquifer hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity
Hydraulic conductivity (symbol K) is a measure of how readily an aquifer transmits water, and is defined as the
rate at which groundwater will flow from a unit area (eg one square metre) of aquifer under a unit gradient (ie
3
2
the gradient is 1). It is expressed as cubic metres per day per square metre (m /day/m , which reduces to
m/day).
Permeabilities of fractured rock aquifers are a function of the intensity of fracturing, their openness, and the
degree to which they interconnect. Since these features are often very variable, hydraulic conductivity also
varies widely. Typical ranges for fractured, hard rock might be 0.01 – 100m/day. Transmissivity (T) is defined
as the product of hydraulic conductivity and saturated aquifer thickness, and is therefore the rate at which
groundwater will flow from a vertical, one-metre wide strip of the aquifer under a unit hydraulic gradient.

Volume of groundwater flow
The groundwater flow through a unit area (eg one square metre) of an aquifer is determined by the aquifer
hydraulic conductivity and the water table gradient, and is calculated from Darcy’s Law: Flow = hydraulic
conductivity x gradient.

Rate of groundwater travel
The rate at which groundwater travels through an aquifer is determined by the aquifer hydraulic conductivity,
the water table gradient, and the aquifer porosity (expressed as a fraction). Rate of flow = hydraulic
12
conductivity x gradient ⁄ effective porosity .

Groundwater quality
Groundwater acquires soluble matter from the aquifer in which it is stored, and through which it moves.
Generally, the longer the water remains in the aquifer, the more soluble constituents it acquires, and the poorer
11

The gradient is usually expressed as the difference in elevation of the water table between two points, divided by the
distance between them. For example, a fall of one metre in water table elevation over a horizontal distance of 50 metres is a
gradient of 1:50 (ie 0.02, expressed as a fraction).
12
For example, if the aquifer permeability is 2m3/day/m2, the gradient is 0.01 and the effective porosity is 0.1, the rate of flow
would be 2 x 0.01 ⁄ 0.1 = 0.2m/day.
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its quality. So, other things being equal, aquifers with relatively high hydraulic conductivity tend to have better
quality water than low hydraulic conductivity aquifers. Also, other things being equal, better quality groundwater
is found in aquifers in high rainfall areas, where groundwater recharges the aquifer more frequently, and
aquifers are “flushed” more often.
In shallow unconfined aquifers, it is usual to find better quality groundwater near the water table where direct
infiltration of rain has occurred. Quality typically decreases with depth.
A common measure of groundwater quality (‘salinity’) is its Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), expressed in
milligrams per litre (mg/L; essentially the same as the older measure, parts per million, ppm). Typical TDS
ranges of waters are:
TDS (mg/L)
<50
<100
250 – 500
1,000
100 – 1,500
450 – 800
34,000

Tasmanian rain
Tasmanian river water
Drinking water starts to have ‘taste’
Generally accepted desirable upper limit for drinking water
Range of commercially available mineral waters
Groundwater in coastal sands
Sea water

Hydrological cycle and groundwater systems

13

Figure 7.1 illustrates different components of the land-based part of the hydrological cycle at the scale of a
14
single catchment or smaller. The fundamentals of groundwater movement in an unconfined , fractured-rock,
gravity-driven groundwater system are depicted schematically in the second figure.
In Figure 7.2, the hydraulic heads in the recharge areas are relatively high and decrease with depth. In
discharge areas, the energy and flow conditions are reversed: heads are low and increase with depth. In
between, the throughflow is almost horizontal as shown by the steeply dipping equipotential lines.
15

Figure 7.2 also illustrates the concept of a groundwater system . In areas of moderate to high relief, the nearsurface dominant groundwater flows to depths of the order of a hundred metres or so will be as local systems,
with recharge on elevated areas discharging to streams. As depth increases, the dominant groundwater flows
become increasingly intermediate and then regional in nature. It is therefore important to recognise the local
site in the context of the larger groundwater system.

Hydrogeological characteristics of karst
This Section draws on Taylor and Greene (2008) cited in Figure 7.3. Some text is quoted.

Karstic features like sinkholes, dolines, conduits, caves, sinking streams etc in soluble carbonate
rocks may extend vertically to permanently, temporarily or ephemerally intersect the water table or
piezometric surface in a fractured rock terrain. Joints, faults, bedding surfaces and other
discontinuities in fractured rocks (carbonates or otherwise) constitute secondary porosity, karstic
features constitute tertiary porosity.
Fluviokarst is a karst landscape “in which the dominant physical landforms are valleys initially cut
by surface streams that have been partly or completely diverted underground by subsurface conduit
piracy. This type of karst is often typified by carbonate rocks that have low intrinsic permeability..”.
Doline karst is a karst landscape in which “surface streams are almost entirely absent, and almost
all surface drainage is captured and drained internally by closed sinkhole depressions. This type of
karst is typical of carbonate rocks that have high intrinsic permeability…”, The physical and
13

The hydrological cycle is the circulation of water in various phases through the atmosphere, over and under the earth’s
surface, to the oceans, and back to the atmosphere. The cycle is solar-powered. Because water is a solvent it dissolves
elements, and geochemistry is a fundamental part of the cycle, which is a flux for water, energy, and chemicals.
Water enters the land-based cycle as precipitation; it leaves as surface streamflow (runoff) or evapotranspiration. The route
which groundwater takes from a recharge point to a discharge point is a flow path.
14
Locally (outcrop size or larger), the aquifer is probably confined by unjointed rock or clay weathering products or both. At
increasing larger scales, the aquifer is unconfined.
15
Sophocleous (2004) cited in Figure 4.2 defines a groundwater system as “a set of groundwater flow paths with common
recharge and discharge areas. Flow systems are dependent on the hydrogeologic properties of the soil/rock material, and
landscape position. Areas of steep or undulating relief tend to have dominant local flow systems (discharging to nearby
topographic lows such as ponds and streams). Areas of gently sloping or nearly flat relief tend to have dominant regional flow
systems (discharging at much greater distances than local systems in major topographic lows or oceans).” A threedimensional closed groundwater flow system that contains all the flow paths is called the groundwater basin.
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hydrologic distinctions between the two karst types are not always clearly defined, and many karst
terranes have characteristics common to each.
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Figure 7.1
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Aspects of the land-based hydrological cycle.
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Figure 7.2
Fundamentals of groundwater hydrology in a gravity-driven groundwater
system. Adapted from Sophocleous (2004). Groundwater recharge, in Groundwater, [Eds. Luis Silveira, Stefan
Wohnlich and Eduardo J. Usunoff] in Encyclopaedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), Developed under the Auspices
of the UNESCO, Eolss Publishers, Oxford, UK, [www.eolss.net)
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Water table fluctuates and may
be permanently, intermittently
or ephemerally above or below
local base level in karstic
features

Figure 7.3. Hydrogeological block diagram showing diffuse and concentrated allogenic and
autogenic karstic recharge.
Autogenic recharge originates as precipitation falling directly on karstic rocks. Allogenic recharge originates as
precipitation falling on non-karstic rocks. Water flows through the unsaturated zone via (1) diffuse flow through soil or
unconsolidated surface materials, (2) concentrated flow through solution-enlarged sinkhole drains, (3) diffuse infiltration
through vertical fractures, and (4) diffuse infiltration through permeable rock matrix. Open conduits shown as solid blue
are filled with ground water.
Modified from Taylor, C. J. and Greene, E. A. (2008). Hydrogeologic Characterisation and Methods Used in the
Investigation of Karst Hydrology. [Chapter 3 of Rosenberry, D. O. and LaBaugh, J. W. (2008). Field Techniques for
Estimating Water Fluxes Between Surface Water and Groundwater. Techniques and Methods 4 – D2. US Geological
Survey]

Conduits are open channels of any orientation formed in karst by the enlargement of existing
secondary-porosity fractures, bedding surfaces and other defects. Conduits are tertiary-porosity
features. A distinctive feature of karst aquifers are the “typically dendritic or branching networks of
conduits that meander among bedding units, join together as tributaries, and increase in size and
order in the downstream direction” (Figure 7.4). In the simplest terms, these conduit networks grow
by way of a complex hydraulic-and-chemical feedback loop, in which the basic steps are: conduit
growth and enlargement → increased hydraulic capacity → increased discharge → enhanced
dissolution and physical corrosion → additional conduit enlargement → subsurface piracy of flows in
smaller conduits by the larger conduits. In this process, the largest conduits act as master drains
that locally alter the hydraulic flow (or equipotential) field so as to capture ground water from the
surrounding aquifer matrix, the adjoining fractures, and the smaller nearby conduits. Depending on
their sizes (hydraulic capacity) and organization (interconnection), conduit networks are capable of
discharging large volumes of water and sediment rapidly through a karst aquifer. Flow velocities in
well-developed and well-integrated conduit networks up to hundreds to thousands of metres per day
are not uncommon.
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Competitive growth of conduits and distortion of hydraulic flow fields
A
(a) Initiation of recharge
(b) Change in hydraulic gradient in response to faster growing primary (P)
conduit and secondary (S) conduit
(c) Primary conduit breaks through to discharge boundary, slowing or
inhibiting growth of secondary conduit.
B
Sequence of development of integrated drainage network due to faster
growth and breakthrough of primary conduit (1) and subsequent capture of
flow and linking of secondary conduits (2 – 4)

[Figure 2 of Taylor and Greene (2008)]

Karst springs are the natural outlets for water discharging from conduit networks. They typically are
developed at a local or regional ground-water discharge boundary—that is, at a location of minimum
hydraulic head in the aquifer—often at or near the elevation of a nearby base-level surface stream.”
Recharge in karst
Karst loss is surface runoff diverted to subsurface karst features via autogenic or allogenic diffuse or
concentrated recharge. Sometimes, the karst features may not be obvious at the surface but karst
loss still occurs. Evidence might include misfit surface streams, and disappearing streams.
Estimating karst loss in hydrological modelling of karst terrain usually requires field inspection and
mapping of karstic features, and a structured approach (Anon, 1995?):
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“1. Delineate the contributing drainage area or watershed to be studied.
2. Define any sinkhole areas within the contributing drainage area where surface drainage
has no means of escaping offsite, other than downward through the karst strata (i.e. cracks,
sinks, etc.). These areas can be assumed to contribute no surface discharge and can be
subtracted from the contributing drainage area from Step 1.
3. Determine the amount of the contributing drainage area (from Step 2) underlain by karst
strata (in percent).
4. Calculate the peak rate of runoff from the contributing drainage area using standard
16
hydrologic methods , and reduce the calculated value by multiplying by the Karst Loss
Modification Value based on the percent karst (% Karst) calculated in Step 3.”
See Table 7.1 for Karst Loss Modification Values.

Table 7.1

Karst Loss Modification Values
Source: Anon (1995?):
http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Portals/0/DEQ/Water/Publications/TechBulletin2.pdf

% Karst
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

16

Storm Return Frequency (years)
2
10
100
0.33
0.43
0.50
0.35
0.46
0.56
0.38
0.51
0.62
0.47
0.58
0.68
0.55
0.66
0.74
0.64
0.73
0.80
0.73
0.80
0.85
0.82
0.86
0.89
0.91
0.92
0.93
1.00
0.98
0.97
1.00
1.00
1.00

For example, the Rational Method.
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1.0 Introduction:
1.1 Background:
Cresswells Transport is proposing the development of a quarry near Eddy Creek off Southwood
Road near Lonnavale for the extraction of dolomite. REF: Development Application No. DA31/2013. A flora and fauna habitat survey is required as part of the approvals process in order to
determine possible impacts on threatened species, threatened vegetation communities, potential
threatened fauna habitat and other natural values.
1.2 Objectives: The objectives of this survey were to:
• Undertake a desktop survey to confirm the known biological records and the natural
values which may be present within the area of mining lease and in the vicinity, and in
particular records of threatened species and threatened vegetation communities.
• Undertake a field survey of the area of the proposed quarry and access road footprint to
observe and record the natural values present including the vegetation types and plant
communities, the flora and in particular any threatened plant species, and of potential
habitat for threatened species of fauna.
• Determine the possible impacts of the proposed quarry on the natural values present and
make recommendations on how those impacts can be minimized.
1.3 Location of Study Area:

MAP REF: Tasmap 1:25,000 Weld, 4623
BIOREGION: Southern Ranges
Reference Point for the survey: GRID REF: 477800E – 5237100N
DATUM: MGA Zone 55 GDA94.
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MAP No.1: Location of study area north of Weld River with the centre point at the proposed quarry.

1.4 Site Description:
The site proposed for the quarry is located within an area of State Forest near Lonnavale in
southern Tasmania. The site is located within the catchment of the Weld River and the river is
located about one to two kilometers to the south and south-west of the site. The land slopes down
towards the west and south-west, and is steepest in the south-east corner of the lease. The
boundary of the proposed mining lease is detailed on the following map (pink), and the outline of
the proposed quarry footprint is detailed in blue. Eddy Creek itself crosses the south-west corner
of the mining lease boundary.
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MAP 2. Boundary of the Eddy Creek Mining Lease (pink) and the proposed quarry footprint (blue).
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TABLE 1: Co-ordinates of the proposed quarry footprint and access road, detailed in yellow on the
preceding map.

2.0 Desktop Survey of Natural Values: The DPIPWE database “The Natural Values Atlas”
was accessed for the known biological records of the locality and environs. Records of
threatened species of flora and fauna known to occur within a 5,000 metre radius of the location
were also accessed. Data sourced included the vegetation types and plant communities, the
occurrence of any threatened vegetation communities, the recorded locations of any threatened
species of plants and threatened species of fauna known or with potential to occur in the vicinity.
GRID REFERENCE POINT for the study area: 477800E – 5237100N. (GDA94)
2.1 Desktop Survey Results:
VEGETATION COMMUNITIES:
The following vegetation communities are mapped under the TasVeg mapping program as
occurring within 1,000 metres of each of the two reference points.
VEGETATION
TasVeg Code / Map colour
EXTENT IN STUDY AREA
COMMUNITY
Nothofagus cunninghamii
RMU / Dark Blue
A small patch about 300m
Rainforest (undifferentiated)
NW of the reference point.
Eucalyptus obliqua Wet Forest WOU / light blue
The predominant community
(undifferentiated)
across the study area.
Eucalyptus nitida Wet Forest
WNU / aqua-blue with
Localised and linear patch
(undifferentiated)
vertical lines
500m to 1,000 m south / SW
of the reference point.
Eucalyptus obliqua Dry Forest DOB / medium green
Very small patch about
& Woodland
1,000m south of the reference
point.
Buttongrass Moorland
MBU / yellow
At the western periphery of
(undifferentiated)
study area.
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FIGURE 1: Vegetation communities as per TasVeg mapping program within 1,000 metres of
reference point: 477800E – 5237100N .
CODE OF VEGETATION COMMUNITIES:
RMU …..… Nothofagus cunninghamii Rainforest (undifferentiated) (dark blue)
WOU …..… Eucalyptus obliqua Wet Forest (undifferentiated) (light blue)
WNU ….…. Eucalyptus nitida Wet Forest (undifferentiated) (aqua blue)
DOB ……... Eucalyptus obliqua Dry Forest & Woodland (green)
MBU ….…. Buttongrass Moorland (undifferentiated) (yellow)
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THREATENED VEGETATION COMMUNITIES:
None of the vegetation communities as mapped within the study area is listed as threatened
under the Nature Conservation Act 2002.
VEGETATION COMMUNITIES:
• Nothofagus cunninghamii Rainforest (RMU) is usually dominated by Myrtle particularly
in western Tasmania and can be either callidendrous in form with tall trees and an open
understorey or thamnic of medium height and with a more shrubby understorey.
Sassafras can sometimes be codominant in the canopy and Leatherwood can also be
common. Horizontal is a common component of the understorey in western Tasmania.
This rainforest is generally well reserved in western and south-western Tasmania, with
old-growth forest having high conservation value.
• Eucalyptus obliqua Wet Forest (WOU) is found throughout the state in areas of relatively
high rainfall. The community is targeted by the forestry industries and remaining oldgrowth stands are of high conservation value.
THREATENED FLORA:
The following single species of threatened flora which is listed under the Tasmanian Threatened
Species Protection Act 1995 and /or the Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 is recorded on the Natural Values Atlas database as
occurring within 5,000 metres.
No species of threatened flora are recorded on the database within 4,000 metres of reference
point DDH1.
• Senecio velleoides the Forest Groundsel is listed as a rare species under the Tasmanian
Act. There is one record dated from 2005. The plant is a large herb which could occur in
wet forests across much of the state but is most likely to be present in post fire or post
disturbance forest re-growth.
THREATENED FAUNA:
Five species of threatened fauna are recorded on the database as occurring within 5,000 metres
of the study area reference point.
• The Tasmanian Devil Sarcophilus harrisii. The Tasmanian Devil is now listed as
endangered under both State and Commonwealth Acts due to the severe decline of the
species as a result of the disease DFT, with the disease front now extending into western
Tasmania. There are four records on the database, located from between 3,000 and 5,000
metres from the reference point, two are dated from 1996 and two from 2004.
• The Wedge-tailed Eagle Aquila audax subsp fleayi. The Tasmanian subspecies is listed as
endangered under both State and Commonwealth Acts. The bird requires large Eucalypts
within tracts of old-growth forest for nesting and is extremely sensitive to disturbance
during the nesting season.
There is a known nest tree recorded on the database about 4,500 metres due south of the
site and two nest trees in close proximity to each other about 4,000 metre to the north
north-east of the site. All three nest sites were last surveyed in 2010 however there is no
information on the database in regard to recent useage or productivity of any of the three
nest sites.
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MAP No.3: Recorded nest trees x3 of the Wedge-tailed Eagle from the NVA database within
5,000m of the proposed quarry site at the centre in blue.

•

•

The White (Grey) Goshawk Accipiter novaehollandiae is listed as being endangered in
Tasmania. The bird requires mature wet forest as habitat and often nests within dense
riparian canopy vegetation and trees such as mature Blackwoods Acacia melanoxylon,
Myrtle Nothofagus cunninghamii or Sassafras Atherosperma moschatum.
There is a single 1992 sighting record on the database. No nesting records are known
from the locality.
The Mount Mangana Stag Beetle Lissotes menalcas,is listed as being a vulnerable species
under the Tasmanian Act. There are 3 records on the database from 2003 and 2004 (x2)
located between 4,000 and 5,000 metres from the study area. The beetle requires partially
decayed logs on the forest floor as habitat, with a preference for Eucalypt logs.
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•

The Ouse River Caddis Fly Oxyethira mienica. The larval stage of this insect is aquatic
and occurs in rivers in the south of the state. It is listed as being rare under the Tasmanian
Act.

The following five species of threatened fauna have the potential to occur in the locality based on
habitat mapping within the known geographical range of each species.
• The Spotted-tailed Quoll, Dasyurus maculatus subsp maculatus is listed as a rare species
under the Tasmanian Act and vulnerable under the Commonwealth Act. It inhabits a
range of forest types and will also hunt and forage on farmland and pasture, travelling up
to 20km at night. The animal will shelter in dens located in rocks, logs or thick
vegetation.
• The Swift Parrot Lathamus discolor is listed as being endangered under both State and
Commonwealth Acts. The bird requires mature flowering Eucalypts as a food source and
hollows within old-growth Eucalypts for nesting. The species migrates between
Tasmania and the mainland, however it only breeds in this state.
• The Tussock Skink, Pseudemoia pagenstecheri is a grassland species which is listed as
being vulnerable under the Tasmanian Act. The lizard inhabits some types of native
grasslands.
• Australian Grayling Prototroctes mareana is a fish which moves between fresh and salt
water localities. The species is listed as being vulnerable both in Tasmania and nationally
and has been impacted by dams and impoundments which prevents its upstream
movements.
• The Green and Gold Frog Litoria raniformis is listed as being vulnerable under both the
Tasmanian and the Commonwealth Acts. This frog inhabits deep pools, ponds and dams
with aquatic vegetation and often basks in the sun at the water’s edge. It is more
prevalent in the north and east of the state and is not found in forested environments.
ENVIRONMENTAL WEEDS:
No environmental weeds are recorded on the database as occurring within 5,000 metres of study
area.
RESERVE ESTATE:
The current South-west National Park boundary is located about 3,000 metres to the north-west
from the study area reference point.
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3.0 Field Survey:
3.1 Background:
The survey focused on the proposed footprint of the quarry as detailed on Map No.2 included
with this report. Each corner of the footprint was located and the approximate boundary line
followed. It also included the route proposed for the access to the quarry.
Vascular plant species were recorded, vegetation communities were observed and crossreferenced with the TasVeg map sourced from the Natural Values Atlas database. Potential den
sites for Tasmanian Devils were included in the survey as well as the presence of fallen decayed
logs which may be potential habitat for the Mt Mangana Stag Beetle.
The field survey was conducted on the Tuesday 16th April 2013.
3.2 Limitations: This survey was conducted in autumn when few species are in flower. No
botanical survey can guarantee that all flora will be observed and recorded in a single survey in
one year due to seasonal and annual variation in abundance and the possible absence of flowers
and fertile material for identification. Ephemeral species which may have been present includes
species of orchids, lilies, herbs grasses and other graminoids. However all significant species
known to occur in the study areas and their environs have been considered in this report.
3.3 Field Survey Results:
VEGETATION COMMUNITIES:
The vegetation over the footprint of the proposed quarry site is in accordance with that mapped
under the TasVeg vegetation mapping program as Eucalyptus obliqua Wet Forest (WOU) but
could be further defined as Eucalyptus obliqua Forest with Broad-leafed Shrubs on the basis of
the understorey species present. Some mature and old-growth Eucalypts were present however
they tended to be widely spaced with heights estimated to be over 30 metres and there was some
evidence of past selective logging of trees. Large dead standing trees were also present and are
most likely the result of a previous wild fire event. Regrowth Eucalypts of varying ages were
also present which most likely indicate more than one fire event over the last 40 years or so. The
nature of the understorey vegetation defines the community and distinguishes it from other forms
of E. obliqua Wet Forest. The composition of the understorey also varied between the two
substrates present, dolomite over the actual footprint of the proposed quarry and dolerite adjacent
to the proposed access road. The understorey vegetation over the dolomite was composed of tall
broad-leafed shrubs in densely wooded thickets with up to 20 stems in a 10m2 area of Dogwood
Pomaderris apetala and Pinkwood Beyeria viscosa with other species being less frequent. The
ground layer was quite open due to the degree of shading and composed mainly of patches of
ferns, lower plants such as mosses and a thin layer of detritus such as leaf litter and other fallen
debris.
On the adjacent dolerite substrate the understorey vegetation tended to be more diverse in species
composition, with more shrubby species present and with less well defined stratum, although the
tree canopy composition was much the same. The route proposed for the quarry access road will
extend through this vegetation and over the dolerite substrate.
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THREATENED VEGETATION COMMUNITIES:
No vegetation community listed as threatened under the Tasmanian Nature Conservation Act
2002 was present in the areas surveyed.
THREATENED FLORA:
No species of flora listed under the Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act 1995 or the
Commonwealth Environment Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 were observed
during the survey.
• Senecio velleoides the Forest Groundsel which has been previously recorded from the
wider area was not observed in the area surveyed.
THREATENED FAUNA:
No species of threatened fauna listed under the above Acts was observed during the survey and
no evidence of the presence of threatened species such as scats of Tasmanian Devils or Spottedtailed Quolls was observed.
THREATENED FAUNA HABITAT:
TASMANIAN DEVIL: No direct evidence of the species presence such as scats was observed
during the survey however there was an occasional large hollow log observed which were
considered to be potential den sites, although there was no evidence of useage at any of the
recorded sites at the time of the survey. None of the old-growth trees observed possessed basal
hollows which may have provided potential den sites, and there were no significant log heaps or
large debris heaps observed which may have provided den opportunities for devils (or quolls).
Potential den sites were recorded at the following locations:
1. 477644E – 5237343N (8m +/-) very large hollow log, no evidence of recent use.
2. 477575E – 5237508n (4m +/-) large hollow log, no evidence of recent use.
3. 477495E – 5237523N (7m +/-) large hollow log, no evidence of recent use.
The main potential impact from the proposed project on the Tasmanian Devil is considered to be
the risk of road-kill from increased vehicular traffic on the roads which lead in to the site and
therefore the operations of the proposed quarry may need to be limited to daylight hours.
SPOTTED-TAILED QUOLL: No direct evidence of this species presence such as scats was
observed during the survey. The hollow logs referenced above under the Tasmanian Devil would
also provide potential habitat for quolls however there was no evidence of use and no other
potential habitat was observed in the area surveyed.
Again the main potential impact on any Spotted-tailed Quolls which may be present in the area is
the risk of road-kill in the wider area from increased vehicle movements.
WEDGE-TAILED EAGLE: No eagles were observed during the survey and the location was not
considered to be potential nesting habitat because of the landform and the proximity of previous
forest harvesting activities.
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There are three known nest trees located between 4,000 and 5,000 metres of the locality. The
main potential disturbance risk to the eagles with the operation of the quarry would be from
blasting during the breeding season. As blasting is proposed to be an infrequent event (annually)
in the operations of the quarry it should be scheduled for periods outside of the recognized
nesting season for the birds. No blasting should occur on the site between July and February each
year.
WHITE (GREY) GOSHAWK: No potential nesting habitat was observed for this raptor in the
areas surveyed. The bird prefers dense canopied trees such as mature Blackwoods, particularly
along streams and rivers for nesting and such vegetation may be present in the riparian zone of
waterways within the wider area. The species if present could utilize the locality for hunting
however the proposed quarry would have minimal impact on this activity.
MT MANGANA STAG BEETLE: As the beetle has been recorded within 5,000 metres of the
site the location is considered to be potential habitat for the species under the guidelines detailed
in the FPA Fauna Technical Note No.5. “Protocol for conducting Mt Mangana Stag beetle
surveys”. The species occurs in wet eucalypt (mixed) forest where it lives within rotting logs of
intermediate decay stage, and have a preference for eucalypt logs and particularly those
containing a particular moist-red rot type. Eucalypt logs of an intermediate decay stage were
present in the survey area although they were infrequent. A general assessment of the habitat on
the basis of the fauna technical note referred to above concluded that the potential for the beetle
to be present within the proposed quarry footprint was relatively low. A targeted search for the
species in the location would be necessary however for conclusive evidence of absence or
presence. Such surveys are required to be undertaken by certified personnel under permit from
the Conservation Branch of DPIPWE.
OUSE RIVER CADDIS FLY: The larva of this insect is aquatic and lives in rivers and streams
in this area of the state. The proposed quarry will not directly impact on any aquatic habitat and
so will not impact on potential habitat for the Caddis Fly however the careful management of
drainage from the quarry will be important in preventing siltation or contamination of nearby
creeks and waterways.
OTHER HABITAT:
Mature and old-growth trees were present in the location including dead standing trees. Some
trees possessed upper trunk and branch hollows which would provide potential habitat for a
range of species, including some threatened fauna. No tree observed possessed a basal hollow.
No specific habitat was observed during the field survey for other threatened species of fauna
which are known from the wider locality or have the potential to be present based on their
specific habitat range and geographical distributions such as the Swift Parrot, Australian
Grayling, Tussock Skink and the Green and Gold Frog.
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ENVIRONMENTAL WEEDS:
No species of declared or environmental weed was observed during the field survey.
PHYTOPTHORA:
There was no symptomatic field evidence observed of the root pathogen Phytophthora
cinnamomi during this field survey.
4.0 Survey Conclusions:
The proposed quarry site is located within an area of relatively undisturbed Eucalyptus obliqua
Wet Forest which has an understorey of tall broad-leafed shrubs.
A number of logging coupes were observed in the wider area approaching the proposed quarry
site.
No threatened vegetation communities were observed during the field survey.
No threatened species of flora were observed during the survey.
No threatened species of fauna were observed during the survey.
Some potential habitat, but no confirmed or optimum habitat was observed for the threatened
species of fauna, Tasmanian Devil, Spotted-tailed Quoll and the Mt Mangana Stag Beetle.
5.0 Recommendations:
• Limit clearing to the proposed quarry footprint. Windrows of cleared materials should be
contained around the perimeter of the quarry footprint and any large, fallen, partially
rotted logs located within the quarry footprint area should be carefully moved and placed
in contact with the ground surface and under some retained canopy vegetation around the
periphery also.
• Ensure the adequate containment of all silt, sediment and other contaminants resulting
from the clearing operation to avoid impacting on adjacent and nearby creeks, and creekside vegetation.
• Topsoil should be carefully stripped and stockpiled in windrows for future use in the
progressive rehabilitation of the site.
THREATENED VEGETATION COMMUNITIES:
• No threatened vegetation community was observed during the field survey and no
specific action is required in addition to the recommendations detailed above.
THREATENED FLORA:
• No species of threatened flora was observed or recorded during the field survey and no
specific action is required.
THREATENED FAUNA:
• No species of threatened fauna were observed during the field survey. Recommendations
related to the management of potential habitat for threatened species of fauna are detailed
below.
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THREATENED FAUNA HABITAT:
TASMANIAN DEVIL:
• In order to limit the risk of road-kill the operations of the quarry may need to be restricted
to daylight hours.
• With the progressive clearance of the quarry site any large partially rotted and hollow
logs should be relocated, intact if possible to the periphery of the site and placed in
contact with the ground surface, and where there is some retained understorey vegetation.
• With the progressive clearance of the quarry site the branches, tree heads and other debris
should be formed into windrows at the periphery of the site.
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

SPOTTED-TAILED QUOLL:
In order to limit the risk of road-kill the operations of the quarry may need to be restricted
to daylight hours.
With the progressive clearance of the quarry site any large partially rotted and hollow
logs should be relocated, intact if possible to the periphery of the site and placed in
contact with the ground surface, and where there is some retained understorey vegetation.
With the progressive clearance of the quarry site the branches, tree heads and other debris
should be formed into windrows at the periphery of the site.
WEDGE-TAILED EAGLE:
No blasting should be undertaken in the quarry during the Eagle’s nesting and breeding
season between July and February each year.
MT MANGANA STAG BEETLE:
With the progressive clearance of the quarry site any large partially rotted logs should be
relocated, intact if possible to the periphery of the site and placed in contact with the
ground surface. Logs should also be placed where there is some retained understorey
canopy vegetation for shading purposes.
A targeted survey of the site may be needed by an accredited specialist in order to
conclusively confirm the species absence or presence on the site.
OUSE RIVER CADDIS FLY:
An effective management plan for the drainage and run-off from the site will be essential
in order to prevent sedimentation, siltation or possible contamination of nearby creeks
and waterways, and should form part of the operational plan for the quarry.

ENVIRONMENTAL WEEDS:
• Prepare and implement a weed management and hygiene plan covering the initial
opening of the quarry and for the operational life of the quarry.
• No environmental weeds were observed during the survey, however in order to limit the
risk of the introduction of weeds into this weed free area all vehicles, equipment and
machinery should be subject to a wash-down procedure to remove any soil or mud which
could contain weed seeds before being transported into the quarry site.
• The quarry development plan should include specifications for a washdown area which
includes facilities for the containment and management of effluent.
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•

Ensure that no materials such as gravels likely to be contaminated with weed seeds or
other weed propagules are introduced to the quarry site. Any gravels or soils etc should
be sourced only from certified clean sites.

PHYTOPHTHORA:
• Accepted protocols in regard to hygiene and wash-down procedures for all machinery,
equipment, tools and work boots should be followed during the initial opening of the
quarry and throughout the operational life of the quarry, to ensure that the pathogen is not
inadvertently introduced into this disease free location by way of extraneous soil, mud
and gravel adhered to vehicles, machinery and equipment.
• The quarry development plan should include specifications for a washdown area which
has the capacity to contain material infected with the pathogen.

Philip Milner
Vegetation Consultant
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Appendix 1: Vegetation Communities and Species Recorded
1. Eucalyptus obliqua Wet Forest with Broad-leafed Shrubs (TasVeg Code WOB)
The vegetation over the footprint area of the proposed quarry is dominated by Eucalyptus
obliqua Wet Forest and is relatively undisturbed although there was evidence of previous
selective logging and periodic bushfires. Some mature and old-growth Eucalypts were present
along with regrowth trees of varying ages which most likely indicates more than one fire event
over the last 40 years or so. The nature of the understorey vegetation defines the community and
distinguishes it from other forms of E. obliqua Wet Forest being composed of tall broad leafed
shrubs such as Dogwood Pomaderris apetala in densely wooded thickets. The composition of
the understorey also varied between the two substrates present, dolomite over the actual footprint
of the proposed quarry and dolerite adjacent to the proposed access road. The Dogwood and
Pinkwood Beyeria viscosa dominated the understorey over the dolomite whereas there was
greater diversity of species and more layers of vegetation over the dolerite.
DOMINANT TREES
Eucalyptus obliqua

COMMON NAME
Stringybark

FREQUENCY
common

SECONDARY TREES
Acacia melanoxylon

Blackwood

occasional

UNDERSTOREY TREES AND TALL SHRUBS
Acacia verticillata
Prickly Moses
Bedfordia salicina
Blanketleaf
Beyeria viscosa
Pinkwood
Callistemon pallidus
Lemon Bottlebrush
Hakea lissosperma
Mountain Needlebush
Leptospermum lanigerum
Woolly Teatree
Nelatolepis squameum
Satinwood
Notelaea ligustrina
Native Olive
Olearia argophylla
Musk
Pittosporum bicolor
Cheesewood
Pomaderris apetala
Dogwood
Tasmannia lanceolata
Mountain Pepper
MEDIUM SHRUBS
Anopterus glandulosus
Cassinia aculeata
Coprosma quadrifida
Correa lawrenceana
Cyathodea glauca
Monotoca glauca

Tasmanian Laurel
Dollybush
Native Currant
Mountain Correa
Purple Cheeseberry
Goldeywood

SMALL SHRUBS
Lomatia tinctoria
Pimelea cinerea

Guitarplant
Grey Riceflower

occasional
occasional on dolerite
common on dolomite
occasional on dolomite
localized on dolomite
uncommon on dolerite
occasional
localized on dolomite
occasional on dolerite
occasional on dolerite
common
localized

uncommon
occasional
uncommon
uncommon
occasional
occasional

occasional on dolerite
occasional
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APPENDIX 1 (cont)
Eucalyptus obliqua Wet Forest with Broad-leafed Shrubs (cont)
HERBS & HERB-LIKE PLANTS
Oxalis perennans
Grassland Woodsorrel

uncommon

GRASSES & GRAMINOIDS
Dianella tasmanica
Drymophila cyanocarpa
Gahnia grandis
Lepidosperma elatius

Tasman Flaxlily
Turquoise Berry
Cutting Grass
Tall Swordsedge

occasional
uncommon
common
occasional

ORCHIDS
Pterostylis pedunculata

Maroonhood

occasional

FERNS & ALLIED PLANTS
Asplenium trichomanes subsp quadrivalens Limestone Spleenwort,
Blechnum nudum
Crepidomanes venosum
Cystopteris tasmanica
Dicksonia antarctica
Grammitis billardierei
Polystichum proliferum
Pteridium esculentum

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fishbone Waterfern
Bristle Filmyfern
Brittle Bladderfern
Soft Treefern
Common Fingerfern
Mother Shieldfern
Bracken

localised on limestone
outcrops
uncommon
occasional
occasional
occasional
occasional
occasional
occasional on dolerite

REFERENCES
DPIPWE Website ………………. www.naturalvaluesatlas.dpiw.tas.gov.au
DPIPWE Website ………………..www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/threatenedflora(and
fauna)
Harris s, & Kitchener A, (2005), From Forest to Fjaeldmark, DPIW Tasmania
Wapstra H, A & M, Gilfedder L, The Little Book of Common Names for Tasmanian
Plants
FPA Tasmania (2011), Fauna Technical Note No.5. Protocol for conducting Mt
Mangana Stag Beetle Lissoetes menalcas Surveys.
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PHOTO No.1: Eucalyptus obliqua Wet Forest and approach to the quarry site (dolerite substrate).

PHOTO No.2: Vehicular access track within the footprint of the proposed quarry (dolomite substate)
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PHOTO No.3: Hollow partially decayed hollow log within the proposed quarry site.

PHOTO No.4: Understorey of densely wooded Dogwood Pomaderris apetala in quarry site.
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PHOTO No.5: Understorey of Dogwood Pomaderris apetala and Pinkwood Beyeria viscosa.
Note clear ground layer.

PHOTO No.6: Extent of fallen partially decayed logs within proposed quarry site.
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APPENDIX 5 HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RISK ASSESSMENT
Hazard Identification:
Activity
Vegetation and topsoil
stripping

Frequency
Infrequently

Equipment
Dozer, excavator.

Road maintenance

Periodically through Dozer, excavator,
operational phase
dump trucks, grader.

Over burden removal
and stockpile
construction

Periodically through Dozer, excavator,
operational phase
dump trucks, wheel
loader.

High wall
development

Frequently through
operational phase

Drilling machine and
explosives, excavator.

Hazards
• Excessive noise impact on fauna species.
• Excessive dust impact on adjacent vegetation and visual impact.
• Soil erosion and sediment discharge into natural water courses.
• Hydrocarbon spill to ground or water course.
• Natural vegetation damaged adjacent to areas cleared.
• Area of vegetation cleared in excess of that required for the work.
• Weed and disease spread into natural vegetation.
• Windrows slump through poor placement or steep side slopes.
• Sediment transport affects watercourses and karst features smothering
aquatic habitat and cave fauna.
• Heavy equipment breaks through unstable ground.
• Excessive dust impact on adjacent vegetation and visual impact.
• Soil erosion and sediment discharge into natural water courses
• Hydrocarbon spill to ground or water course.
• Inadequate culvert number, size and inappropriate placement.
• Excessive noise impact on neighbours.
• Excessive dust impact on adjacent vegetation and visual impact.
• Hydrocarbon spill to ground or water course.
• Stockpiles slump through poor placement or steep side slopes.
• Runoff from stockpiles cause siltation in natural vegetation.
• Expose deleterious waste rock material.
• Workers exposed to harmful dust emissions.
• Excessive impact from air blast overpressure and vibration on neighbours.
• Excessive dust impact on adjacent vegetation and visual impact.
• Soil erosion and sediment discharge into natural water courses
• Hydrocarbon spill to ground or water course.
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Loading out from
stockpiles and
transport

Frequently through
operational phase

Wheel loader, on road
truck and trailer
combinations.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor face location and progression cause visual impact.
Voids close to explosive charges lead to unpredictable blast results.
Unstable ground leads to partial bench collapse.
Expose deleterious waste rock material.
Workers exposed to harmful dust emissions.
Soil erosion and sediment discharge into natural water courses
Hydrocarbon spill to ground or water course.
Excessive speed causes dust and noise emissions (engine brakes)
Poor timing of trucks causes excessive traffic impact
Inadequately covered or damped loads cause dust impact.
Expose deleterious waste rock material.
Workers exposed to harmful dust emissions.
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TABLE OF RISK ASSESSMENT
Likelihood
A Almost
certain

Event expected in 12 month period

Consequence
1 Insignificant

B

Likely

Event likely to occur in 12 month period

2

Minor

C

Possible

Event may occur (but not likely) in 12
month period

3

Moderate

D

Unlikely

Event not expected in 12 month period

4

Major

E

Rare

Event extremely unlikely to occur in a
12 month period

5

Extreme

F

Extremely
rare

May only occur in extreme and
exceptional circumstances over a 12
month period

6

Catastrophe

Negligible or no environmental harm or nuisance e.g.
• Contained oil spill <20 litres.
• Incidental and local impact on flora and fauna.
Material environmental harm or nuisance, but prosecution unlikely,
local publicity only, local nuisance impacts on community e.g.
• Technical breaches of legal requirements regardless of harm
or nuisance.
• Spills to waterways <100 litres where dispersal/cleanup is
simple.
Serious environmental harm, possible prosecution, local state
publicity possible temporary permit and lease restrictions e.g.
• Significant oil spill (4000 litres to land, >100 litres to water).
• Ecosystem impact requiring expert remedial action and
follow up.
Serious environmental harm, prosecution probable, national
publicity, reputation impacts, probable temporary permit and lease
restrictions e.g.
• Significant ecosystem impact with residual effects after
follow up.
Serious environmental harm, prosecution certain, severe reputation
impact, national publicity, probable permanent permit and lease
restrictions e.g.
• Significant impact on regional ecosystem, with significant
residual effects likely.
Serious environmental harm, prosecution certain with jail terms,
permanent damage to reputation, certain loss of permit and mining
lease e.g.
• Significant and permanent impact on regional ecosystem.
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RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Likelihood
A
B
C
D
E
F

1
Insignificant
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Almost certain
Likely
Possible
Unlikely
Rare
Extremely rare

2
Minor
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Low
Low

3
Moderate
High
High
Moderate
Low
Low
Low

Consequence
4
Major
Extreme
Extreme
High
Moderate
Low
Low

5
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
High
Moderate
Low

6
Catastrophe
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
High
Moderate

RISK LEVEL ACTION TABLE
Risk rating
Action

Low
Acceptable, activity can
proceed, with controls.

Moderate
Quarry Manager to assess
efficacy of controls and
authorise activity.

High
SHE Manager to assess
efficacy of controls and
authorise activity.

Extreme
Unacceptable, activity
cannot proceed.

HIERARCHY OF CONTROLS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Control
Eliminate
Substitute
Isolate
Engineer out
Administrate
Response equipment

Example
Don’t proceed with activity or fundamentally rework activity to remove hazard.
Introduce alternative activity with lower risk rating.
Install permanent design features to protect against hazard.
Change equipment used or introduce features to lower risk rating e.g. improved silencers on equipment.
Reinforce active controls through documented work procedures and toolbox meetings.
Provide workers with equipment to reduce severity of consequences e.g. hydrocarbon spill kits.
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RISK ASSESSMENT
Hazard
Excessive noise impact on neighbours.

Likelihood /
Consequence
A/3

Risk rating

Controls

High

•
•
•

Pit development will occur over7 km from nearest
residence (3)
Modern quiet equipment for drilling and processing (4)
Slow vehicle speeds (5)

Risk rating
with control
(D / 3) Low

Excessive dust impact on adjacent
vegetation and visual impact.

B/2

Moderate

•
•

Use water cart on windy days (6)
Slow vehicle speeds (5)

(D / 2) Low

Soil erosion and sediment affects
watercourse smothering aquatic habitat
or cave habitat for threatened species.

C/4

High

•

(C / 4) Low

Hydrocarbon spill to ground or water
course.

B/3

Threat reduced by the low erosive potential of the
source rock (3)
Minimise extent of disturbance (3)
Install sediment retention basins on drains and work
areas and clean out as required (4)
Moderate slope on stockpiles and windrows (5)
Use modern well maintained equipment (4)
Maintain defined drainage paths separate from traffic
paths (4)
Reinforce accidental spill procedure (5)
Have spill kits on hand at all times (6)
Flag work areas before clearing commences (5)
Reinforce best practice clearing procedures (5)

•
•

High

Natural vegetation damaged adjacent to
areas cleared.

B/2

Moderate

Weed and disease spread into natural
vegetation.

C/4

High

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excessive impact from air blast
overpressure and vibration on

D/4

Moderate

•
•

Adopt ‘Wash Down Guidelines’ for equipment working
adjacent natural vegetation (5)
Maintain defined drainage paths separate from traffic
paths (4)
Blasting only during restricted hours (1)
Pit development will occur over7 km from nearest
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neighbours.

•
•
•

Workers affected by deleterious dust

D/6

Extreme

Product with deleterious inclusions
delivered off site.

D/5

High

Trucks movement causes excessive
mortality on threatened species.

A/4

Extreme

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

residence (3)
Maximum of 2 blasts per year (4)
Professional blasting subcontractor used for all blasts
(5)
Do not blast when poor weather conditions prevail (5)
HEPA filters in machinery air conditioning (3)
Naturally occurring asbestos monitoring and
management plan (4)
Workers use dust masks for certain operations (6)
Naturally occurring asbestos monitoring and
management plan (4)
Worker induction and training (4)
Only run trucks during daylight hours (1)
Trucks to travel slowly due to gravel surface on road.
(3)
Driver awareness (5)
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Cresswells Transport and Quarrying Pty Ltd
ML2M/2013 Eddy Creek Dolomite Project
Report on Management Plan for Rehabilitating a Waste Rock Pit, with
regard to
Naturally Occurring Asbestos

Ken Morrison M. Econ. Geol
3 June 2016

Background Information
Cresswells Transport and Quarrying Pty Ltd (Cresswells) is developing an agricultural
dolomite project consisting of an open cut quarry within mining lease 2M/2013 at Eddy
Creek and a crushing, stockpile and transport hub within the Southwood industrial estate,
some 13 km by road from the quarry.
The geology of interest within the mining lease consists of dolomitic marble grading upslope
to the east into a magnesium calc silicate skarn. Exploration by Cresswells established a
resource of ore grade agricultural dolomite within the marble facies (Figure 1) and following
the granting of the mining lease and the required Council permitting, an initial pit was
established on skarn waste rock (see photo on cover page) to provide gravel for the site
access road, and to create space for overburden pre stripped during the initial 2015 campaign
of ore quarrying.
In May 2016 minor narrow seams of fibrous skarn minerals including chrysotile asbestos
were confirmed outcropping in the high wall of the waste rock pit and as occurrences on
broken rock fragments apparently derived from the waste rock pit. Although the
concentration of asbestiform mineral is a very minor fraction of the waste rock and no
asbestos minerals have been observed in the dolomite pit, the recognition of any asbestos on
the quarry site triggered a Section 9 (Mines Work Health and Safety Act 2012) Notice from
Work Safe Tasmania on May 5th, requiring a halt to operations pending a satisfactory
management plan for actual and potential asbestos on the site. (The term asbestiform is used
here because some of the fibrous mineral which initially appeared to be asbestos, was
revealed by X-Ray Diffraction analysis to be various other carbonate and silicate minerals
with fibrous form) On the 20th May the Southwood stockpile was cleared for ongoing
operation after systematic sampling revealed no evidence of asbestos above environmental
background and analytical instrumentation detection levels.
Meetings during May 2016 at both Rosny Park and at the Eddy Creek quarry site, by
representatives from Cresswells, Work Safe Tasmania and Mineral Resources Tasmania,
concluded that the initial priority was to bury and cover the known asbestos-bearing waste
rock and permanently rehabilitate the waste rock pit. This report sets out the management
plan to enable that work to be carried out in accordance with guidelines provided by Work
Safe Tasmania as legislated in the relevant Acts for dealing with Naturally Occurring
Asbestos in rock materials.
The management plan for the waste rock pit and derived broken rock dump material is
intended to be an interim management plan, specifically to enable safe and rapid removal of
the known asbestos from its current status as surface exposure in waste rock. This interim
management plan will be followed in due course by a more wide ranging management plan
and quality control program for detecting and dealing with asbestos should it be encountered
in future operations at Eddy Creek or Southwood.
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The Management Plan
Overview
The aim of this plan is to achieve permission from Work Safe Tasmania for Cresswells to
backfill the waste rock pit and rehabilitate its site back to an approximately pre quarrying
landform. The backfilling and landscaping process would ensure secure burial and cover of
all visible fibrous asbestiform material at a time and in a manner which minimises any health
risk to operators and the general public.
Timing and Weather Conditions
There is an obvious need to do this work as soon as possible and the first half of June is
targeted as a realistic time frame for permitting and completion of earthworks. The
earthworks will be done entirely in one day (note the size of the waste rock pit and dump on
the cover page photo) and as soon as permitting has been achieved, the day will be chosen
based on the first day when dry, no wind conditions are forecast. Cool, sunny, high pressure
windless days are relatively common in early June and with heavy dew development
throughout winter, even without rain the ground at Eddy Creek will be permanently damp
and immobile. There is essentially zero potential for wind-borne fibres if these conditions are
followed.
Personnel and Equipment
The job requires two people and a tracked excavator. A geologist on foot will supervise the
earthworks and be responsible for ensuring that all visible asbestiform material is securely
buried and covered. Cresswells own a modern 24 tonne Caterpillar excavator with closed
cabin and air conditioning and together with one of the company’s experienced operators, it
will be ideal for the job. Both the operator and the geologist will wear disposable protective
face masks through the course of the work and the geologist will be responsible for showing
the operator how to recognise asbestiform material, for future reference.
Completion Procedures
Abundant soil-rich broken rock regolith is available on site and the final landscaping phase of
the backfill will involve spreading this material over the surface to facilitate early plant
regrowth. The geologist will remain responsible at this stage of the operation, for ensuring
that no occurrences of visible asbestiform mineral have escaped burial undetected. At the
completion of the earthworks, the excavator and the boots worn by the two people on site will
be washed down using a light vehicle mounted water tank and pump. Gauze masks will be
sealed in a plastic bag and disposed of via an authorised agent for handling asbestos
contaminated consumable PPEs. The site will be photographed and a short report on the
exercise submitted to Work Safe Tasmania, followed by a joint site visit to assess the
outcome.

